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im Fritz-Haber-Institur,

von Dr. U. GEISSLER (Berlin),
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(Berlin) u. Dr. B. REIMANN (La Jolla, Calif.. USA).
Jedcr Band mit ctwa 100 Originalphoros und eincm Tcxthcft in daucrhaftcr Kasscttc. GraB-Okrav.
Band I-V (woven Band I+Il in zweiter Auflagc) licferbar. Preis jc Band OM 75.- ($ 18.75)
Das \X'erk wird fortgcsetzI.
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Index Hepaticarum
An Index to the Liverworts of the world by C. E. B. BONNER, Geneva, Switzerland.
Volume
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issues

2-4):
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to Cplo/ejezmea.

1962/63.

VIII,

926 pages.

Wrappers.
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Issue

1: Plagiocbi/a.

1962. Vlli.

340 pages.

Wrappers.

DM

55.-

(S 13.75)

This Index including all species of Hepaticac described up to the end of 1960 will be published in issues at irre.
gular intervals, it will be complete in 1965. The price per sheet of 16 pages is D11 2.50. Orders can only be
accepted for the complete work. The first volume, consisting of issues 2A, is now ready and can be bound.
The tirst issue (P/ogiocbi/o)
must remain unbound and will be inserted Jatemn in its alphabetical order.

Fungi in Oceans and Estuaries
by Prof. Dr. T. W. jOlINSON, jr. (Botany
Department,
Duke Univl:rsity,
Durham,
NC., USA) and
Prof. Dr. F. K. SPARROW, jr. (Botany Department,
University
of 1fichigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich., USA).
1961. XXIV
& 668 pages, 19 tables, 7 figures in the text and 312 figures on 17 plates.

DM 120.- ($ 30.-)

Clothbound

\'\/ith the comprehensive
work the authors have solved tbe difficult problem of compiling all knowlcdge of,
marine mycology ..•
Even if the readcr may ha\'e a diflerent opinion in interpreting some of (he problems,
the book is a very valuable contribution
to mycology and will be indispensable for the specialist in marine
mycology. Also every other mycologist whether he is interested in taxonomy, physiology or ecology will
profit by using it, and students of adjacent fields, like marine zoology or algoJogy, will have to consult this
book about many questions."
U. Kohhlleyer in !\:ova Hedwigia IV, 3 + 4)

Flora of Lowland Iraq
By Prof. Dr. K. II. RECHINGER
pages. Clothbound.

(Director

of the Naturaillistory

.Museum,

Vienna).
Dfil

1964. VIII, 736
150.- ($ 37.50)

This is the first and only existing flora of the area concerned. It is intended for the student as well as for any person interested in the botany of Iraq and adjacent countries. It will be welcome to the specialist as a source of quick
reference as well as to ecologists, agronomists, range-managers etc. Many well known specialists have contributed
treatments of individual families or genera, including the well known Kew Agrostologist Dr. N. L. Doll..

The Agaricales in Modern Taxonomy
By Dr. Rolf SINGER (Facultad
de Ciencias Exaetas
y Naturales,
Universidad
de Buenos Aires). 2nd
edition
1962 Royal-Octavo.
VIII, 916 pages. 73 plates one of which is coloured.
Clothbound.
Coloured
dust jackett.
D1\[ 120.- ($ 30.10 15 s)

£

, .•. In a short notice one cannot indicate all the important or novel conclusions adopted in such a monumental work. This is nm just another system of classification. It is a comprehensive
manual of Agaric studies
up to 1950 and as such is indispensable to all seriuus mycologist whether specially interested in Agarics or not.
Cettainly it should be in the library of every higher educational institution where botany is taught ... "
(R.W.A.Dennis
in Kew Bulletin 1952; 98-100)

Die Gattung Cosmarium
von Dr. \VILLI KRIEGER (t) u. Dr. JOHANNES GERLOFF (Kustos
am Bot. Museum,
Berlin-Dahlem)
LiefelUng
1: 1962. Gron-Oktav.
Scite Ill-XV Ill, 1-112. Tafcll-23.
Eine Abbildung
im Text.
Broschicrt.
DM 35.- ($ 8.75)
Diescs W'erk war ursprUnglkh als Teil von KRIEGERS
Desmidiaceenbearbeitung
im Rabenhorst geplant. Die
Grundkonzeption
dieses Werkes wurde auch fUr die Bearbeitung der Gattung CosmoriNnJ beibehalten. Aus diesem
Grunde wurden auf den bcigegebcnen Tafeln auch alle infraspezifischen Taxa abgebildet. Ocr Beschreibung der
Arten, die etwa 4-5 Licferungen ausftillcn wird, folgt ein allgemeiner Teil mit okologischen Angabcn etc. Die
Dcstellung der crsten Liefcrung verpflichtet zum Bczug dcs gesamten \X,'erkes.
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Hommage ala mcmoire de Rene Jeanne]
(23 mars 18i9-20

fevricr 1965)

Suivi de la liste compl{~te de ses publications
Par

AloTAst)
Avec 1 portrait

COl"iSTA:\TE\

Au lieu de fCler Ie 87(': anniversairc de Hene Jeannel, que les spcologues roumains considcrent com me un des leurs, nous rendons uujour.
d'hui, a ]a memoire du grand spcologue fran<;ais, un hommage de
gratitude et de reconnaissance pour son incgalable contribution
it
l'essor de ]a Speologie en Houmanic.
Hene Jeannel cst ne Ie 23 mars 187V it Paris 011 il expira Ie 20 fevrier
Jernier it la suite d'une operation dont il ne put supporter les con.
sequences.
Ascendance de Jeanncl. Son graml.pere, Julien Jeannel, a ete general
divisionnaire en Pharmacie et auteur de quelques inventions en ce
domaine et de quelques essais litteraires. Son perc, .:\Iallrice JeanneI,
grand chirurgien, a etc Doyen de Ia Faculte de 11edecine de Toulouse.
Sa mere, Berthe Legay, qu'il perdit a 15 ans, et,ait originaire de
Brctagne. Elle cut neuf enfants dont il fut Ie second; six sout encore
en vie parmi lesqucls, .:\1. ~lallrice Jeannel, retraite it VillefrunchesUI'.:Mer2).

I.e Dr. ::\Iaurice Jcannel tenait it Lout prix it ce que son fils emhrassat
1<1carriere medicale. Celui-ei ne voulant pas contral'ier Ie projet de
son perc, s'inclina devant sa volonte, et fit de son mieux pour faire son
Doctorat en .:\ledecine it Ia Faculle de Paris (lV07). Tres jaloux de son
titre, il signera dorenavant, sans exception, en bas de ses lettres:
Dr. 1\. Jeanne!.
Quoiqu'il en soit, il n'allait pratiqueI' la nH~decinc que pendant Ia
grande guerre mondiale.
1) 29 Boulevard Prof. Dr. ?llarincsco, Bucuresli :l5.
2) Que 1Iladallle Berlhc Jeannel, I'cpouse devouec du -'1altre ct .:'Iladame

::\Iareellc Gaulhier, sa fille, veuillcnt bien aeecptcl' nos ",irs rcmerciemcnts
pour l'extremc obligeance qu'cllcs ont eue dc nous fournil' ces renseignoa:ents
sur l'ascendance <ill Dr. H. Jeannel, el de nOlls I"'ocurer 5es purtraits.
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En 1904 un heureux hasanl Ie miL en contact pour la premiere fois
avec Ie moncle vivant des cavernes: son professeur de Sciences Natllrelies au LycCJ de Toulouse, Bernard Lamounette, ami de son pere,
Ie conduisit it 101 grotte d'Oxybar, pres de Cumou Cihigue dans les
Basses-Pyrenees, au pied du massif des Arhailles.
Dans celte petite grotte inexplorce, Jeannel recueillit les premiers
ColCopteres aveugles de sa vie, Bathyscia. Jeanneli et Aphaenops
Jeanneli, deux remarquahles especes nouvelles qui lui furent dediees
par E. Aheille de Perrin, I'entomologiste bien connu.
Jeannel ne prcssentait gucre alors, Ie tOlll'nant qu'allait prendre sa
future carriero, et, que ces Insectes formeraient I'ohjct presque exclusif de ses laborieuses ct passionnantes recherches.
~Iais, celui qui contrihlla Ie pillS a l'ol'ientation definitive de Jeannel
dans 13 voie de la Spcologic, fut sans doutc E. G. Hacovitza (18G81947).
Avec lui et sa femme, l\ladame IIeHme Hacovitza nee Boucard
(1880-1U57), IInc parisicnne, Jeannel enlrepriL en aOI'ltW05, sa premicre campagne speologique dans les Pyrenees fralll;aises et les'Pyrenees espagnoles. lIs explorel'cnt plus d1une centaine de grotLes dans
les provinces de Lerida et de Huesca, en Espagne, 01'1 iis fircnt une
ample moisson de cavernicoles inconnus.
Le souvenir de cette famellse randonnee dans Ie karst espagnol lui
resta tOlljollrs vivant.
Pendant une dizaine d'annees, Jeannel, sous la dil'cct.ion de Ilacovilza, a fail des recherches methodiqlleS dans les cayerncs eL les
gouffres tie la Catalogne cl de l'Aragon.
En J907, avec Hacovitza, Jeannel fonda Ies «( lhospeologica!} dont
iI fut Pame et qui ant commence aycc Phistorique Essai Sill' ies PI'OMemes biospeologiqlles de son ami.
Apl'cS ayoir termine sa licence en Sciences Naturelles (1908), Jeannel
fut nomme preparateul' all LalJOratoil'e Arago de I3anyuIs-sul'-.\ler,
fonde par Henri Laeaze-Duthiers (1821-1901), dont Ie Directcur etait
alors Georges Pruyot (1852-1924) et Ie sous~directeur son ami Hacovitza. En contact lres elroit avec celui-ci et sous son influence, Jeanne],
sans abandonner les recherches de zoologie marine (tres it la mode it
cette cpoque-lit) consacre la pluparL de son temps a I'exploration des
gl'ottes des Pyrenees~Orientales ainsi qu'a l'elaboration de sa these de
doctorat es-Sciences: «( Herision des lJathysciinae) (t911) soutellliJ a
Ia Sorhonnc.
CeLle premiere grande monographic de 641 pages, ahondamment
illustree, marque Ie debut de Jeannel dans la hiospeologie <lont il
allait deyenir un des maittes.
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En 1911-1912, il accompagna son ami eh. Alluaud et ..'Iadame
Alluaud dans un grand voyage d'exploration en Afrique l.l'opicale.
Aprcs son retouI', il cnlfa comme hoursier de Flnstitut Pasteur au
laboraLoire d'Enlomologie till tl-Iuseum, Otl E.-L. Bouvier (185G-19!lljL
Directeur de ee laboratoire, Ie chal'gca de l'ctudc systematique des
Inseclos piqueurs. ?\Iais, Ia guerre rnondiale eelata. JeanneI Jut ahandonner la scnhlitc des etudes, el, hist.ouri en main, il prit parl aux
plus durs combats qui se livrerent pendant cinq ans sur difrerentes par.
ties <lu front. II se comporta hravement et rut decore pour les soins
donnes aux blesses d'llne main experle l'appeJant celie de son pere.
Apres sa demobilisation, nomme )Iaitre de conferences de Zoologie
a la FaClllte des Sciences de Toulouse (1919), il d11t quitter bientOt
ceti.e situation, car une nouvelle perspective, plus SedllisHnte, s'ouvrait
devant lui. Son ami Hacovitza venait de fonder a Cluj (26 avril HJ20)
le premier Inslitut de Speologie du monde, grace a l'appui du Gouvernement provisoire de Transylvanie.
La meme annee, Jeannel fut nomme sous-directeur de eet lnstitut
et Pl'~fesseur titulaire de Biologic gcncrule a la Faculte des Sciences
de cette ville ou il s'installa avec Madame Jeannel et ses deux filles
Marcelle et Jacqueline. II y passa les plus fccondes et les plus actives
annees ric sa carriere scientifique et universitairc.
De cette epoque, date son important ouvrage de synthese «La jaune
c(wernicole de la France » (1926) redige a Cluj.
Le fruit de son enseignement fut son excellent « COllrs de Biologie
generale, ['Evolution ctl'lJeredite») (1930), parll en la version roumaine
de ~1. Val. Pu~cal'iu, un des assistants de Hacovitza. Dans un raccourei
sobre ct clair de 200 pages, Jeannel expose d'une fa.;on critique les
plus impol'tants problemes de Biologie gimerale et rend de grands
services a la jcunessc univel'sitaire roumaine de ce temps-lao En recompense 1e MinisLcrc roumain de I'Enseigncment lui confera }'ordrc
« I1asplata muncii pentru invatamint
», Ie classe (17 decembre 1930)1).
Ce qui est intcressant a remarqller, et montre que .JeanneI etait
predestine a Ctlldier les Insectes cavcrnicoles de Houmanie, c'est que,
IlUit ans avant de venir en Houmanie, il identifia quelques espcce8
inlel'cssanles dont une nouvelle (J)llralills /onesclli .Jean.) dans sa
« Liste des Coleoplcres recoiles par Ie Dr. C. N. lonescll dans les grotles
des Carpathes roumaines » (lassy, '1912).
)lalgrc ses obligations professorales ct administralivcs
assez absOl'hantcs, Ie Dr. JeanneI, des son installation it Cluj, ne tarda pas a
organiser des campagnes speologiqucs tl'CS etendues dans les monts
1} «Hccompense

<Iu travail

pour l'Enseignernenlll.
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Apuseni et les Carpathes. Aces campagnes, tres fructueuses, outre
P. A. Chappuis, nouvellement nomme adjoint a la direction de 1'lnslitut de Speologie, pl'irent part: A. \Vinkler de Vienne, specialiste dans
la recherche de la fanne endogee, 1\1..:\lagdelaine de Paris,l'ahbe Drenil,
Ie prehislorien Lien connu, et, plus tard, L. Fage, ami inseparahle de
Hacovitza et de Jeanne!.
Les rcsullals de ces campagnes spcologiques en Houmanie se matcrialiserent en une serie de 19 travaux publics dans Ie «( Bulletin de Ia
Societe des Sciences de Cluj ))fonde pal' Hacovitza et quelques uns de
ses collegues en 1921.
Dans ces travaux (t921-1931), Jeannel cludie Ja faune entomologiql1e cavernicole et endogee des .\Ionts Bihar et des Carpathes au
point de vue systematique, phylogenique, hiogeographique et de son
evoluLion.
En traversant heaucoup de fois de long en large les vallees montagneuses, Jeannel eut l'occasion £Ie connaitre de pres les hahitudes
millenaires des paysans et des bergers transylvains, heritces de Jeurs
ancetrcs lointains les Geto-Daces.
II devint ainsi un grand ami du peuple rOllmain dont il apprit la
langue, et avec les aspirations duquel it s'identifia entieremenl.
PIns de f{uarante annees vccnes au cotc de son maitre et ami
Hacovitza, ont etc les plus riches et les plus belles de sa vie.
I.e grand essor de la Speologie en Houmanie et l'organisation
moderne de I'lnstitut
de Speologie se resumenL en ces deux noms
inseparables: Hacovitza et Jeannel.
Malgre les cil'constances extremement
defavorables eL la grande
miscre Jes budgets, les deux maitres onL reussi a sauveI' <l'une Sl1.
pression cerLaine la creation de HacoviLza, connue Jans Ie momle
entier.
En signc de gratitude pour I'activite inlassable que Ie Doctcul'
Jeannel a deploycc a Cluj dans l'inleret de 1'lnstitut, la municipaliLe
de Gotte ville donna son nom a Ia rue ou il a hahite avec sa famille.
Nomme en 1927 dirccteur dll Vivarium du Jardin des Plantes dont
il donna une description detaillee, a l'occasion de l'inauguration
Ie
28 octobre 1928, dans son article «( l,e I'irarinm du Jardin des Plantes
pendant l'annee H)28 )), Jeannel dilt quitter la Houmanic. )'lais il se
renilait chaqllc annee a Cluj pour continuer son cours de Biologie
generale. Celui-oi cessa en 1931, lorsqu'il devint professeur d'Entomologic au Alllsclim National d'IIistoire Naturelle a la place de E. L.
Bouvier mis it la reLraite.
DorcnavanL, c'est entre les IIlUl'S de son lahoratoirc, qu'j1 allait
passer la pIl1part de son temps pour etwlier des collections continu-
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ellement grandissantes, de Col6optercs provenant dcs regions les plus
eloignces. Cert,cR, Jeannel fut un homme de lahoratoire, mais aussi un
grand exploratelil'.
Voyages d'exploration entrepn~<;par Jeannel
Afin de fouiller Ie plus grand nomine de grou,es possibles et de
miellx cOllnaitre leur faune ainsi que Ia faune endogee des forets et
leurs conditions d'exist,encc, Jeannel n entl'elH'is de nomhreuses carnpagnes d'exploralion dans plusieurs pays de l' Europe, en Afrique, aux
Canaries, en Amerique du Nord.
II a relat.e les rcsllitals scientifiqllcs de ees voyages et les peripCties,
souvent hilarantes de ceux-ei, dans son heau livre «( Qllarante wwees
d' explorations souterraincs » (1950) qui corn prend 1'autobiogra phie et, les
souvenirs du nat.uraliste.
A I'occasion du quatl'ieme Congres International
d'Entomologie
l.enll en 30tH 1928 a Ithaca allX Etnts.Unis, auquel il prit part, Ie
president 1.. O. Howard ol'ganisa pour Jeannel et son ami Candido
llolivar y I'ieltain, de ';\Iadrid, un voyage en automobile aux grottes
americaines. lIs furent piloies par II. ,\Iorisson et II. S. Barber du
Jlusemll d'llist.oire Nalurelle de \Vashington.
Pendant cc grand voyage, plusieurs grottes les ehlollirent par leurs
somptuellx amenagement.s tOllrist.iques. r .leur eclairage elect.riqlle multi.
colore surpassait ccllli des affiches luminclIses du Broadway. En
echange leul' faune se monlra presque nulle. Ce ne furent que les
grotles ahandonnees et., it I'ahri du tourisrne envahissant, qui pUl'ent
garuer leur faune originelle. lIs retrouverent it DonneIson's Cave, aux
environs de Louisville, les vesliges uu lahoratoire sou terrain du Pro.
fessenr Eigenmann.
AulOl'ises exceptionnel1crnent a pourslIivre des recherches dans les
couloil'S, interdits au public, dc 1'immense ~rammol1th's Cave, ils
eurent l'occasion de reneontrer les fameux Poissons aveugles A mbly.
opsis spelaeus et Typhliehthys osborni ainsi que l' Ecrevisse Orconecles
pellucidus et la Creyette Palaemonias ganteri, t.aules deux aveugles,
l'une d'un hlanc immaculc, l'aulre d'une transparence cliaphane. Cette
Cl'evette avait d'ailleurs etc decrite assez sornmairement par Hay et
gnlce nux ahondantes rccoltes de .Jeannel les particularites morphologiques singuliercs de eeUe espece furent etudiees en detail par
L. Fage (1031).
Dans les grotles des Appalaches, ils ont decouvert quelques Pseudanophthalmus nouveaux.
Les resultals de ceHo campagne speologique on fait I'objet de
quelques travanx parus en 1928 dans deux fascicules des «( Biospeo.
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l) ct,
plus tard, celui (rUn grand memoire de H. Jeannel et
H. I-Icnl'ot; « Les Coleopteres cavernicoles de la region des Appalaches l).
En j 932, .Jeannel et son ami Ie palContoJogue Camille Arambollrg,
organiserent, avec Paide du 1\l11SCllITl at lin Gouverncment fraw;ais, un
grand voyage d'exploration en Afrique Orientale dans Ie cadre de 1a
« ~Iission de l'Orno ), avec Ia participat.ion
de P. A. Chappuis en qua lite
d'hydrohiologiste.
Celle mission dura ncur Innis at son but fut de prospector rill point
de vue faunistique eL florisliquc les hautes monlagncs Cbcrangani
(3800 rn), Ahcrd"re (3900 rn), Elgon (1,300 m), Kenya (5195 Ill), et dc
fouilIer Ies gisements fossiliferes de I'Elhiopie meridionale, voisins du
lac Rodolphe, SUI' Ia rive aroile du neuve Omo. Jeanne) et Chappuis
onl explore, les innomhrahles grolles qui s'ouvrenl sur Ie flanc Sua.
Est de PE)gon vcrs 2000 lTI. lis onl conslate qu'elles sant ahso)ument
uzoiques. En echange, duns les hauleurs ils onl decouvert une tres
riche faune enllogee dont les lignees d'origine europeenne ont dtl
aUeindre 1'Elgon par PAhyssinie it )a faveur des periodes humides
du Pliocene.
Les explorateurs
rapporterent
it Paris uno grande collection de
roches, oulils de peche, cranes d'inliividus appurtenant
aux trilms
Kykoujou et Turkana, ainsi qu'nne qllantite enorme de resles fossiles
quaternaires de Crocodiles, Tortues geuntes, Antilopes, Hippopatames,
Elephants, comes de dilTerenls Hllminants etc.
Chappuis ramona les riches recoltes d'animaux aquatiques it Cluj
Ot, iIs fnrent tries et distribues aux difTCrenls sl)(~cialistes, ne gardanl
ponr lui que les lIarpacticoides dont il identifia 18 especes.
Un des fruits de ce grand voyage fut Ie livre fort interessant de
Jeannel « Un cimetiere d'Elephanls» (1934) oil il decrit tout ce qll'il a
vu avec un penetrant esprit d'ohservation et Ie remarquahle talent,
qu'on lui connait, d'evoquer les choses, les paysages, les hommes ot
lours mamrs.
En 1937, Jeannel donna, dans Ie grand Amphitheatre de I'Universite
tie Iassy, une interessante
conference sur 1'«Expedition au mont
Elgon », une autre pareille sur 1'« Expedilion dans le ~lzab Saharien »,
avec Ia projection d'llne s(~rie de diapositives fort belles. Une troisieme
conference, dont l'ohjet fut l' «( Anciennete des Insectes », fut tenue pour
nn groupe plus reslreint d'autiiteurs dans l'amphiLl1eatl'e de Zoologie
de la Faculte des Sciences.
L'auteur de celle notice, 'lui etaiL alars Professeur de Zoologie a
I'Univel'site de lassy, cut l'honneul' de presenter Ie Doctenr Jeannel
aux participants it ocs conferences dans une breve allocution adressee
au hardi explorateur en souvenir duqllel il en garde Ie manuserit.
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Attire, comme autrefois son ami Racovilza, par In solitude mystericuse des regions australes, Jeannel fit Ull grand voyage aux Hes subantiJretiqucs fruwiaises avec Ie navirc « llougainville}) (1939) commande par Ie capilaine de vaisseuu II. Fabre de In Hipclle. Au COllI'S
£Ie cc voyage, qui dura deux Innis, it visila les iles .\larioll, C,'ozet,
Kerguelen, Saint-Paul et Amst.erdam.
Jeannel a eonstate que ces iles inhabit-ces sont depourvucs de vegelation arborescentc at ontune faune trcs PUUVr'C sans aucun Vertebra.
l}cxistence aux Kerguelen des couches de charbon avec des hois
fossiles prollvc qu'il y a Oll autrefois des forM,s, surtout d'Arallcarias
comllle celles de l'Austmlic at de Ia XOllvelle-Zelande. Sllivant JeanneI,
ia disparition des forets est due all rapprochement
recent de cet
Archipel du pole, et surtout au fait qll'il se trouve contre un vuste
continent g]ae(~.
Dans son euptivant ouvragc «,t Il sellil de I'.A ntarct;qlle » (to/il).
.JeanneI, rellnissant ses observations personnclles it celles de ses predecesseurs, Ie capit.aine Peron, Aubel't de Ia HUe, eh. Velain, HallieI'
lin Baty, E. v. Drygalski, etc., donne d'amples det.ails stir l'histoirc des
deharquements SOlivent tragiqllcs (coIllIlle eeIlli dn Ct'lpitaine .\Iarion),
sur Ia geographic, Ia geologie, Ia mCteorologie, sur Ia faune et la flore
£Ie ces Hes dont Ia vi site lui a laisse un des meilleurs souvenirs de sa
-vie d'explorateur.
Tout ce mantle nouveau d'Elephants
de mer, :\Ianchots royaux,
.\Ianchots parous, Gorphous, Stcrnes, Petrels geants, etc., vivant peleIw1leell paix parfaite, lui evoque Ies fables de La Fontaine et lui donne
l'impres!'>ion d'avoir JeLarque tout it coup «( sur line plage de Ia
planete ~Iars, all milieu d'un assembhle de '\lartiens pacifiques ).
Jeanne] observe attentivemenL Ies agisseIllents des Phoques et des
Oiseaux allstrallX dont il decrit Ies mccul's curieuses qui impressionnerent aut.refois Hacovitza au cours de l'Expedition antarctique du
<, Bclgic" ') (189i-1899).
Ce qui Ie frappa specialement fut l'aspect dn Chou deyenll arborescent. sous l'influence <Ill climat parliculier de ces iles, et ensllitc Ie
pullulement eITl'oyahle des "lille-pattes,
des .\1ouchcs, des Blattes
intl'oduits par l'Hornrne, qui se sont admirahlcment acclimates.
Son attention fut attirec cgalement par les ctranges Papillons a
ailes I'eduites (Pringleophaga kergllelellensi.~), pal' les CUl'iellXDipLeres
sans ailes (Calcopleryx Jlnseley) de la famine des .\1icropezides, par un
CharanQon (EctenulOrrhinlls viridis), hotes Ies plus frequents (In Chou
de Kerguelen (Pringlea antiscorlmlica).
Un grand interet presente aussi ses observations sur l'aptcrisme des
Inscctes insulaires ainsi que celles sur Ies prairies a tussocks si earac-
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teristiques et tout. a-fait comparahles nux prairies de ce genre qu'il
avaiL rencontrces en Afrique dans Ia zone alpine elu Kenya et de
)'Aherdare.
Jeannel constaLa cgalcmenl que les tourbieres qui, dans l'archipel
Kerguelen, couvJ'cnt environ 50.000 ha, au lieu d'ell'c formees par des
Sphaignes ot des Alousses comme les tourbicrcs des regions horeales,
sont devcloppees surtout au depens des Phanerogamcs comille Ie Chou
de Kerguelen ot la Hosacee ligneuse Acacna ad-8cendens Vahl.
Pour expliql1er Ie peuplement des iles subanlarctiques
.Jeannel invaquc a son appui la thcorie mobiliste de \VegeneI' donl il a ete Ull
des plus constants ot des plus fideles adcptcs, COIIlIlled'aillours bouncoup de hiolog-istes, parmi lesquels A. Vandel, et meme quelques geologues tectonicicns tels quc E. Argand et A. TJ. On Toit. ~lais la plupart
des geologues opposent a cetto lheorie, qui a hesoin encore de verifi~
cations geophysiques, la theorie de la permanence des oceans, plus
acceptable.
En ce qui concerne ia protection de la nature dans ces Hes Iointaines,
.Jeannel est plutot pour une bonne rcglementation
de la chasse quo
pour la creation de reserves plus spectaculaires, plus edllcatives mais
moins efilcientes.
L'homme et ses attributs
AfTable, jovial et han, Jeannel a laisse en Houmanic, camille pnrtout,
Ie souvenir d'nn homme d'une volante inflexihle, d'une puissance de
travail inegalable, d'une passion ardente pour la recherche.
L'ossature gencrellsc de ses epaules et son COlI puissant rappellent
l'energie tenace qu'il a deployec pendant plus de qual'ante annees
d'exploration a la recherche de ses InsecLes.
SOliS les vOtites sombres et humides des cathedrules souterraines oil
Pan n'enLend que Ie tic~tac cternel des goutLes qui tom bent, Jeannel
oubliait Ie plus souvcnt Ie monde ensoleilIe de Ia surface et l'humidite
glaciale qui Ie transpcI't;ait.
Cache pendant des hClires dorriere les ridcaux onduies de calcite,
fallfile parmi les stalagmites mil'oitant dans Peau limpide des lacs et
des gours, ou penche SUI' des grands tas de guano de Chauve~souris
grouillant de vie, Jeannel donnait une chasse sans treve et sans repos
aux minuscules Insectes dont il cherchait a dcjouer la strategie cornpliquce. Ql10ique Ie plus souvent aveuglcs, ccs hestioles, servies pal' un
subtil et miI'aculeux instinct de conservation, trompaient quclqucfois
Ja vigilance du grand chassellI' et lui cchappaient .• \lais, finalement,
eIles tombaicnt victimes de ses pinces ct de 8es tubes.
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II accuffiula ainsi, pendant toute lInc vic, nne immense collection
d'lnsectes rarissimes, temoins des epoques gcologiques revolucs, ot qui,
COIIlIllO les "rais fossiles, sonL de tres precieux reperes permcttant
de
suivre 10. voie de I'evolution soulerraine.
Des legions de Carabiques, pIns au mains stenhygrcs Oll stenathermes, stcnarles 011 cUI'yart-os, trogloLies, troglophiles ou trogIoxenes, se sont conlinuel1emcnt amasses dans ses boites. En les regardanL, comme on Ie voit sur Ia belle photographic prise it son Iaboraloire, Ie grand entomologisic, all nohle front largemcnt degarni, semble
eprouver nn sentiment £Ie joie melee de mclancolic.
Car, il faudra bien, lin jour, dire adieu a ceLLechere collection, se
separcl' pour t.oujours de ces rares survivant.s des epoques geologiques
pas sees qu'il avait etudies avec tant de patience.
Les qualites maiLresses de .Jeannel ont et.c Ie sens du detail cL Ie
sens do l'onscmble. I)'un seul coup il voyait l'ar.bre et la foreL
Jusql1'au moment du grand repos, il a conserve intactes ses faoultes
intellect.uelles, nil esprit jellne et alerte, un seils crit.ique t.res aigu, une
soir inassollvie de tout connaiLre. En bref, il est rosle etudiant jUSql1'il
]a fin de sa vic.
1I ('onsen"a egalement line sant.e tres robuste. N{~anmoins nn afTreux
rhumatisme,
consequence de l'exploration
(l'cnviron 1500 grottes,
tenaillait ses jambes, malgre les soins prodigllcs par son gendre, Ie
Docteur Galmiche, rhumatologue bien connu.
La dexterite exceptionnelle de Jeannel lui va]ut d'enue1eer des
milliers d'organes copulateurs d'Insect.es dont il dcrnasqua les variations si importantcs pour identifier les especes ot pour eLablir leur
genealogie.
Son grand talent de dessinateur lui permit d'admirablement
illustrer
tous ses travaux.
Vreu(.!re de Jeannel et les idees qui en forment la frame
Son rcuvre est tellcment considerable 'lu'une analyse approfondie
demandel'ait un volume.
f"a Revision des lJathysciinae (1911), sa these de doct.orat, ainsi que
les auLres grands ouvrages parmi lesql1cls llJonographie des Bathysciinae (192/.), La/aune ca.c!ernicolede la France (1026), Jlonographie des
Treehinae (1926-1930), Monographie des Catup,:dae (1936), Les Calusomes (19-40), Coleopteres carabiqlles (19ft1 et 1942) ct puis ses memoires
sur les J/igadupides (1938), les IIyletides (1938), les JUniescephalides
(1!H2), constituent une partie tres importante de son ccuvre systematique. Car .Jeannel fut en premier lieu systematicien. 11ais, srs lahorieuses monographies ne sonL pas de pure systematique. II ne conQoit
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pas la systematique
comme un but en soi, une discipline n'ayant
d'aulre tache que la decouverte ella description des especes nouvelles.
Pour lui, Ie but de la systematique cst celui d'eclaircir la distribution
geographique ct l'evolution des lignees, ,lont il atLaque l'histoire sous
LOllSles angles possibles: biologique, ecologique, ethologique, biogcographique, paleogeographique.
De ses helles recherches il a tire tous les arguments possibles en
faveur de la tlH~orie de Wegener qu'il a exposee et commentee longuement dans plusieurs de ses ollvrages. Et c'est en se basant sur elle que
Jeannel explique Ia distribution geographique des animaux terrestrcs.
Pour ce qui concerne Ia formation des especes ou specification,
suivant Ie tenne invente par Darwin, Jeannel cst tribuLaire de Moritz
\Vagner qui, en 18G8, a em is la tlieorie de Ia segl'egaHon.
On sait qlle Racovitza (1912) a donne la definition suivante de
l'espece: (,une colonie isolee de consanguins l). Cette definition fut
adoptee par Jeannel. D'Otl Ie role preponderant, sinon exclusif, attrib1l6 par les deux maitres a l'isolement geographique, physiologique ou
6thologiquo dans la formation des especes. Darwin lui-memo avaiL
reconnll, dans deux lettres adressees a .:\loritz \Vagner1), l'influence de
risolernenL Sllr Ia formation de nouvelles especes.
Au COUI'S de leurs nombrellses campagnes spcologiques dans les
Pyrenees, les Alpes, les Carpathes Oll les monts Bihar, Hacovitza et
Jeannel ont eu maintes fois I'occasion de constater que, dans chaque
systeme independant de grottes, l'isolement des cavernicoles typiques
est ahsolument com plot.
Dans fla these, He(lision des Bathysciinae (1911), .Jeannel fait re.
marqueI' que des grottes tOllt~a.fait voisines, mais autonomes, sont
hahitees par rles especes dilTerentes. Au contraire, les gl'ottes appartc.
nant au rneme systerne, c'est.a.diro cornmuniquant entre elles, sont
peuplees par les memes especes.
Une excellente mise au point des problemes hiospcologiques, qui
rappelle Ie celehre Essai de Hacovitza, est Ie travail de synthese de
.Jeannel, « Le domaine sOllterrainll (EncycI. fran.;., V, 1937).
Il montro que l'hahitat souterrain n'est pas primiLif; les cavernicoles sonL des immigrants d'origines diverses et d'ages diITcrents.
En ce qui concerne Ie peuplernent des grottes, Jeannel pense que
hien des lignees sylvutiques, comme Ie sont celles des regions tres
hum ides dll lIaut.Bihar
(Homnanie) ont dlt passer directement de
I'Ctat muscicole an cavernicole par l'entree des grottes, c'est Ie cas des
1) Cf. La vie et la correspondunce de Charles Darwin (l{'ec un chapitrc
autobiographiquc publics par son fils ill. Francis Darwin. Traduit de l'anglais
par lIenry C. de Varig-ny (t. II, p. '187 et '188). C. Heinwald, Paris 1888.
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lJathysciillae et de certaines Araneides. Tandis que les Trechinae ont
pris Ia voie des fentes. Pour ces derniers Petal endoge a etc une clape
obligatoire, preccdanl Petat cavernicole. Les premiers sont aot1101l0ment distribues par "allees, les autres par massifs montagneux separes.
Pour Jeannel, la specialisation Ia plus importante des cavernicoles,
qui les rend prisonniers des cavernes, c'est la stenhygrobiose et non pas
la stenothermie.
Dans son grand ouvrage « La genese des jauncs Lerreslres l) (19,)2),
ainsi que dans d'autres travaux, Jeannel souligne Ie role que joue la
segregation dans Ia difTerenciation des innomhrables especes d'Insodes qui pcurlent tous les biotopes du Globe.
«( Toutes sorles de barrieres ont perpeluellement
determine - ecriLil-l'isolement
des colonies dans les habitals speciaux, Oil elles ont pu
varier independamment
des autres colonies de meme ascendance. »
Jeannel discute longuement, dans ce grand ollvrage richemenl illustre, sur les problemes les plus passionnants et les plus ardus de la
biologie gencrale, Ia biogeographic, Ia paleogeographie, en se basant
surtout sur ses travallX relatifs aux Insectcs, Ies plus ViCllXhabitants
tcrrestres de la "lanete.
Jeannel fut aussi un adepte de Th. Eimer sllivant la theorie dnquel
(t888),l'cvolution
cst orthogeneLique, c'est~it-dire se deroulant en ligne
droite en avant ou en arriere, et non pas dans tontes les directions
comme Ie soutiennent les selectionnistes. Dans ce deroulement en
ligne droite, certaines formes, sous l'influence des factenrs externes
continuent leur marche en avant, d'al1tres s'arretent en chemin. Ainsi,
il se prod nit entre les unes et les aulres un decalage, une discontinuitc
«< genepistase I}), qui scpare les especes sans l'intervention
de Ia segregation geogruphiqne. Les differences du degl'e de dcveloppement de
divers ol'ganes (( hetcropistase I}) constituent
encore une cause de
distinction entre les especes.
Neanmoins, Jeannel admel qu'an debnt de l'cvolution des rameaux
phylCtiques, lorsql1e les structures et les organes nc sont pas encore
specialises, les orthogeneses naissantes nnt pu changer de sens . .'Iais,
it mesnre que la specialisation ayan9ait, un changement tie direction
devenait impossible.
Jeannel a ete aussi l'adepte dll paleontologue helge L. Dollo, qui a
formule en 1893 Ie principe de l'irreversibilit.e de l'evolution.
Telles sont les conceptions phylogeniques qui font Ie canevas de
l'ccuvre de Jeannel.
Tout en admettant
que la thcorie des pants continentaux,
emisc
par II. v. Ihering (1007), fut un utile instrument de travail, Jeannel
pense qu'cHe est perimec.
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Ayec E. Suess, il uttrihllc un role eapital duns Ia geonemic des
animallx terrestl'es a ee qu'on appelle les « asiIes », regions Oil Ia vie
a etc depuis fort iongtcmps ~\ l'abri des mouvements orogeniques et
des transgressions marines.
Suiyant Jeannel, il y a CII trois asiles. Deux dans Phcmispherc
horeal, la « Laurentic », ou houelier canadien, et )'« Angarie » com prelIant line grande partie de I'Asie, et Ie ll'oisiemc la «GolHhvanie » dans
I'hemisphere austral.
Vel's la fin dn JUl'assique Ia « Gondwanie » fut scindee en deux
fragments principaux : la « PalCantarclide » compl'cnant la Patagonie,
J'Anlarctide, l'Australie avec la I\'ouvelle.Zelanue, Ia .\Iclanesie et Ia
i\ouvelle Guinee; ct, 1'<1 Inabresie » fOl'lnee par Ie massif hresilien,
I'Afrique, .\laclagascar, Plnde et Ia !\Ialaisie.
Toute l'histoire paleogeographique
n'est, suivant Jeannel, qu'une
suite de morcel1ements de continents, de formation cl'oceans et des
mel'S, de changements climatiques qui ont const.ilue ues uarrieres
infranchissahles POUl'la dispersion des especes it la surface de la Terre.
La dispersion des especes lerrestres s'est eHectuee au cours de
periodes appelees « geocraliques I), c'cst-EHlire apres les regressions
de la mer.
Les especes strictement. adaplees a des conditions d'existence ill.
variables, comme Ie sont les cavernicoIes trogloLies, sont incapables
de s'accommotler a d'aulres conditions.
Euryaptes dans leur jeunesse, eUes peuvenl eIargir leur aire geo.
gr'aphique . .\Iais, en vieillissanl, elles deviennent stenaples, incapahles
de se repandre. Ce sont des «fossiles vivants }), suivant l'heureuse
expression de Darwin, et dont 1<1 grande importance a etc relevee
par Jeannel dans son ollvrage « Les fossiles vivants des cavernes»
(19,,3).
II fait remar'quer que les plus anciens cavernicoles se rencontrent
dans les grottes des vieux massifs medilerraneens qui ont jOlle Ie role
de refuge pour les animaux tel'l'estres au cours du Tertiaire. C'est
ainsi qu'ils ant pu se perpet.uer, landis que leurs pl'oches parents
lucicoles ont disparll depuis longtemps.
Pour Jeannel « l'influence directe du milieu, combinee avec les efTets
de l'usage et du non-usage, paraissent d'cmblee fournir l'explication
simple et totale de lous les problcllles poses par Pevolution des caver.
nicoles I). II montre que Darwin lui-meme s'est ralJie it l'interprctation
lamal'ckienne, en admeltant
que la selection naturelJe ne joue pas
dans Ie monde souterrain.
(I l~amarche de ('evolution
» (1950), publiee
deux ans avant sa mise
il Ia retraite, est un des plus imporl-ants ouvrages de Jeannel.
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Tres remarquable cst Ie fait que JeanneI est arrive a Ia conviction
que «, .• la vic n'est pas explicable seulemcnt pal' les lois naturclles,
c'est~iHliJ'e celles qui regissenL Ie ruande inanime I).
SuivanL lui, « les ligures vivuntes
sonL dowSes de Lcndances evolu.
Lives innces, cchappant
aux influences
extcrncs, co qui I'cvient en
somme a leuI' reconnaitl'c lIno finalito ».
Dono, au soil' de sa vic, apres Lant (l'annees consacrccs a l'observation de la Nature ct ill'elude des etres vivants, .Jeannel a etc amcnc
a admettre, POUI' compl'clHlrc Ia marchc de 1'evolution, une finalite
nice par 1a pluparL des hiologistes contemporains
trap imbus de I1H~Canicisme. Sa ponsee cst dcvenue clairemenL dialcctique.
Certes, c'est en se tenant sur Ie terrain dn mccanicisme que 1'on
peut raire des pl'ogres, mais c'est une pure illusion de croil'e que 1'on
peut tout expliquer par des mecanismes simples.
II revient dans eet ollvl'age sm' Ia question fondamentale de la
permanence des asiles, points de depart des migrat.ions de faunes et de
flares qui ont peuple de nouveaux continents.
Suivant Jeanne), toute I'histoire de lignees d'etres vivants terrestres
s'est deroulee a partir de souches qui ont pris naissance sur 1a «( Lallrentie », sur 1'«(Angarie l) ou sur la «( Gondwanie l).
«( La complexite des faimes et des flares actuelles rcsnlte - ecrilMiid'un melange de lignces laurentiennes, gOll{l\vaniennes ou angal'iM
ennes. »
Jeannel revient dans son trav<til sur Ia nolion de l'espece, 1'influence
de I'isolement, l'adnptation
des animaux terrcstres, dont les Iignees
ant une vie plus courte que les lignees marines. }iais en cchange, chez
les terrestres, Ie systemc nerveux central et Ie psychisme ont pu
atteindl'e Ie plus haul degre de perfeclionncment,
surtont chez Ies
animaux sociaux et chez I'llomme.
11 s'incline devant les acquisitions de la Genetique qui ant etabli
solidemcnt Ie mecanisme chromosomicn pal' lequclIes variations s'inscrivent dans Ie patrimoine hereditairc .. \Iais, il declare categoriquement qu'il ne peut pas suivre les geneticieIlS 10l'squ'ils tirent de leurs
recherches de laboratoire Ia consequence que dans lu nalure les variations hercdilaires se produisent au hasanl, independamment
des
influences dll milieu.
En eITel, observc-t-il, aucune interpretation pUl'ement mecaniste ne
peut faire com}Jrendl'e qu'un ceil ait pu se devcloppcr pal' des correM
lations auaplativcs de parties hetol'ogimes avant qu'il ait etc capable
de voir. De meme on peut lres difficilement concevoir comment l'aile
des Oiseaux all la membrane de I'Ecureuil volant auraient pu se
constitucr peu a peu au depens d'organes non specialises, alors qu'elles
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n'ont eu la possibilite de soulcnir ces animaux dnns l'air qll'apreS
leur complete formation.
Cet ollvrage de Jeannel se termine par un chapitre sur Ia destinee
de l'lIomme, oil il montre que la main a ete Ie phenomcnc fonda mental
qui a permis a l'lIomIne de s'eleveI' all-dessns ties Singes anthropoides
par la fabrication des outils. L'lIomo jaber, inventeur de l'industrie,
par Ie developpement de son psychisme a Inl se Iiberer des influences
du milieu exlerieur et se repandrc ainsi dans Ie montle entier, dcvenant rcellement cosmopolite.
Pour Jeannel, l'apparition de l'IIommc dans Ie monde a ete lIne
veritable catastrophe,
car il considcre I' Homme COIIlIne un agent
destructeur dont In puissance a ete centuplee par les progrcs de la
civilisation. II detruit des forets, des especes animales et veg6tales. II
rend impossible la vie dans les eaux polluees pal' les produits nocifs
de son industrie . .Jeannel montre dans plusieurs de ses ollvrages nn
interet tout pal,ticulier pour Ie probIcme de la protection de In nature.
(j Quand
on fait l'inventaire - ecrit .Jeannel- de ce qui reste encore
it peu pres inlact dans Ia Nature actuelle, on s'cffraie a I'idee de ce
que In surface de Ia Terre sera de venue dans quelques siecies. »
Ce qlli efTraie surtout Jeannel c'est que I'llomme est en possession
d'un moyen destrucLcur comme il n'en a jamais exisle jusqu'ici,
l'energie nuc1eail'c qui lui permettrait de detrui,'o Ia vie SUI' la Terre.
Jeannel en collaboralion avec Hacovitza a public Ie cycle monumental de Illonogl'aphies spcologiques Enumeration des grolles visitees
(1907, 1908, 1910, 1912, 1911" 1918, 1929) accumulaut 1223 pages.
Avec Chappuis il puLlia en 1051 un autre volume de 135. Done en
tout 1358 pages.
Le Docleur .Jeannel eslle fondateur de In « Hevne fl'all.;aise d'Entomologie)) et des « Noles biospeoIogiques )), ces dernieres englobees
maintenanl pal' les «Annales de Speleologie f).
II est l'auteul' d'un gros memoire (300 pages) SUI' Ies Pselaphides
recueillis parle gl'and prospecleur N. Leleup au Congo beIge.
Quoiqu'il n'aimail gucre la speologie experimentale, il en lui reconnaissait pourlanl l'interet. Ce ful it Ia suggeslion du grand speologue
et :.\l'intervention de son inseparable ami, Louis Fage, que Ie (j Centre
National de la Hechel'che Scientifique ) fit InUir it l\1oulis (Ariege) Ie
Labol'aloire Soulerrain dont Ie premiel' Direclcul' fnt l'academicien
AlberL Vandel et Ie second Ie Professeur Cl. Delamare Deboutleville.
Bien des fois Jeannel a voulu revenir en Houmanie POtU' voir ses
amis, ot Ia dernicre fois en l!JGL :\Jais a ce momenL il 6tait tres pris
par I'IHaboration de ses gros travnux SUi' la faune des CoIeoptcres de
la l'aJeantaretide occidentale (1962, 1963).
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Cos travaux ont ete publies grace a l'aide du (t Centre Xational de
la Hecherche Scientifique I) de Paris et dll « Consejo ;\"acional de
lnvestigationes Cientificas y tecnicas I> de Buenos-Aires, sous la <lirection de Cl. Delamaro Dehoutteville (i\'ancy) et d'Eduanio Hapopmt
(Bahia Balnca) dans Ie vol. I et II de la «( Jliologie de l'.AnuirilJlle
.tt us[mle ). Ce fut Ie chant du cygne. Uno cataracte incipiente a empeche Jeannel de travailler.
Sllivant JeanneI, du Cretace jusqu'all debut <iu Tertiaire tout Ie
centre du continent sud.anH~ricain etait couvert par une vaste Illcr
epicontinentale, car les irnmenses pampas de La Plata soot situees sur
des teI'l'ains sedimentaires. Avant la formation de cette mer il y a ell
des relations, aujourd'hui dispal'ues, entre l'Archiplata et I'AnH~rique
dn Nord, a l'Oliest dll synclinal amlin. Les lignees palcantarctiques
occidentales ont dil sllivl'e ceUe voie dans leur migration vel's I'h6misplH?rC septentrional, lorsque ces Iign(~es etaient encore euryaptes.
Plus tard, au COlli'Sde l'Eoceno lorsque la mer eretacique s'est retiree
du centre de l'Amerique, les lignces paleanlarctique
de I'Al'chiplata
sont devennes stenaptes, done incapahles d'elargir leur aire de dispersion, Par contre les lignees hl'csiliennes ont pu migrer vel's Ie Sud.
Au COUI'S de l'Eocene regnait un climat plus chaud qu'aujourd'hui,
mais plus tard Ie climat s'est progressivement refroidi et! comIlle dans
I'IH?mispliere septentrional,
se sont produites des glaciations qui ont
decime sinon detruit completement
la faune telTestl'e au Sud dl!
paraIleJe 48°.
C'est ainsi, explique .Jeannel, que les Carahides de la Paleantarctide
occidentale ont pu se maintenir au contact des glaciers (Cletschcrrandjormen), tandis que les }lselaphides ont disparu presque totalement au Sud,
en laissant selllement quelques colonies isolees, reliques d'autl'efois.
Le grand interet du point de vue hiogeographique de cette partie
de I'Amerique australe cst justement ]e fait qu'elle correspond ;i
1'«Archiplata I), c'est-a-dirc la masse continentale
de l'Antarctique
relice d'une part avec la I\'ouvelle-Zelande et avec I'Australie et,
d'alltre part avec la PaleantaJ'etide occidentale. Ce n'est qu'a la lumiere de ces faits qu'on peut comprendl'e les affinites ctroites qui
existent entre les animaux de la zone temperee de I'hemisphere
austral, de la Patagonie jusqll'a la I\'ouvelle-Zelande.
!..'ccllvre de .Jeannel se caracterisc par une documentation
tl'es
abondante, une analyse des pIllS approfondies des faits qui s'enchainent en de vastes generalisations
<i'ordre phylogenique, hiogeographi que, paleogeographique.
Par la forme attrayante que Jeannel a S11 donner a son CCllvrc, elIe
est accessible a tout Ie monde,
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Lorsque Jeannel eta it Directeur dll l\:luseum National d'Histoire
Naturelle il re~mt, pour ses grands merites, Ia cravate de la Legion
d'honneur.
Quoique deJaigneux des hanneuTs fuliles, il fut tres sensible au
temoignage de sympathie qui lui vioL de Houmanie a l'occasion de
son election cornme memvre d'honneur de notre academic (1965).
L'InstiLut de Speologie « Emile nacovitza ), rend uujourd'hui au
grand speologue, pour sa vrillanle activite deployee SOlIS son cgide,
un hom mage d'admiration et de reconnaissance.
Mais, Ie meilleur hommage qu'on peut rendre au grand savant que
fut Jeannel, c'est d'essayer de Ie comprenure, ({'imiter son excmplc
d'entier devoucment a Ia Science el, surtout, de continuer son reuvre.

L'auteur evoque dans cet article les principales etapes de la brillante
activite <lu grand speologue et entomologiste frarH;ais que fut Hene Jeannel
en lui rondant un hommage d'admiration
ct de respect. II insiste un peu
plus sur l'aclivite
que celui-ci deploy a a Cluj, en Houmanie, avec E. G.
Hacovitza et P. A. Chappuis.
Puis, it presente hrievement les resultats des grands voyages entrepris
par H . .Jeannel, montre egalement les caracleristiques
principales de son
immense mUYre ainsi que celles de l'homme lui-meme que fut l'eminent
naturaliste fran~ais.
SU~LlIARY
In this paper the author evokes the principal stages of activity in the
life of the great French speleologist, Rene Jeanne!. lie records the admiration
and respect attributed
to .Jeannel in the Held of entomology. Emphasis is
given to the work of Jeannel at Cluj, Rumania, carried on with E. G.
Racovitza and P. A. Chappuis.
A summary is made of Jeannel's many travels. The signiHcant conclusions
of these are presented as well as an insight into the character
of this
prominent French naturalist.
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nouveaux
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199. Aptcroloma (Lyrosominae, Silphidae), avec remarque sur la position
systematique
du genre Pleroloma Gyl1. \Viss. Ergehn. der neerland.
Exp. in den Karakorum und den angrcnzenden
Gebielen. Leipzig, It
285-297.
200. Sur quelques Trechinae de l'Asie centrale. fiev. frao9. Enlom., T,
27:-1-282.

201. .Mission scicnliflque de l'Omo. II, fase. L Itineraire et lisle des stations.
(En coHaL. avec G. Arambourg 01 P. A. Chappuis.) l\lcm .. Mus. nat.
Hist. nal., II, 1-22.
202. ~lission scicnlifique de l'Omo, II, fase. 2. Coleoptera: 1 Carabidae
Trechinae 01 Perigoninae. Mem. ~lus. nal. IIist. naL, II, 28-75.
203. L'Archatlanlis
et Ie peuplcmenl de la region mcditerrancenne. Arch.
:\lu5. nat. Hist. naL, XII, vol. dn '1'ricenlenaire, 415-/125.
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211. .Nouveaux Trechini des Egeides. flev. fran9. Enlom., III, 230-233.
212. Sur Ie Feronia spinicolli.'1 de Dejean. Livre jubilaire de Eo L. Bouvier,
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17/ -176.
21ft. Monographic
des Calopidae. :Mcm.. Mus. nal. IIisl. nal., I, '133 pp.
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Hev. frant;. Enlom., Ill, 2!13~376.
216. );'otes sur les Carahiques (premiere note). Hev. fran9. Enlom., IV, 1-2:L
217. Un nouvel Oreocys de Ia sierra Nevada. Bull. Soc. enlom. France, 74-75.
218. ?\ouvcaux Trechinae palearctiques.
Bull. Soc. cntom. France, 82-88.
219. Nouveaux l'rcchinae de l'Afrique ct de l'Amerique dn Sud. Bull. Soc.
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Sphadrides. Hev. fran9. Entom., IV, 73-100, 21 fig.
221. Les Limneslia du Congo Beige. Hcv. Zool. Bol. afr., Bruxelles, XXIX,
:38'1-386.

222. Trechinae nouveaux
245-2!,6.

des Alpes ilaliennes.

Bull. Soc. enlom.

France,
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nil. Les JliIetides,

202-219.

une lignee africano-hl'csilienne.

Hey. frant;. Bnlom.,

IV,
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224. La segregation. Encyclopedic franr;aise, V, 5-26.
225. Le do maine souterrain. Encyclopedie franr;aisc, V, 5-5'1.
226. Les Coleopleres Trechines, distribution
geographique.
Encyclopedie
fran<;aise, V, 5-76.
227. Sur quelques Trcchinae e1 Catopides des regions australes. Rev. franc;.
Entom., IV, 255-257.
228. Note hihliographique
sur Ie livre de 1\1.Theobald: Les Inscctcs fossiles
des terrains oligocene de France. Hev. Crant:;. EnLorn., IV, 259-260.
229. Sur la frequence excepLionnelle des llydraphaclwps
en Hl:n dans les
grottes pyreneenncs. Bull. Soc. onlom. France, 23-2!1.
230. Discours presidentiel. Bull. Soc. zool. France, LXIII, 2:1-2.'1.
231. Sur l'Aphaenops Rhadamanthus Lind. ot les especes yoisines. Bull. Soc.
enlom. France, 61-66.
232. Die Arlhropodenfauna
von l\.Iadeira nuch c1en Ergebnissen <ler Reise
von Prof. Dr. O. Lundhlad, .hIli-August 19a5. V, Coleoptera Carabida.
Arkiv. for Zool. Stockholm, XXX, A, 17 pr.
2il3. Les 11igadopides, une lignee subanlarctique.
Hev. frant;. Enlom., V,
1-.\5.
23!1. Trcchinae cavernicoles nouveaux des Alpes.~raritirncs
fralll:;aises. (En
caHab. avec J. Oehis.) Rev. franl(. Entom., V, 73-77.
2:l5. Deux ColCopteres nouveaux
de France. Bull. Soc. cntaIn. France,
11ft-tIS.
2a6. Un Perilcptlls des ?\ouvelles-Ilebrides.
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237. Les origines des faunes de Carabiques. VIle Congres intern. d'.Entom.,
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Hull. Soc. zool. France, LXIV, i-a.
239. Un nouvel Aphaenops de la grotte d'Oxibar. Rev. franc;. Bntom.,
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2!1.0. Trois 7'rcchinae nouveaux. Hev. franc;. Entom., VI, 8u-90.

VI,
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24.1. Les milieux hiologiques des nes Kerguelen. C. H.. Soc. Biogeogr., Paris,
XVII, 1-6.
2!12. Carabidae 7'rechinae, in Huwenzori Expedition
1934.-1935; vol. III,
nO 7. Brit, :l\1us., London, 5 pp.
2!13. Les Calosomes. l\lem. ~Ius. nat. IIist. nat., XIII, 1-240.
24.4. Le probleme du peuplemenl des Hes Crozet. C. R. Soc. Biogeogr., Paris,
XVII,35-38.
2!15. Croisiere du Bougainville aux Hes fran/(aises. I. Partie generale. :'116m.
I\lus. nat. Hist. nat., XIV, 1-46.
2!16. Croisierc dll Bougainville aux iles australes frant;aises. III. Coleopleres.
l\Iem .. Mus. nat. IIist. naL, XIV, 63-201.
'147. Les Bembidiides alp ins du groupe Testediolum Ganglbauer. Hev. fran/(.
Enlom., VII, 97-105.
19n
248. Sur Ie genre Pselldomasorells Deshrochers. Bull. Soc. en tom. France,
62-67.
2'19. Faune de France, 39, Coleoplercs Carabiques (premiere partie). Paris,
LcehevaIier, 1-571.
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250. Qu'cst-ce que l'(~spece? Hev. franr;. Enlam., VIII, "9-54,
251. L'isolemcnt, radeur de l'cyolution. He\'. frany. golam., VIII, 101-110.
252. Au seuil de I'Antarctique.
Croisiere du Bougainville
aux Hes des
,jlanchots ot des Elephants de mer. Editions du l\'Iuseum: Publication
nO 5, Paris, 236 pp.
253. Revision des Spconcsioles JeanneL Hev. fraIll(. Enlam., VIII, 111-125.
254. Un Carabique lermitophile nouveau de l'Afrique lropicale. (En collab.
avec P. P. Grasse.) Rev. frany. Entom., VIII, 1:{S-149.
255. Trois nouveaux Perigona Castelnau. Rev. frany. En tom., VIII, 1 ft9-1St.
256. Premieres explorations
des grottes du Portugal
par ..\1. A. de B.
:Machado. ColCopteres. Publ. lost. Zool. A. ~ohre. Porto, IV, 15 pp.
257. Les Henicocephalides.
Monographic
d'un groupe d'I1emipteres
hematophages. Ann. Soc. entom. France, CX, 273-368.

1942
258. Faune de France, '10. Coleoptcres
Lechevalier, 573-1173.

Carabiques

(deuxicme

partie).

Paris,

1943
259. Un nouyel JIaptoderus des Pyrenees-Orientales.
Bull. Soc. entom.
France, p. 63.
260. Les IJenicocephaliJes
de Fernando.Poo.
BulL Soc. entum. France,
lH-I17.
261. La genese des faunes terrestres. Elements de Biogeographie.
Paris,
Presses Uniycrsitaires
de France, 1942, 51ft pp.
262. Sur quelques Carabiques
de Madere et des Canaries. Hey. franl;.
Bntom., IX, HO-1!t4.
263. La recherche scientifique coloniale. ConCerence de rOfflce de la Recherche scientifique coloniale, 1-22.

194/
264. Les fossiles vivants des cayernes. Paris, Gallimard, 1%3, 321 p.
265. Un carabique nouyeau de la );fouvelle Caledonie. Hey. franl;. Enlom.,
X, 8't-86.
266. L'espcce en systematique.
Hcy. Cranl;. Entom., XI, 1-6.
267. Un peril colonial: Les SauterelIes, conferences de la Ligue maritime et
coloniale,19'12.
268. l\lorphologie abdominale des Coleopteres el systematique
de l'ordre.
(En collah. H. Paulian.) Hey. fran 1;. Bnlom., XI.
269. Nouveaux
HEmicocephalides sudamericains
(llemiplcres).
Bull. Soc.
entom. France, 125-126.
270. Allocution prononcee aux obseques de ),1. Ie Prof. E. L. Bouvier,
membre de l'Institut,
Professeur honoraire au Museum, a 1\IaisonLafitte, Ie 17 janvier 19H. Bull. ~lus. nat. llist. naL, XVI, 7-10.
271. Sur la position systematique
des Strepsipleres.
Rey. Cranl;. Enlom.,
Xl,I11-118.

272. A propos de l'Acorius (Paraleirides)
Bickhardti
Bull. mens. Soe. Linn. Lyon, XIII, nO 7.

Dev. (Coleopteres).

1945
273. Le pcuplcmenl enlomologique de .Madagascar et de la region malgache.
C. R. Soc. Biogeogr., Paris, XXII, 9-1't.
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274, Sur une modification insolile de l'organe copula leur male de certains
Coleoplercs. Bull. Soc. zool. France, LX X, 8-1 L
275. Au sujet de notes d'enlomologie
marocaine. Hev. fraw;. Entolll., XII,
90-92.
276 .. Mission scientifique de rOmo, VI. Faune des terriers des Hals-Taupes:
I. Generalites . .Mem. )'1U5. nat. llist. nat., XIX, 1-22.
277. Mission scienlifique de },Omo, VI. Faune des terriers des Rats-Taupes:
IV. Coleopleres. (En collab. avec B.. Paulian.) .Mem.. Mus. nat. lIist.
nat., XIX, 51-1'17.
278. :Mission scienlifique de l'Omo, VI. Faune des terriers des Hats-Taupes:
VIII. Trichoptercs. l\Iem. )lus. nat. I1ist. nal., XIX, 151J-16L
279. Introduction
a l'Entomologie, J. Anatomic generale ot classification.
I\ouveJ Atlas d'Enlomologic.
Paris, N. Boubee, 71 p.
19j(j

280. Les problcmcs biospeologiques. Conference generale au 73e Congres de
l'Association franl,;aise pour I' Avancemen l des Sciences. Sciences, Paris,
78-87.
281. Sur Ia s,yslemalique des IIarpalides d'Afl'ique el de '\ladagasear (Coleopleres). Hey. fran9. Enlom., XII, 157-162.
282. Diagnoses prMiminaires de nouveaux Trechides cavernicolcs des Pyrenees (Coleopleres). Hey. frang. Enlolll., XII, 178.
2S:L Eugene-Louis
Bouvier, 1856-'19.'111, avec la lisle de ses travaux, par
Eo Seguy. Ann. Soc. enlom. France, CXIII, 1-:~0.
28',. Sur la nomenclalure
des groupements
supergeneriques.
Rev. franc.
Enlom., XIII, '1-3.
285. Colcopleres cavernicoles nouveaux de Bas-Kistos, dans les Pyrenees
cenlrales. Rev. fran9. Enlom., XIII, 3-7.
286. Ricenlenaire
de J. B. de Monet de Lamarck. Lamarck 7.Oo1ogiste el
philosophe. Bull.lIlus. nat. lIist. nat., 7, 23-:Vt.
287. Coleopteres Carabiques de la region malgache (premiere partie). Faune
de l'Empire frangais, VI, :J72.
288. Introduction
a l'Entomologie, II. Biologic. Nouvel Atlas d'Enlomologie. Paris, N". Bouhee, 105 p.

1917
289. Colcopteres cayernicoles de l'Analolie rccueillis par '\1. C. Kosswig.
Rev. Fac. Science Univers., Islamhul, serie B, XII, 19.'t7, pp. 81-88,
fig., I\oles hiosp. I, 9-15.
290. Croisiere du Bougainville aux iles australes fran«aises, XIII. IIemipleres. )lem.1I1us. nat. lIist. nat., XX, 1-2.'J.
291. Sur un groupe remar'quahle
de Coleopteres pyreneens. Sciences et
:\lonlagne. Trav. Comm. scient., Sect. Sud-Ouesl du C. A. F. Bull.,

nO

58, 15-1G.

292. Le Centre de Riospeologie. Xoles hiosp., I, 7-8.
293. CoIeoptcres cayernicoles nouveaux de France, avec une etude sur la
phylogenie des SpeorlOnw . .''I. Notes biosp., I, 83-95.
29,'1. Deux larves de Speoflomus cayernicoles
(ColCoptcrcs). Xoles hiosp.,
1,97-99.

295. Sur quelques GeolrecJws el Aphaenops
biosp., I, 101-120.
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296. La lign{~e des Troglodromus Doy. (Coleopleres). Hev. franl(. Entom.,
XIV, 1-13.
297. ~ole synonymiquc sur quelques Anlropcrpon (CoIeopleres). Rev. fralll(.
Enlam., XIV, 46-48.
298. Lo peuplemenl des Pyrenees. Hey. frant;. Entom., XIV, 53-1O!t.
299. Sur les IIaploderus des Pyrenees (Coleoptercs). Rev. franl(. Entom.,
XIV, 105-118.
300. Introduction
a l'Entomologie. III. Paleontologic ct peuplemenl de Ia
Terre. Nouvel Atlas d'Entomologie,
Paris, X. Boubee, 101 p.
301. Sur Ie genre Parabathyscia
Jeannel
(Coleopleres).
Tijdschr. yoor
Entom., LXXXVIII,
67-73.

1948
302. Les iles Atlantidcs.
Mem. Soc. Biogcogr., VIII. Paris, Lcchevalier,
59-65.
303. Un nouveau Bathysciitc cavernicole des Picas de Europa (CoIeopteres).
;\'otos biosp., II, 73-7'1.
304. Kouveaux
Bathysciites
cavernicoles
de l'lsere (Coleopteres). Notes
biosp., II, 75-78.
305. Un nouveau type de CoIeopteres cavernicoles de I'Afrique 1ropicale.
Xotes biosp., 11, 79-82.
306. Sur Ie genre Leonhardella Reitt, ot Ie peuplement souterrain des chaines
dinariques (Coleopteres). Notes biosp., 11, 89-100.
307. Revision des Amanrops et genres voisins (Coleopteres Pselaphides).
Hev. franl;;. Bntom., XV, 1-19.
308. Un Pselaphide
cavernicole de la Belgique. Bull. Ann. Soc. Entom.
Belg., Bruxelles, LXXXIV, :l3-aS.
309. La Speologie, science frarll;aise. Cahiers d'Information.
Secretariat
general du Gouvernement,
Paris. Bull. nO 98, '19-22.
310. Sur deux larves de Carabiques (Coleopteres). Hev. fran<;. Entow., XV,
7',-78.
311. Un nouveau Trechus des Alpes Bavaroises (ColCopteres). Hcv. fran<;.
Entow., XV, 78-79.
312. Coleopteres Carabiques
de la I{(~gion malgache (deuxieme partie).
Faune de I'Empire fran<;ais, VI, 373-766.
:l13. Coleop1eres Carabiques
de la Region malgache (troisiemc partie).
Faune de I'Empirc fran<;ais, VI.
31". La luite biologique contre les Sauterelles. Acta Tropica, Bale.
315. Traite de Zoologic, IX. Les Insectes:
Classification
generale. Les
Insectes fossiles. Evolution et geonemie, 1-111. Paris, ~Iasson.
316. Traite de Zoologic, IX. Coleopteres, partie generale, 771-891.
317. Trait6 de Z.oologie, IX. Coleopleres, partie systematique:
Archostemala
e1 Adepltaga, 1026-1077.
:117 his. Traite de Zoologic, X. Strepsipteres,
1277-1299.
318. Deux cavernicoles du .Jura Suisse .. Mitt. der Schweiz. Entom. GeseUs.,
XXI,3.
319. Sur quelques Geutrechus et Aphaenops des P.yrenees occidcntales. Xotcs
biosp., III, 7-16.
320. Le sous.genre llydraphaenops
Jeanne!. Notes biosp., III, 17-27.
321. Influence des glaciers qua1el'naires sur la repartition
des Aphaenops
dans les Pyrenees occidentales. Notes biosp., III, 29-34..
322. E. G. Racovitza (1868-1947). Arch. zool. exper. gen., LXXXVI, 1-26.
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1949
323. (et II. Henral) - Les Coleoplcres cavernicoles de la region des Appa.
laches. Notes biosp., IV, 7-'117.
324. Les l'arabathyocia de la Corse. Rev. franr;. Entom., XVI, 11-18,
:l24 his. Faune du Congo beIge et dn Huanda.Urundi.
II. Pselaphidae. Ann ..
:Mus. Congo beIge, Sci. Zool., II, 275.
325. Pselaphides de la Cote d'Ivoil'c. Hey. fran<;. Entom., XVI, 101-127.
826. Un Scaritide endoge nouveau du Portugal. Rev. franr;. Enlom., XVI,
161-163.
327. (et J. Jarrigc)
CoIeopteres Staphylinides
(ire serie). Biospeologica
LXVIII, Arch. hOOI. exper. gen., LXXXVI, 255.
328. Les PseIaphides de l'Afrique orientale . .l\lem. :\Ius. nat. lIist. naL,
XXIX, 1-226.
329. Sur la nomenclature
des groupemenls supcrgeneriques.
XIIIe Congrcs
intern. Zool., Paris, H)!,8 (paru en 49).
330. Le dessin en Entomologie. L'Entomologiste,
V, 5-6.

1950
331.
332.
333.
33!1.
335.

Sur quelques Catops du .Japon. Rev. franQ. Entom., XVII, 31-3:L
Le laboraloire sou terrain de ~Ioulis. L'Enlomologisle,
VI, :n-BIJ.
Sur le genre TriehaphaclIop" Jeannel. Xoles biosp., V, 37-52.
Sur les llathysciiles
du Guipuzcoa. Notes biosp., V, 57-61.
Origine et Evolution des Insecles. Eighth Intern. Congr. of Entomology, Stockholm, 1950, 80-86.
H3G. Dr. R. Jeannel.
Eighth Intern. Congr. of Entomology,
Stockholm,
1950, !10-43.
337. Sur deux Pterostichides
cavernicoles de 11ajorque. Rev. franc;. Entom.,
XVII,157-166.
338. Un Perigona microphtalme
du Venezuela. Rev. franc;. Entom., XVII,
166-167.
339. Un .Ehnide cavernicole du Congo BeIge. Hev. fran.;. Entom., XVII,
168-172.
3!10. Un Plocamolrechus
de .Madagascar.
Rev. fran.;. Entom.,
XVII,
172-175.
3!11. Sur quelques Carabiques de la famille des Trechides recueillis par
1\1. E. Scott dans Ie sud de l'Abyssinie. Rev. franc;. Entom., XVII,
176-183.
3!12. Geonemie des Pselaphides de I'Afrique intertropicale.l\Iem.
Mus. lIist.
nat., ser . .A, Zoo!., II, 1-48.
3!12 bis. La :\Iarche de l'Evolution.
Publ. 11us. lIisl. nat., nO 15, 171 p.
1951
343. Sur la systematique
des genres de la tribu Pselaphilli RalTray. Hev.
franQ . .Entam., XVIII,II.
34.t1. Entomological expeditions to Abyssinia. 1926-27 et 1948-49. Pselaphidae. Ann ..Mag. Nat. Hist., XII, 225-249.
3!,5. Pselaphidae de l'Angola (Col.) recueillis par M. A. de Barros ~Iachados.
:Museo do Dundo subsidios para 0 estrudo da biologia na Lunda, 9,
p.125.
3!,6. Considerations zoo-geographiques.
Hev. Zool. Bot. Afr. (Zool. II), 1-48.
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3'17. Evolutions de l'organc copulateUl' lOMe des Arthromallls
.Jeannel. Rev.
Crant;. gnlam., XVIII, 89-155.
3.'18. Pselaphidae
I'ecucillis par X. Leleup au Congo flelge. Ann. l\lus. Congo
beIge. Sci. 7.001., X, 80.
349. Pselaphidac recoltee pal' N. Lelcup au Congo beige, Makungu. Hev.
franQ. Entom., XVIII, :{, 1951, 125-1!t2.
350. 19 Coleoptere
Pselaphidac. En t. .Muse. Expedition
to Sou th \Vest
Arabia, vol. 1, 299-305.
351. Revision des Anchomenini de la region malgache. Col. Pterostichidac .
.;\Iem. lnst. Sci. :\ladagascar, SCI'. A, VI, 28S-;{51.
352. Un Oritocatops nouveau du Kivu et du Ruanda (CoL Catopidae). Hev.
Zool. Bot. Afr., XLV, 73-77.

1952
:{S3. Pselphidae. Expl. du Pare ::\at. de l'Upemha .:\lission G. F. de \Vitte.
Inst. des Parcs Nat. du Congo beIge, fasc. 13, 1.
354. Pselaphides de SaYgon. Hev. franQ. Entom., XIX, 69-113.
355. Sur quelques PseIaphides de Java. Bnlom. Berichlen, 327, 138-IliB.
356. PsClaphides recueillis par :N. Leleup du Congo beJge. IV. Faune de
l'Ilomvwe
el de la foret du Hugege. Ann .. Mus. Hoy. Congo beIge,
Tervuren, zool., lI, 1-295.
357. Les Anillini de .Madagascar (Col. Bembidiitae). Rev. CranQ. gntom.,
XIX, 133-139.
358. L'evolution souterraine dans la ,'egion medit. et sur les monlagnes du
Kivu. Noles biosp., VII, 7-13.
359. Coleopteres cavernicoles du Devoluy (lItes. Alpes). Un Artaphaenops
nouveau. Xotcs biosp., VII, 36-39.
360. Sur des Bathysciites des Basses P.yrenees. Xolcs biosp. VII, 51-52.
361. Sur les Hoyerella de la boucle de l'lsere (Col. lJathyseiilae). Noles
biosp., VII, f 5-ft9.
362. Revision des Afropleetus et description de genres nouveaux africains
(Col. Pse.). Hev. CranQ. Enlom., XIX, 197-212.
36B. Sur quelques Pselaphides
de France. Bull. Ann. Soc. gnlom. Belg.,
XI-XII,88.
364. Apparition rccente d'uno sous cspece nouvelle de Coleoplcres dans la
Caune de 1.ladere. C. R. Acad. Sci., Paris, 235, 1155-1157.
:H)5. Charles Allllaud, 1861-1949. Ann. Soc. en lam. France, CXXI, 1-22.
:l66. Notes synonymiques.
Hev. CranQ. Bntom., XIX, 25'1.
i

1953
367. Sur quelques

PsCiaphides

tIe la Guinee CranQaise. Hev. Cran<;. Enlom.,

XX,I-28.
368. A propos de la presence du genre Phallonisc/ls en Espagne. Rev. Craw;.
Enlom., XX, 80-81.
369. Origine et reparlition
des Psclaphides
de I'Afrique inlerlropicalc.
Trans. oC the IXlh Intern. Congress of Entom., 2,15!t-15G, Amsterdam.
370. Un Clavigeritc nouveau de la Guinee fran<;aise (Col. Pselaphidae).
Bull. Soc. cntom. France, 21-24.
371. Un Slomis cavcrnicole de l'Aveyron (Col. Pterostiehidae). XX, 157-159.
372. Pselaphides
recueillis par N. Leleup au Congo helge. V. Faune de
l'ltomhwe-sud,
du Kahuzi, de la Dorsale de Luhero et du .:\Iont IIoyo.
Ann.IUus. Roy. Congo beIge, 20, 1-313,
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:{7:l, A propos

des origines dll peuplcmcnl de l'Afrique du Nord. C. H. Soc.
Biogeogr., 2'tl-2'1:J, ll:l-l:W.
37'1. Le5 Cal'ahi'lues de 13 Beunion et Ie pcupieml'nt
des :\lascarcig'llcs.
Natura, 1\lalga, Y. !.3-62.
a75. Un Plcroslichiide
cavernicole de TlII'quie e1 rernarques sUI'la systematique des Tapinupterus
Schaum ('t gCl1I't'S voisins. :\OtC5 hiosp., VIII,
!.I-15.

376. SUI' 1a faune entomologiqllc

de 1'ile l\larion.

He\'. fl'anQ. Entolll.,

.\X,

161-167.

a7i. Sur un Ps(>1aphide lit'S lies C,'ozet. He\'. frant;. Enlom., XX, IG8-17:{.
~-l78.Sur les 'J'rl>('hint cav(,l'nicoies till Japon. :'\'OL(,5hiosp., VIII, 1~7-1:H).
19;;.J

~l79. Un nOllyeLl phaenops des Basses-flYI'ent'l's. :\ otes hiosp., \' III, 11:l-llG.
:l80. Un nouveau Triclt0fllwellops
du Jura fl'an(,:ais. Xotes biosp., VIII,
117-119.

381. Un genrlJ 1I01IVe;l.Ude Trechini caverni(~oles des ~Ionls Canlahr'i(llIes.
i'ioles hiosp., VIII, 1:!1-1:!5.
:382. :\ole sur Ie Troglelmis i.e/ellpi ,Tealllll'l (Col. Dr!Jopidoe). ~oles biosp.,
VIII, 1:lI-l:J:!.
38:3. Sur quelques Pselaphides de l'Afrique equaloriale fran(,:aise (Col. /'sclaf!ltidac). Ann. Soc. entom. France, CXXII, 75-8:1.
~18'i. Les Ilomalodcrilli
de Ia collection Chaudoir (CoL Trecltidue). nev.
franfi. Entom., XXI, 5-10.
385. Trois Trechites orientaux nouveaux. Hev. frant;. Entolll., X X I, 10-1,'!.
386. Un Catops nouveau du .Japon. Hey. fl'aIH;. Entolll., XXI, 'lfL
~~87. Les Pselaphides troglobies de Ia Slon'mil' . .Noles biosp., IX, 7-15.
a88. Les Trccltus <111.\Iont Elgon (Col. Trcchidac) . .\1{~1ll.-'Ius. nat. llist.
nat., VIl, H7-177.
a89. Les Pselaphides de ,\ladagascal' . .\lem. Inst. Sci. .\ladagascal', St'I'. E,
IV, 1:~9-:Fi:!.
390. Description d'un Psidaphide australien Iype d'une tribu nouyelle. He\'.
frant;. Enlom., XXI, 99-102.
891. Un nouveau Bembidiidc aveugle de Madagascar (Col. Trechidae). Rey.
frant;, Enlom., XXI, 85-88.
392, Les Trecllisiblts des lles .Juan Fernandez. (Co!. Trecltidue). Hev. frant:;.
Bnlom., XXI, 89-911.
393, .Madagascar ella Gondwanie. C. R. Soc. Biogeogr., Paris, 261, .'il-H.
3%. Sur IIuelques Psclaphides recoItes par JlI. Basile,vski dans Ia grande
foret elluatoriale du Congo beige. Hev. Zooi. Bot. afr., XLIX, 17-2:1.
395. Hcvision du genre Hleodimcrus Jeannel (Col. Pselaphidae). Ann . .\lus,
Congo, Tervuren, zoo!., I, 402-!d4,
:~9G.Sur quelques Pselaphides de l'Uganda el du ..\lont Elgon I'ccoltes pal'
Leleup en decembre 1953. Hev. frant:;. Entom., XXI, H9-170.
397. Les Trechus du Simiene recoItes parle Dr. II. Scoll en 1952, anc Ies
planches I et II. Rey. frany. Entom., XXI, 171-18:L
398, PsClaphides rccueillis par N. Leleup au Congo belgc. Ann. 1\lus. Hoy.
Congo beIge, '!'eryuren, zoo1., 33, VI-XI.
399. Un Pselaphide nouveau des lIes Britanniques.
Heprinted from ( The
Entomologist's
:Monthly .Magazine )), LXXXIX,
106.
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.',00. SUI' Irs IJY.1'l'diorerini du groupe des Zethopsina
.Jeannel it antenncs de
dix [l.I'tic!es (Col. flselaphidw').
Jh~m. Jlns. nat. Hisl. nal., SCI'.A, Zoo!.,
VIII, 01-108.
'101. I,ps antenncs pauciarticui('es
des Col('optbres. Hey. franr;. EntoIH.,
XXI, ~3:l-218.
.'102. Anophtalmie
et ('.t~citt"~
chez les Co]('oplel't's sOIlt.errains . .:\loll's hioSfl.,
I X, 89-95.
1.'J.;:j
Les J/a!Jrtia ~1. ('t H. SOllt tips Ps("laphides. (Ell ('(lIlah. avf'C II. CoifTalt..)
Hev. fl'anr;. Entolll., XXII, ;)-8.
',04. Conlrihulion
:'1 ]'elude
de la faune entolllologique du Huanda-Urlllldi
(.'Ilission P. Hasilt~\\"sky 1~1;j3).VIII. Col. P:'I('/rlpliid(l(' . .Ann . .\Ius. Congo
hdge, TeHmen, zoo!., :16, 55-86.
'Jl}.~. Trois Trir/iap/i((cnop;,;
des Alpes oreidentales et dll Jura. ~oh:s hiosp.,
.'J():l.

X, 19-22.

',06. Jlission JI. CoilTait en Analolie (les Bathyscii\'('s cavel'nicoles). :\'ot('s
hiosp., X, ',-10.
407. Un (;eolrcr/ill.'; nouveau de l'Allde (Col. Trc('hid(II~) . .\o\.es hiosp., X,
I i-IS.
!dHl. Hl'partition

-'t09.
!d O.
It! 1.
'112.
!t13.

.',1'"
,'i15.

du I/oycrdla
Fillardi Hedel dans Ie .Jura. Co!. /I(llhysciil(l(?
.\"otes hiosp., X, 23-26.
Un Pselaphide cavel'nicole (h~ .\lajorque . .\"ot.es hiosp., X, 27-29.
SUI' qlldqlles Paussides de .'1adagascar. Hey. frant;. En t.om., X X II.
PSl~laphides l'f'clleil1is SlI[' Ie Hliwenzori £la,' les HIL JlP. Celis, CoIItll'd
et. ~Iassaux. Ann. l\1us. Hoy. Congo helgt-', Tpl'vuren, zoo!., Wi, I-V •.
Ll's Pst'laphides de l'Afrique austmle. -"em. _\Ius. nat. II is I.. naL, Sl)I',
A, Zoo!., IX, 1-%.
L'E(h"agc. Puhlications
.\1. .\". 11. i\., nO Hi. Initiation aux 1't-'c1li'l'ches
sur la s'ysU~nwtiqlw dl's Co]('opf.t~l'es, 1.')5 fl .
Sur (1IIelqut's Psclaphidi's ill' l'.:\friqUl' orientale. Proc. Hoy. entolll.
Soc., I.ondon (H), 2'1, 20,'}-:!11.
l;n nouyeau No('a/notreclws
du HlI\\'(~nzol'i (Col. Trec/iidoe).
HeY. ZooT.
Bot.. afr., 1.11, :!:n-::!3:!.

'116. Deux

nouveaux

1:!1-12:!.
'117. Un /lalliy.'lCio/a
117-I:!O .

'!'rcchini troglobics
cavernicole

nouyeau

de France . .\"oles

!Jiosp.,

X,

de Turquie . .\olt-'s

iliosp.,

X,

.',18. QuelCflles Pselaphides nouveaux de .\Jadagascar el des COIllOl't'S(Colcopteres). I.e Xaturaliste .\lalgaclJe, VII, 1/,5-149.
'119. Un nouveau geme de Bathysciites
des .\lont.s Cantahriques.
Hey.
fl'anQ. Enl.om., XXIII, ,'i-tO.
',20. Coi{'opt.eres Cal'ahiques de la 11 0 rt~st-'I'\'{)de .\ladagaseal'. Mem. Inst.
Sci. Jladagascar,
5('1'. E, VI, ',:l-(;:1.
IJ21. ct H. B"tmil « l'Anthropologit'
'I, 1. 59, :l-4. Travtlux de l'lnstit.u\. de
Palt'ontologie
hurnaine (1908-191:!). La gl'oUe ornce du POI'fal a
I.oulwns (Ariege).
19:jtj

!,2:!. Pselaphides

l'ecueilJis pal' N. Leleup au Congo Belge. Ann . .\1liS. Hoy.
C:ongo helg'e, TervtJl't>n, zoo!., l,~~,
.\ I I-XV.
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"'23. Sur un Balhysciile cavel'Oicole Ilouvcau de Ia Sal'daigne (Col. Ca(opi.
dac). Fragmen ta cntom., I I, '105-) til.
,~2!1. Sur quelques PsClaphides nouveaux de l'Afrique inlerlropicale.
EntolTl.
Arbeiten .:\-Inscum Frey, Tutzing b . .\lunich, 7, 359-3i7.
/I~.s.Nouveaux Pselaphides rccueillis sur Ie Huwcnzori par Ie n. P. Celis.
l\Iem. Soc. Roy. enlam. Belg., XXVII, :!97-:III,
"'26. Bur les genres Dilllcrus Poiri et OClomlcrus SchaulTus (Col. Pselophidae).
Hev. fran9. Entom., XXIII, 8/ -100.
',27. Les Pselaphidcs de )Iadagascar. }f'r suppl. .Mem. lnst. Sci., .\ladagascar,
sl't'. E, VII, 1-5:1.
"'28. Sur quelques Pselaphides nouveaux ue l'Itombwe (Congo beIge). Rev.
fran\'-. Enlam., XXIII, 3, tlti-150.
4.29. Les Pselaphides de I'Afrique du ;\ord, essai de hiogeographie herbere.
j\1(~Ill.. Mus. nat. Hist. nal., SCI'. A, Zoo!., XIV, 1-2:1:1.
'.30. ColCopteres recueillis par t\. Lelcup au lac Tumba. II I. Pselophidae.
Rev. Zool. Hot. afr., L1V,t87-197.
t,B1. Un nouv(~au genre de PseIaphides de I'ile Maurice. The l\IaUl'itius Inst.,
hull., III, 179-281.
'l32. Quelques aspects de l'cvolution des organes copulateurs
males chez
les Coleopleres. Hull. Soc. zool. France, 11.
1

1957
433. Les Pselaphides
myrmecophiles
de l'Afrique
intcrtropicale.
Hev.
frant;. Entom., XXIII, 198-215.
434. Un nouveau DIH'olius des Basses-Alpes . .\'otes hiosp., XI, 96-98.
435. SUI' quelques Pselaphides
du Tonkin rl'cueillis par Ie H. P. A. de
Cooman. Rev. frant;. Entom., XXIV, 5-:{1.
436. Deux nouveaux
Trechus d'Asie centrale. Scertryk
of cnt. Medd.,
XXYlll,97-100
.
.f.3i. et E. Hiyalier - Coleoptiwes Carahiquc
(Cicilldelidae, ]'lerostichidae,
JIarpolidac). ;\1610. Inst. Sci., )'ladagascal', \'111,119-129.
438. Heyision des Oritocatopini
.Jeannel (Col. Catopidoc). Hey. Zool. Bot.
afr., LV, 325-337.
4B9. Sur l'ltolndytes Stammeri G. ::\luller, Scaritide ll'oglobie de la region
des POllilles. J'llem. del Jllls. Civico di Stoda Nat., Verona, V, :115-319.
HO. Un lJathysciola cavcrnicolc nouveau de l'Armenie lurque. Kotes biosP'l
XII, 23-21•.
Vd. Revision des petits Scaritides enrloglls, voisins de Recheia, Sauley.
Hey. franc;. entom., XXIV, 129-212.
HI his. Hevision des Bembidiides endog6s d'Afl'iquc ct de Madagascar
(Amillini, Coleoptera, Caraboida). Ann. ~lus. Congo helge, 8, 52.
V.1. Xotc synonymique.
Rev. fl'ant;. Entom., X XIV, .fd5.
V.:L Quelques Psclaphides
de l'CNe (Congo helge). Hey. frant;. Entom.,
XXIV.
19,58
Sur Ia famille des Camiarides .Jeannel, lignee paieanl.al'ctique
(Col.
Catopiaria). Hey. franc;. Entom., XXV, 5-15.
V.5. Sur quelques Catopidl's, Liodides et Camiarides du Chili (Coleop/era).
He\'. Chil. cntom. 1957, ld-65 .
.'t'd). Un nouvel ..Jpodllvulius
des Asturies (Col. Trechidae). ~otes Liosp.,
XIII, 25-26.
!tV•.
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'1'17. Carabiques endo~ees de ~tadagascar et de l'ile ~laurice. Hev. fran.;.
Entorn., XXV, 159-170.
V18. Sur les Amauropini
du ~Iassif des .\Iaures (Col. Pselaphides).
Hev.
fran<;. Bnlom., XXV, 171-174.
ft'11J. Hevision des Pselaphides
du Japon . .:'Ih~ll1.1\ll1s. nal. Hist. nat., sl'~r.A,
Zool., XVIII, tas.
'150. Sur quelques Treehitoe de l'Am{~rique rlu Sud (Col.). Bnlom. Arbeiten
l\luseum Frey, Tutzing h ..Munich, 9, 721-7:17.
l151. et F. Bern3l'd - Coleoplcres Pselaphides
rccolt.es au Tassili n'Aiier en
1949. Trav. de l'inst. de Hecherches Sahariennes
(ser. de Tassili, III,
109-110).
l152. Les Pselaphides
dll Sahara. Rev. fran<;. Entom., XXV, 2/11-263.
'15:L Un nouvel Llfroreieheia du Kivu. Hev. fran<;. Enlom., XXV, 26'-.

1959
!i5t.. Quelques

P5elaphidl's

nouveaux

du Cameroun.

Bull. J. F. A. ~., XXI,

171-179.

/,55. Un Pselaphide nouveau du .Japon. Hev. fran<;. gntom., XXVI, 1, 16-18.
'156. SUI' les Pselaphides
de l'Afghanislan.
Hev. fran<;. Bnlom., XXVI,
19-2:l.
f157. Carabidae
Trechinae. Gen. I'leeamotrechus, Rmvenzori Expedition, II,
17-19.
'158. Un nouveau
Pselaphogerllls de l'Algerie (Col. l'selaphidae). Uull. Soc.
lIisl. N"at. Afr. Nord, ',9, 216-2-17.
l,59. Pselaphidae (Col. StaphilirlOidea). Exploration du Pars Xalional de la
Garamha .. Mission II. de Saeger. Inst. des Pares Sat. du Congo beIge,
11,3-71.
460. Sur la distribution
transatlantique
de certaines espl'ces de la Caune
antillaise. C. H. Soc. Biog-eogr., Paris, 309, 92-96.
'161. Heyision des Pselaphides
de I'J\friquc intertropicale.
Ann. Mus. Hoy.
Congo beIge, Tervurell, 75, 7'12.
'102. Pselaphides
endog-es recueillis par P. Hemy a Madagascal' et defmilion
de la Slldamadie. B.ey. fl'an<;. Enlom., XXVI, 189-211.
463. Les Pselaphides des ilcs Comores. Hey. fran<;. Entom., XXVI, 212-215.
'164. Siluation geographique
el peuplcmenl des cavernes. Ann. Speol., XIV,
:J:J:J-:tlR.
'J65. Un Staphylinide
cavernicole nouyeau du Maroc. Bull. Soc. Sci. nat.
Phys. l\laroc., 39,205-211.
19(;0

466. Hevision des Treehini du Caucase (Col. Trechidae). "tern . .:'I'IU5.nat.
lIisl. nal., 70001., XVII, 155-216.
'167. Pselaphides
du .:\larojejy :1 Jladagascar.
Hev. fran<;. Enlom., XXVII,
1-15.

468. Sur les Anillini

de l'Inde

et de Ceylan.

Hev. fran<;. Enlom.,

XXVII,

16-23.

l16~LV. Coleoptera - Carnhidnc - Trechinae. ;\lission zoologiquc de l'lrsac en
Afrique orienlale (P. Hasilcwski, );. Leleup, 1957}. Ann . .:'Ilns. Congo,
Tervurcn, zool., 81,39-76.
'170. XII. Coleoptera - P.'Ielaphidae. Ibidem, 1115-238.
~71. XIII. Coleoptera - Catopidae. Ibidim, 239-241.
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Trcch/l$
lOt-l():!,

nOUVNl.ll

de 1'lIimalaya.

Hey.

fl'an~_. Entolll.,

~totas
XXVII,

.',i;{. Psclaphides

'17~.
'.i5.
',70.
/,77.

478.
.',/9.

rpcucillis par X. Le1eup all Congo heigl', XVI-XVIII.
2\nn.
~Ius. Hoy. Congo heigl', zoo!., H;{, 18l.
Sur les PSt'iapl1ic!('s (Coleoptera)
de l'lndc septentrionalt'.
Bull. Brit..
;\Ius. ~at. lIis!.. EnloIll., ~J, '10:1-',56.
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Les Crustaces du reseryoil' de la Fontaine des Suisses
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Preambule

La Fontaine des Suisses est actllellcrncnt enclavce dans I' Hospice
des vicillurds de ChampmailloL, c'est .) dire qll'elle se tf'OUVC maintenant dans l'agglomeration memo de Dijon.
Elle s'appelait autrefois source dc Champmaillol, l'ean en elait
cap lee et coulait en canalisaLions soulerl'uines qui des Ie XVe siecle
alimentaicnt six fouinines a Dijon.
Elle doit SOIl nOIll actucl de Fontaine des Suisses au fait f{Ue, SUI' Ie
plateau 011 ello }Jl'cnd naissance, 30.000 Suisscs sous les ordres de
.Jacques de \Vatteville, eampaient, qllanJ asgiegeant Dijon en septcmLre 1513, ils avaient instal1e 1&les batteries qui devaienL hombardcl' la ville. Le siege ayanL etc le\'{~,Dijon fuL epargnc ct les Suisses
s'en aller-enL en laissanL sculemcnt lcur nom il cottc [ontnine qui
aJimenta cncorc la villc en cau semi-potahle pendant trois siecles,
jusqu'il I'etablissemcnt uu systeme J'aJduction
,I'eau cree par Darcy
en 181.0. Actuellcment lcs eaux de la Fontaine dcs Suisses sel'vent
seulemcnt aux tl'a\'nux dc voirie.
Nous devons remercier Ie service des eaux de la ville de Dijon, qui,
lors d'lIne operation de vidallge du r(~scl'\'oir, a bien voulu auturisel'
une Jescenle dans Ie <lit reservoir, ce qui permit d'y pecher en grand
nombre les Cl'ustaces Copepodcs el Amphipodes qui font I'objet de
ceUe note.
1) Centre de Hcchcrcllcs hydrohiologiques
dll C.N. H. S., Gir sur
Yvette-9L
2) Laboratoire de Biologie Gencl'ale, Facult6 des Sciences, 2 Boulevard
Gabriel. 21 - Dijon.
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Par B.

Dans les prelevemcnts
Copepodcs suivant.cs :

DUSSAl\T

cffeclliCS ont

ete

observers

les especcs de

Jlacrocyclops
albidlls (.Jurine)
Eucyclops serrillatus (Fischer)

Eucyclops serrulatus VHI'. mihi
Acantlwcyclops (Jenuslus (Norman
AcantllOcyclops

Acanthocyclops

eL Scott)
(Fiscller)
robustus (G.O. Sal's)
rernalis

ers especes appellent

quelques remarques :
.llacrocyclops

albidus

eeUe grande espece s'adaplc

it de nombrcux milieux. Elle cst
frequcnt.e dans les grandeE mUI'Cs it caux claires et
ahondanLc. St.enothenne
d'eau ffaide (Roy 1922), clIe a une

particulierCIIlcnt

vegetation
predilection

pour les faux se I'cnollvclant lenterncnt.

II Il'est dono pas

a

anOl'II1al de In t: oliver
la Fontaine
des Sllisses. Cosmopolite,
elle
ete ohsCI'vce un pell pnrloul
en France COlJlllle dans loule l'Europe,
en Amerique
du .l\OI'lI ct du Sud, en Asie el ml~lJle aux lies Hawai!

C1

EllCYclops serrllialus
Aulre forme cosmopolite
donl In mallcabilile
esl ilien connuc. Ellc
a ete trouvee ici sous la forme lypiqllc cl sous line forIlle legerement
diffcrenlc
du typc (fig. i-G). La 1\ de celie dernicl'e posscdc des soieR
Iongues et surtout une !Spine pell cpaisse it la base et elancee. Chez un
individu, In soie mcdiane (lerminale)
pl'csenlait
unc malformation
lui
dOllnanl un aspect bifide (fig. 5).
Chez l'espece type, les caractcl'istiqllcR
des individlls sont (fig. 1-4):
Longucur
(sans Ies soies furcales):
H20fL
Al atteignant
Ia suture Th2-Th3

Rapport LII rle la furea: 3,8
Happort Ti/Te: 1,6i
HapJlOI'l des opines de l'endopodite
3 de Pol: 1,39
L'especc non conforrne au type avail POlll' caracteristiques

esseJl-

tielles (fig. 5):
Happort Lil ric la furea: 5,1
l\apport Tirre: 1,40
Happol't des opincs de l'endopodite
3 de P4: 1,47
Les differences
existant
entre ces deux formes ne sonl pas sllffi-santes POUI' designer d'un nom la variele
epine de P5 clancee. 11 me

a
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sufHt de mentionner son existence qui Ia rapproche, semble-t.il, de
E. porreelus que Kiefer (1932) a decrite de Yougoslavie, mais dant la
furca est hooucoup plus elancee.
A cllnlhocyclops "cnuslus
Cette especo est rcpulee rare (fig. 7,8). Elle a etc trauvce en Suisse
par Graeter (1908), en Allemagne pal' Klie (1928), en Angleterre pal'
Gurney (1933), en Ilelgiqlle pU!' Kiefer (1936). Herbst (1954) I'a retrouvce en Allemagne et Lindberg (19'19) cn Suede.
En France, elle a etc decouverte par Hertzog (1930) a Strasbollrg.
Je l'ai retrouvce recemment dans la gl'otte de Ia Ualme (Iserc) au j'ai
observe a la fois des males et des femeHes.
Cette cspece « fugitive) au sens de Hutchinson (1951), bien que rare
parce que troglophile sous nos latitudes, n'cn existe pas mains dans
Ie, mousses (Sphai/(nes) en Allernagne dll !'ioJ'(l (Kiefer 1960) el en
Suede (Lindberg 1949).
Aeanthoeyclops (Jernalis et Acanthocyclops robnslns
L'exislence de ces deux especes dans un memc milieu aussi confine
que la Fontaine des Suisses est cgalement a signaler. On sa it que ces
deux formes ne different I'llne de l'autre que par quelques caracteres.
Si la position systematique des especes dcnommces par Gurney « du
groupe vernalis I), ne pose pas de question, il n'en est pas de meme de
Ia parente existant entre it. vernalis et A. robuslus, et de la variabilite
de chacune de ces deux especcs. Deja Sal's ('1918), s'iI separail netlement robMslus des aulres formes dl! groupe vernalis, rassemblait sous
Ie nom de C. lncidulus, Ie C. vernalis de Fischer et une variete qu'il
n'a pas denommee et ayant des caractel'es int,ermcdiaires entre C.
vernalis et C. robustus.
Lindberg (1953), critiquant les experiences de Lowndes (1928), constate que Ia forme robustlls est plus constante dans la nature que sa
voisine vernalis. Se basant sur les caracteres primitifs de Ia premiel'e
de ces formes, il prCfere donner au type Ie nom de C. robustus et a
l'espece a opines mains nombreuses donc plus cvoluce, Ie nom de C.
vernalis. :Malgre les arguments forts logiqlles donnes par eet auteur, il
ne semble pourtant pas qu'il soit possible de Ie suivre, la denomination
C.vernalis Fischer datant de 1852, tandis que C. rolmsills Sal's n'ayant
ete decrite qu'en 18G3, epoque Otl la formule des cpines des EXP3
n'ctait pas encore prise en consideration.
l\1algre l'apparente
variabilile des populations, il semble en fait
prouve que ces especcs sont it. conserver, C. robllstlls etant plus
stable, C. vernalis ctant au contraire beaucoup plus malleable. II serait
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hon que Ies formes de Thallwilz (1926) soicnt reprises en considerat.ion
at qU'UIlC etude statistique
de populations naturelles
soil entrcprise pour apprecier la valenr systematique de ces deux « SOliS espeees II
en formation, aussi « nettement » caraclerisees que les « aspeccs ) du
genre Cyclops s. str. pal' exemple.
Happclons que pour Thallwitz il y aurait parallelisme entre
A. TO/JUstus seliger et A. ccrnalis tYIJl:ca
A. TobuSius insueta et A. rernalis infesta
ct cnfin entre
A. l'ovus/us armata at A. vernalis aeu/cata.
Les excmplaircs de C. robuslIls lrouves ici avaient pour earacteristiqllCS :
L:lti40p.
Happort T./1 de la rusea : fi,S!
I\a]l]lor't Ti(re: 1,61
HappOI't des epines de l'emlopodite 3 de 1\ : t ,00.
1\OUS ne pourrons pas malheul'eusement
et il defaut de materiel en
quantite suffisante t.rancher statistiquement
Ia question.
Sur (Pautres populations ce travail cst en COUl'S, mais deja la simple
coexistence de cos deux formes dans un milieu aussi reduit que la
Fontaine des Suisses Iaisse il penser que lions avons bien la a faire a
deux especes bien distinctes. ]\OllS rejoignons ainsi les conclusions
prudentes de Kiefer (HJGO) bien que Petkovski (195/1) ait estimc que
Ies trois formes qu'il a etudie dc Yougoslavie (vernalis, rolmstus, setiger)
nc puissent etre separees et uoivent etre rassemblees dans Punique
appellat.ion de A. vernalis. Thiebaud (1953) a egalement trouvc les
deux especes dans Ie meme milieu dll .\leienriederloch pres de Uienne
(Suisse) et considcre Ies' deux especes comme parfailement val abIes.
Ses figures ne permeltenl malheureusement pas de dire queHes formes
il a observes, ni s'il y a cOl'responuance etroite entre son A. robustus et
Ie nOtre.
Pour notre part, nOlls pensons qu'jJ y a un certain nombre de
formes dont Ia description doit etre a nouveau precisee et dont la
distribution cst encore mal connuc. Sans contesler Ia manifeste variahilite de ces formes, il n 'en existe pas moins des types.
La figure 1'1 (a-a') montre SUI' un exclllpIail'c dc Iagune espagnole
(Las i\larismas) recemmcnt exploree (Dussart t9G.'J) une anomalie
frcquentc: Ia dissymetl'ic congenitalc (?): l'cndopoditc 3 de In quatriemc patte possede a droite deux soies internes et a gauche une SOllIe.
Celle meme figuro pennet d'affil'Iner que les iIlllividus recoltes a
Pet-ang du Plessis (I-"oiI'et CheI') (fig. 1"') et a Ia Fontaine des Suisses
a Dijon (fig. 12) sont du meme type eL ressemhlent a A cantlwcyclops
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val'. apllanes, landis qu'en Camal'gue (fig. 13) comme aux
~farismas 3) (fig. 11) done dans les memes conditions ecologiqlles ceUe
fois, c'est la val'. seliger qui se manifeste. En r.amal'guc, u cOte de cette
val'iete cxiste IInc autre forme plus roImsLe (fig. 9), aux epines plus
fort.es et relativcment plus courtes, aux soies non allongees que nous
n'identifierons pas, tandis que la varietc dn Lac d'Eguzon (fig. to) se
caracterise par une forme plus grele, rappelunt un pen la varietc
seliger sans en avail' les soies tres allong{~es. On remarqlle egalement
que ]a transformation
de Ia soie externe de l'endopatIite 3 de P4
s'uccompagnc toujours d'lln deplaccment de son insertion vcrs l'ext"emite de l'article. Ces deux caracteres associes ne £leuvent pas etre
consideres a priori comme de simples fluctuations individllelles d'autant plus qll'ils corrcspondent u des cpines terminales subegales. Les
six formes presentees ici et proven ant de cinq milieux difIerents se
rarnenent done finalement it deux types: Ie type seliger et un type
lrispinosa mill;.
Com me il a etc <lit plus haut, il falldra attendrc Ic resllltat des
etudes en COtIrSpour definil' si ces varietes sonL de bonnes formes, de
vraies sous-especes au de simples fluctuants ecologiques.
En r{~snme et pour permettre sans attendre, une determination
suffisamment precise des especes et varietes de ce genre, la cIe provisoirc suivante est presentee:
rolmsills

Genre AcantlwcyclofJs

Kiefer' -1927

Opelculc anal parfois tres dcveloppc; branchcs de la furca sans
carcne; receptacle seminal forme de deux parties dont l'anterieure
plutOL develop pee et la posterieure const.ituant deux cornes pIllS on
moins etirees latera]emenL Antennules sans membrane hyaline nux
derniers articles.
1\ a P 4 a exopodiLe :l mllni de 7 all de 8 soies au epines.
P5 hiarticuJee; article hasilaire plus au moins clargi ; ar'ticle terminal
portant lInc soie terminale hien developpee et une epine Ie plus souvent reduit.e, inser{~e dans la deuxicme moiLie de l'article eL gencr'alement subapicale.
Deux sous-genres: Jfegacyclops Claus 1893 et Acanlhocyclops s. sLr.
Kiefer 1927 qui sc diITerencient essentiellement par les branches furcales respectivement
ciliees au hord interne ou non et pal' Particle
basilairc de 1\ fortement elal'gi ou non.
3) Cello forme a ele simplemenl nommee A. rolmstlls dans Ia nole precl'demmenl cit.l~eafln d'evitef de poser un probIcmc laxinomiquc delioat
IIue In note presente nc veut pas davantage resoudre definilivement.
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I.e sous-genre J.llegacyclops est represente en France essentiellement
pal' l'espccc .Megacyclops ",iridis JtolJrine et sa forme neotenique clrlllsi;
cependant les deux autl'es especes J1. gigas et .J/. lalipes devraienL
elre recherchees.
SOlis-Genre

ilfegacycLops

(2) Antennules de 17 articles chez Ia femelle
3
(1) Anlennules de -11 articles, branches des pattes
deux articles au
lieu de trois; Ie resle des caracleres comme .M. viridis "iridis ..
....................
Jlegacyclops "iridis ciauRi Lowndes
:1 (11) Branches de la furea relalivemenl
courlcs, au plus quatre fois plus
longues que larges; .aie terminale
interne plus longue qu'une
hranche de In. furea et all moins deux fois plus longue que In soie
1erminale ex1erne
Jlegacyclops viridis viridis (Jurine)
(8) Branches de la furea au moins cinq fois plus longues que larges;
soie 1erminale in1erne plu? eourte qu'une hranche de la furea et un
peu plus longue seulemen1 que la ~oie !.erminale externe . . . . ..
5
5 (6) Article terminal de l'endopodi1e de P4 elance, plus de deux fois aw.;si
long que large. , . .
.
Megucyclops gigas (Claus)
G (5) Article terminal de I'endopodite
de P4 ramasse, moins de deux fois
aussi long que large
Megacyclops latipes (Lowndes)

a

2

'l

SOlls-Genr'e
1 (2) Antennules
2 (I) Antennules

:;

(t.)

t.

(B)

5

(6)

G
7
8

(5)
(8)
(7)

9 (10)
10

(5)

11 (12)

12 (11)

A canthocyclops

it 17 articles chez In femelle
3
a moins del7 articles chez la femelle . . . . . . . . .. 7
Heceptacle seminal papilloniforme;
branches furcales 2,5 fois pltk'>
longues que larges; soie lerminale interne plus de deux fois aussi
longue que l'externe;
epinE's apicales de I'endopodite
de P4 tres
inegales, I'interne la plus longue; espece d'eaux souterraines
..........
A. sensili"lls (Gracler et Chappuis)
Heceptacle seminal elliptique;
branches furcales plus de 2,5 fois
plus longues que larges; soies terminates internes e1 ex1ernes de
longlllmr sensiblement analogues
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
5
Bpines dn dernier article do l'exopodite des J\ it P4 au nombre de
2- 3- 3- 3
A. ('crnalis (Fischer)
Ces cpines au nomhre de 3 - 4 - 4 - 4
".1. robu~w.lls (Sal's)
Antennules it 1~ articles...
.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. ... .. ..
9
Antennules
a 11 articles; branches furcales ~Iahl'es, 2,5 fois plus
longues que larges; Corrnulc des cpines externes des 1\ a P4 2 - 3 -:{
- 3
.
I:J
Branches furcaIes 5 ;1 7 Cois plus longues que larges
.
.........................................
A. capillatu.'i (Sal's)
Branches Curcalcs mains de '. fois aussi longues que larges ....
It
Branches fureales cili6es interieuremcnt;
aesthete du ge article de
l'antennule
ne depassan1 pas cet article; formule des epines des 1\
a P4 3 - 'I -!I - 'I
A. ()CllUSllls (Norman e1 Scott)
Branches furcales glahl'es, trois fois plus longues que larges; aesthete
du ge article de l'an1ennule atteignant
Ie 11c article; Corrnule des
cpines des PI a P4 2'- 3 - 3 - 3; esp(!ce d'eaux souterraines
.
. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. A. rhenanus Kiefer
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1:1 (II,)

Soles fureall's inll'mes et extel'lles suhcgales;
l'SpeCC d'caux SOIltel'raines
.
It. kic/cri (Chappuis)
g (1:l) Soil' furcule int.prrw deux fois plus longue que l'exlerne;
esrece
d'eaux sout.erl'uines .. .. . . . . .
A. hispalliclls Kiefer

A)ll'J[[I'OIlES
Pur F. GnAF ct H. lIusso;\"

Cest. par eentaines que des Crllslaccs Pcrucal'ides de l'ordre des
Amphipodcs etaient rcpresentes dans les caux tin reservoir de Ia
Fontaine des Sllisscs, loJ's de la visile tie mai 19G2. La grande majol'ite,
cohahilanl avec Niplwrglls t1irel:Chcvreux, appartenail a line petite
especl' dll genre hypoge l'l/iphargus, mainlcs fais recoltec dans les puits,
les grottes ou meme Ie fond tie certain lac, Niplwrglls kochirums
kochianus B<lte.
Cetl.e espece a l~te decri(,e il Y <lpluR d'lIn siecle (1859) de GrandeBretagne par Spencer Bate d'£1pres un unique exemplairc recolte d<lIlS
l'eau d'un puits.
Une des particularites IIlorphologiqucs tie cette espece, comIlle Pont
montree Ies recherches <1" gmnd cal'cinologiste A. Schellenberg, est
d'ctre avec N. !aisi et N. inopinaLlls, line des rares especes du genre
montJ'<lnt 11Il developpement it peu pres identique des uf'opodes de Ia
troisieme paire chez les males et les femelles (co qui a d'ailleurs pousse
S. Kal'aman a rattacher cet.te espece au genre N iphargopsis).
Com me unc di<lgnose rupidc <iuscxe est (Inns Ie genre en general bas()c
sur un caract.ere sexucI secondaire t.res apparent, In difference de taiIle
respective des deux articles tcrminallx lies dernicrs uropodes, on a Iongtemps cru que dans ceUe espece on ne recoll-ait qlle des femelles.
La determination precise du sexe ne peut etre basee avec certitlHie
que sur la presence ou l'ahsence de penis (Geschlechtspapillen)
qui ne
peut etrc decelee que pal' un exam en attentif ;:1la Ioupe hinoculail'e
(difficile ;:1faire SUI' Ie vivant et<lnt donne 1£1pelitesse de l'especc).
\V. F. rIe Vismes Kane (1901.) qui avait CII it sa disposition plus
d'llne centaino d'exelllpJaires, provenant des profondClH's d'un lac
irlandais n'avait IHI, malgl'c d'atl.entivcs recherches, 116celel'd'aulres
caracleres morphologiqucs bien tranches permettanl
de detcrminer
macroscopiquement
Ie sexe, hesitant il tl'ollver des crit-eros Stll'S, soit
dans Ia mesure de la longueu!' des troisiemes uropodes qui ne pal'<lis.
sail gllel'e etre que proportionnellc •.1 la Laille de l'inllividu examine,
soit dans la position ct Ie port du telson.
C'est Schellenberg qui Ie premier (1933) 11 monlre qu'un critere
"aIable pouvait Ctre tire de la conformation uu gnathopode qui, si elle
pennettait
com me on J'avait
deja remarque,
do earacteriser
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J1espece, pOllyait presenter suivant Ie sexe des variations de taille et de
forme.
L'cspece Iweh/anus se caract-el'ise en e£Tel par un eJargissement
apical Ill! propodile dant l'angle sterno-distal est ncttcment. marque,
Jegeronent aigu et muni d'une forte erinc, les bords adjaecnts etanl,
plus 011 moins concaves. Q1Janl au male il se distinguc de 1a femelle
par In forme ainsi que par 1a laille du propodit.e,
not.amment
en co
qui conCCI nc Ie gnalhopode 2 pour lcqucl Ie propodile est hcaucoup
plus ramasse et plus gl'os qlle dans Ie gnalhopodc 1 alaI'S que chez In

femelle les deux propodites ant a peu pres In memc laille.
La variation scxuclle csL encore plus neLte en cc qlli ('oncerne Ie
carpopodite du deuxirme gnat.hopode. En elfet, si chez 1a frmelle Ja
longueur du carpopodite est plus grande que celie lin propodile, Ie
carpopodite d'un IIlale atlulle est plus COllrt que Ie propodite du
IIH~IJleappend ice. De plus, pour Ies individus de meme lail1c, Ie cRrpopodite till gnathopode 2 d'un mfllc cst moins ilen>loppe que l'article
correspondant d'une fcmelle. Ainsi, il est fort prohable que chcz iV.
kochiallus kochianus il y ait enant.iom{.trie de croissancc pOllI' Ie carpopodite des gnnthopodes 2 du male comme ccla a l'le montre chez I'Amphipode TaJitJide Orchestia (II. Charniaux.Cotton
19~)i - F. en'af 1958).
II convient de plus de noteI' Ie dimorphisme sexlleI que prescntenl.
les antennes qui sont plus develop pees cllez Ie male (voir planche 52,13).
Cette nH~mephotographic montre la laille comparable atteinte par les
lIf'opodes de la :if" paire dans les deux sexes. Par' contraslc 1a fig. A
represente 1lI1male Niplwrglls aqui/ex aquife:r montrant Ie dcveloppeIIIent presque hypel'telique de ses llroJlodcs terminnux. Cc dCJ'JliCl'
cliche es!, inlel'essant aussi en ce qu'il pennet de hien t1istingllcI' les
cinq paires de hranchieR qui Ront insl~recs dn deuxicrne all sixicme
segment dn per(~ion.
L'etudc du Iiehe materiel niphargiquc ,.ecolle pal' J'hydl'ohioiogisle
beIge H. Leruth avait amene la meme unlll;e Schellenberg it distinguel'
plusieurs SOllS-eSpeces de kochialllls et separel' notamlllent une SOIlScspece kochiaflus pachyplls de Ia SOllS-CSpecet.ypique Iwc:hianus kochianus (la forme pachypus devant sa denominat.ion all fail. que les articles
des P. 7 sont ll'ap"s, Ie mCI'opodite dc ces def'Iliers etant. presque carre).
Ponr les Nipharglls kochianns signales alors en France tontes les
dations citees dans la Faune de France (1025) ont pall I' Schellenberg
trait a Ia sOlls-espece pachypus. La solis-espeee kochirums kochianus
ne wra ayec certitude citee en France qu'a la suite de la I'ecolte qui
en fut faile en decemhre 193G dans lIne flaque de la mine de fer
abandonnce de Homange dans Ie Jura. (lliermit ist die Unterart zlIm
ersLenmal mit SicheriJeiL auf fJ'l.lnzosischem Gebiet nachgewiesen.)
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l)epuis la recoH.e sus-mention nee de 1936 la sOlis-eSpt'ce Iwchianlls
a etc rencontree dans plusiellrs grottes ou p"its aussi bien dans PEst
de la France que dans le Sud-Ouest all les Pyrenees. f)'uTle fayon
generale elle cst eonnue de Gf'ande-Bretagne, des Pays-Bas, de Belgique, de France, d'Allemagne (Hhcnanie) et de Suisse (une senlc
station, la grotte du Chemin de fer, 01'1 elle a Cte d(~couverte pal' Gigon
U}:)7 en compagnie dc iV. loreh self/crus commc dans l<l mine de
nomange d'oil ceUe sOlls-espece a\'aiL ete decrite).
II nails faut signaler quc, outre les deux sous.especes kochianlls
kochialllls eL kochianlls pllehyplls 011 a dccrit beallcoup d'autl'cs SOllSespeees europeenIles :
iV. kochiall/ls ir/andiclls Schellenberg d'Idande
.N. kochfanus po/aniclls Schellenberg de Pologne
N. kochianus \l'o/{i Schellenberg de '{ougosla\"ie
.l.Y.kochial/us slygoc1wris f)udich de HOlllllanie
N. kochianlls pelrosani f)obreanu et .:\Ianolache de DII!gal'ie
N. kochial/./IS longidaclylils Bullo d' Italic
Grace a l'abondante
recolte (plusieufs centaines d'indi\'idus)
de
Nipharglls kochianlls koch;WlllS fait.e a Oijon dans Ie reservoir de la
Fontaine des Suisses nOlls ayoJls pH const.ater que comme pour les
exemplail'es recoltcs en Belgique pal' H. Leruthl la t.aille des m£des ne
depassc guel'c ;) mrn et ce]]c des femelles ;)l5 mm. Dans co materiel
peche au mois de rnai HJ62, nOllS ayons constate qu'lln grand nomIne
de femelieR eLaient ovigcres \'el'ifiant ainsi une [ois de plus que, si dans
Ie genrc hypoge Niplwrgus les processus de !'eproduction so d()roulent
t.out all long de l'allIlee, ceux-ci I'resentcnt cependant un maximum fie fr(~qllcncc trcs net (Ill pl'intemps et. au dehut de I'Cte
comme on I'ohserye d'aillcHrs chez d'alltres Crust.aces Peracarides
des e<lUXsOllt.erl'aines ('.ommc les Asci/us fill groupe carall:clls (.J. P.
lIeIlI'Y).
I.e I10mhrc des ccufs pal' ponte Clant. d'une fayon geIl(~l'ale chez les
Amphipodes, et en particulier dans Ie geIlre Niplwrglls, proportionnel
<\ la taille aLlcinte par la femelle (Ginet. 1DGO), il nly a ricn d'etoIln:lnL
pour cotte petit.e espeee it trouver un ofTect.ifpeu cleve d'mufs embryonnes dans Ia poche incuhatriee. 1\ous avons ainsi noLamment observe: G femelles de 218 nlIn ne portaicnl chacunc que 2 o:mfs (diametre "'SO fl.) alOJ'sque 2 femelIeR de 3 mm avaient dans leur marsupium
5 cellfs (diametre de ccux-ci, pour Pune "';)0[1., P011l'l'autre It70fl.) eL
que 2 femellcs, ayant l'especti\"cmcnl 3, 7 el 4 Illm, avaienL Lontes
deux 7 mllfs de !i20 fl. de t1iambtrc.
L'effectif maximum d'reufs par portl'c dans cette sOlls-cspcce scm hIe
done etre eelui prcscnte pal' une femelle de Hhcnanie (DUsseldorf) de
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5 mm qui avaient 11 renfs, les alIt res Cemelies de ceLte station allemande ayant entre 5 et 8 ccufs.
Les Nipharglls rccolles en ahondallce a la Fontaine des Suisses
apparticnnent
tOllS a In sous-espece .Niplwrgus kochianus kochian.lIs
de meme que ccux (une tl'entaine)
cuptures en H)59 par I'un de 1l01IS
dans Ie puits ,Ie In pl'Opricte lIn ~h~dccin-ColoneI ChaLeur a .:\lireheuu
(20 km E. de Ilijon).
Signuiolls que dans ce puits les Copcpodes Cyclopidcs etaicnt nomhrcux et appartcnaient (n. Ronch deL 1959) a !'espeee Acantlwcyclops
venllstus, espcce que B. Dussart (voir ci-dessus) a d€H1ornbrc dans les
Copepodes rccoltes a In I;'ontaine des Suisses en signalant qne ce
Cyclopide n'ctaiL CDHIllI que de deux aulres stations fran.;aises
(Alsace- Dauphinc).
On peut penseI' que la prospection melhodique des calix sontcrraines
(qui sera facilitee par Pusage dn piege i_ Nipharg/ls mis au point pal'
F. Grnf) aussi bien en Bourgogne que dans d'autrcs provinces arnenera
la decouverte de nouvelles stations des deux sous.especes franyuises
de Niphargus kochianus confirmant pl'obablement Ie fait obsern~ en
Belgique pal' n. Leruth it savoil' que c'est plutot la sous-espece
kochianus kochianus qne Pon rencontrc de preference et. parfois en
abondance dans les pnits.

ngslDIE
Inventaire
des Crustaces r(~coltes en mai 19G~ dans Ie reservoir de Ia
Fontaine des Suisses a Dijon, Les Cop{)podes y sont representes par cinq
espeees: ,lfacrncyclops
albidus, Hucyclops serrulatlls
SOliS la forme I.ypique
et SOilS une forme ICgercmcnt dilTcrente du type, F:l1cyclops serra/atus val'.
mihi, Acanthoc-yclops
VellllstuB, Acanfhoeyclops
robustus. La coexistence de ces deux dcrnicres

vernalis

et

Acanthocyclops

formes dans un milieu aussi
reduit que ce reservoir Iaisse a penseI' que nous avons hien 1<\il fairo a deux
especes bien distinctcs, Une de de determination
est donnec pour les espcces
flu genre Aeanthoc!Jclops,
Les Amphipodes
y sont representes
par Niplwrgus "irei et surtout
iViplwrgus
kochianus kochianus dont plusieurs centaines d'individus
ant Cl.e
recueillies. Au sujel de cctte petite espcce, des considerations 50nt faites sur
Ia repartition
geographique,
Ia ponte, Ie dimorphisme sexueI et les formes
voisines.
ZUSA~nl

EXFASSUXG

Inventar del' im Mai 1962 im "Reservoir de la Fontaine des Suisses" in
Dijon gefangenen Crustacecn. Die Copepoden sind durch hinf Al'tt'1l VOI'trelen: 1~1
acroc!Jclnps albidwi. Eucyclops scrrulafus (typische Form). Huc!Jclops
scrrulallls
val'. milli, .:lcanthocyclops
('enustl/s, .rlcanthoeyclops
vernalis und
Aeonthoc!Jclops
robustus
(leicht vCI'iindel'l.e Form). Das gleichzeitige Vor.
handensoin del' heiden letzten Formen in cinem so verminderten
.Milieu
laBt l.lns vermul.en, daB wir es hier mit zwei gut getrennten Species zu tlll1
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haben. \Vir gehen eincn Uestimmung-sschhissel
fiir die Species der Gattung
A ca 11 thocyclo ps.
Die Arnphipoden
werden durch 1Viplwrgus "irei und besondcrs durch
Niphflrgus kochianus kochiallus vertreten; davon wurden rnehrere hundert
Excmplare gefangen. Fiir diese kleine Art geben wir .Angaben iiber die geographische Verbrcitung, die Eiahlage, den Dimorphismus
der Geschlechter
sowie iiber die benachbarten
Formen.
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LEGENDES
Fig. 1-6:

DES

PLANCllES.lO

(1) -52

(3)

Hucyclops serrula/us - 1: forme typique, vue generale d'une
Cemelle; 2: furea; 3: 1\; "1: Endopodif.e :J de P'l; 5: 1\
anormalc; G: yue ventrale des Th5 ct Ahdl.
Fig. 7, 8: .I1rantlwcydops pcnllslus - 7: l\; 8: Curea, vlle ventrale.
Fig. ~1-lfl: D('rniers articles des P,I de plusieurs formes d'AcalltllOcyc!ops
rolmsllls (a: endopodite;
b: cxopoctite) - soit 9: Camal'gue,
premiere forme; 10: Lae d'Eguzon (Creuse) ; 11: Las ),larismas
(Espagnp) ;12: Fontaine des Suisses :1 Dijon ;1:1: Camargue,
deuxieme forme; H: Elang du Plessis (Loir ct Cher).
A. - Nipharglls aqllilex aquile:r (grolte d'Anthcuil,
Cute d'Or). JLlie de
:!2

mill.
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B. - Niphargus kochianus kochianus gauche = temelle portant 3 ceuts;
droite = mMe de 4 mm.
C. - Gnathopodes
1 et 2 d'unc femelle de N. kochianus kochianus.
D. - Gnathopodes
1 et 2 d'un male de N. kochianus kochianus.

-a

Eine neue Niphargus-Art (Gammaridae,
aus Bulgarien
Von

STOITZE

Mit Tale/53

Amphipoda)

ANDIIU:VI)

(1) - 54 (2)

N ipharglls toplicensis n. sp.
Ktjrper des ~Hinnchens schlank lInd langgcslreckl, des \Vcibchens
kiirzer und brciter. Farbe weill Lis milchiggclb. Augen fehlcn. Korperliingc des 6 8 mm, des ~ mit gut entwickelten OostegiLen bis 7 mm.
I. Antenne vcrhiiltnismti13ig lang, erreicht hei heiden Geschlechtern
% uer K6rperWnge. GeiJJeJ des d 22-26glieurig, des \! 1S-21gliedrig.
l\'ebengeiBcl 2glicurig, liinger als das I. Glied. Hyaline Stiibehen so
lang odeI' ein wenig kUrzer als die halbe Liinge des cnlsprechcnden
Gliedes. I I. Antcnne UbertrifTt die halbe Liinge dcI' I. Antenne, mit
ciner 8-'10gJiedrigen Geillel.
~landibeJ miL guL enLwiekelter Kauiliiehe (Abb. 1). II. unu 111.
Palpusglieder gleichlang. Innenl'and des III. Gliedes mit einer Heihe
kllrzcr llorsten, apikal mit G-I llingeren inseriert.
Inuenlade del' I. I\IaxiIle kllrz, mil 3, ortel' 4, nieht langen Staeheln
vCl'sehen (ALL. 2). Autlcnlade mit I Staeheln, del' innere mit 3-4 feinen
Seitenztihnen: bei clem zweiten nul' scIten 2 Seitenztihne, die Ubrigen
blotl mit einem stark entwickelten Seitenzalin. An del' Spitze des
Palpusgliedes befinden sich 5-6 Borsten so lang wie das Palpusglied.
An del' Innenseite des basalen Palpusgliedes gilJt es 1 odeI' 2 Dorsten,
fast so lang \vie das Palpusglied.
Innenlade des ~laxillarfutles (ALL. 3) erreicht den iiuBeren distalen
Hawl des hasalen Palpusgliedes. An dessen Spilze hcfinuen sich tl-5
glatte mcitlelartige Staeheln und 4-5 Borsten. Autlenlade erreicht fast
die Halfle des II. Palpusgliedes.
Coxal platten liinger als breit, uberholen die cntsprcchenden
Segmente. IV. Coxalplatte des d am grijJJten unu fast quadraLiseh. V.,
VI. unu VII. CoxalpJaLLe bedentenu kleiner als die Ubrigen.
1) Institut
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GnathoJloden (Ahb. "', 5) groB, fast quadralisch, elwas li.ingcl' als
bl'ciL. I. GnathoJlod kleineI' als dcI' I I. Carpen gut entwickelL. Palma
etwas schf'iiggeslelll, el\vas Hinger odeI' gleichlang wie del' hintere Hand
des Propodus. Es ist von einem st.ark enl\vickelten Hand lJegrenzl,
,HISdes sen Grund 1-2 feingeziihnte Staehcln hel'vol'rugen. Del' hint.ere
Hand del' Gllathopoden des ~ mit 5-7 Borstengl'Uppen lind des 0 mil
9-10 versehen. In del' l\iihe des vOl'dcren Handes hef1nden sich 1-2
Grllppen mit je 3-5 langen Borsten. Hiickenseite del' Dactyli mit je
5-6 Borst.en versehen. An del' innercn Seite im Grllnde del' Klaue ein
gut entwiekclter Stachel.
Pereiopoden mit vef'hiiltnismiiilig brei len Basen mil konvexen
Vorder- lind sehwachen konkaven lIinlerriindel'n.
\'11. PereioJlod
(ALb. G) iibcl'ragt die halhe Korpcrliinge. Klaue des Dactylus stark
enlwiekelt nnd erreicht % von dcssen Liingc. Aus seinclTl Gl'lInde ragen ein starker Staehel und cine llol'ste hervor. Eine heHederte Borsle
befindel sich aueh auf dem Hiicken des Dactylus. 1[. und I [I. Epirneren
(Ahb. 7) mil fast rechLwinkligen, scharf ausgezogenen Ecken. Ilinterrand des 1. Epimers nicht scharf ausgezogen, schwaeh konvex. Unter.
rand des II. Epimers mit 2, jenel' des III. mit 3 star-ken SLaeheln.
Pleopoden miL 2 HeLinakula (Ahh. 8).
I3eim I. Urosomsegment im Gl'Unde des I. Uropoucn ein starker
Staehel; II. Urosomsegmenl dorsal jcdcrseils mit 1 Borste; III. Urosomsegment mit einem starken SLachcl und einer Uorstc. I. Uropod
des 0' (Abb. 9) mit Innenasl 2mal so lang wie del' fiuilel'c, die heiden
bnger als das Basalglicd. Brim ~ 1/5 bis 1/4 Hinger als del' innere. Innen.
ast des II. Uropoden (ALb. 10) elwas Hinger odeI' so lang wie del'
ijuGel'e. Ill. Ul'opod (Ahh. 11) des 6 di!Tel'enzicl't, das II. Glicd des
Auilenasles % kiirzer als das I. Glied. Innenast spie13urtig, verhi.ngert.
II I. Uropod des ~ nicht diITercnziert miL kurzcm II. Glied am Auilenast und mit klein em schuppenartigem
Endopodil.
Te]son (ALb. 13) breiler als lang, et\va % gespalten, verhiilLnis.
rni.i13igwcit klafTend, an del' Srilze mit 3-4, selten mil 5 stal.ken
SLaclleln (nieht lang) versehen.
Auf dem Hiicken marginal mil cineI' Sinnesborsle, bei manehen
Exemplaren mit einem slarken Stachel.
Dureh seinen schlanken und ausgezogcnen Korper, durch die Aug.
bildung del' Gnalhopoden llnd den langen II. Uropod zeigl iV. toplicensis cine AJmliehkcit mil einigen dern N. uquilex vcrwandten Arlen,
die in Siidosteuropa verbreitel sind, wie z.ll. N. aquilex moldu()icus
Dobreanu, l\Ianolaehe, Puseariu, 1053, .N. smederevanlls Kurarnan,
1950, N. anatoliclls Karaman, 1950, N. pancici Karaman, 1929,
N. pancici vlkano()i Karaman, 1959.
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Von N. aquilex molda()iells weicht N. topheensis durch die Allf~
rUstling del' l. ~Iaxille, don l\laxillarfull, die Ausbildung del' Gnathopoden, die Iangercn I.-IV. Coxalplattcn, die Epimcrcn u.a. abo
\Venn au cit clcm N. smedere(Jalws gleiehend, kann .N. toplicensis
nicht zu diesel' Art gezHhlt werden, delIn sie lIntcrscheidet sich durch
4. Borsten an del' Innenladc del' I. ~laxiJlc, durch die stark cntwickcltc
Kallfliiche del' l\Iandibel, durch die mehrercn glatten und meifleJartigen
Staeheln an del' I nnenlade des i\laxillarfuBes, die 1.- IV. Coxalplalten, die
li.inger als breit sind, (lurch die Dactyli del' IV., V. lInd VI. Perciopoden
mit je cincm Stachel. Telson bei unserer Art ist breiLer als lang, ohne die
I'cichc Aufriistung auf ilem IHicken, charakteristisch £til' smedere()anus.
Dies ist auch del' Fall hei N. anatolieus, del' sich von toplicensis
durch die I.-IV. Coxalplalten, die liinger als breit sind, durch die Auf.
rUstling del' I. Maxille, den ~laxillarfuB und die stark gerundctcn Epimeren unterscheidet.
N. toplicensis steht mittels mchrercI' ~Icrkmalc del' \'on Karaman
beschriebenen Art lV. pancici und hesondel's dcr Unterart aus Blllga~
rien N. p. ()lkano()i sclll' nahc, weicht abel' durch die scharf endenden
II. und III. Epimel'cn, 1. Dropod, mehrefe Dorsten an del' I. i\laxille,
Telson u. a. abo Naher verwandt isL toplicensis mit del' Unteral't ()lkanovi, doeh aueh dazu kann sic nicht gezlihlt werden wegen del' reiehen
nestaehel!.lIlg del' Innenlade del' I. l\Iaxille, del' Hingel'en als hreiten
CoxalplatLen, nieht so schlanken Pcrciopoden, II. und III. Epimeren.
\Viihrend bei N. p. ()lkano()i am Dactylus des VIT. Pereiopoden nul' ein
Zahn am Grunde del' Klaue steht, eJ'scheinL hei loplicensis auch eine
BorsLe, wie auch an del' AliBenseile des Dactylus cine Sinncshorste.
N.toplicensiswurde
von V. Gueorguiev ill del' QueUe "ToplitzaLa" hei
dem Dorf l\lussomisehta (Bezirk Gaze Deleev) am 21 . .\Iai 19G2 gefunden.
Es wurden 10 0, 7 ~ und 14 juvenile Exemplare gesammelL und
unLersucht. 3 ~ Exemplare waren mit gut enLwiekelten Oostegiten
mit hzw. 7,8 uml 13 juvenilen Exemplaren.
Kaeh Angahcn des Kollegen B. Russey ist die Temperatur des \Vassers 21 °C, pH 7,5, die GesamLwasscl'hiiI'te 14.,5G dll (nach del' ~lethode
von UOlltron lind Boude Leslimrnt). In del' Quelle \vurden auBer N.
toplicensis auch TiCI'e folgendcl' Gruppen gefunden: Plallaria, Oligo.
chaeta, flirudinea (Erpobdella), Isopoda (Asellus), Larvcn von Ephemeroptera (flaetis), 1'riclwptera und Diptera, Coleoptera (Elminthidae).
ZUSAM~lE~FASSU~G
Del' Autol' hesehrcibt cine neue Art Niphargus: N. toplicensis n. sp. Die
Art ist in del' QueUe "Toplitzata"
hoi dem Dorf !llussomischla (Bezirk Ooze
Delce'l) gefunden. N. toplicensis n. sp. zeigt eine Ahnlichkeit mit N. aquilex
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moldavicliS Dobreanu,
i\Ianolache und Puscariu,
1953, i'll, smedcre('anus
Karaman, 1~)50, N. unatolicuB Karaman, 1')50, N. pallcici Karaman, 1929,
N. pancici ('ikallOvi Karaman, 1959, doch unlel'scheidet
sic sich durch einige
,jlcrkmale (z. B. durch die reichere I3estachelung del' Inncnlade dcI' 1. .\laxille, die Hingeren als Lreiten Coxal platten, die Ausbildung und die Aufrustung des Telsons und des I. Uropods u.a.). Deswcgen kann N. topiicensis
n. sp. zu keiner del' ohengcnannlen
Arlen geziihlt werden.

I/auleur
decrit une espece nouvelle - Nip}wrgus lopliccnsis n. sp. de la
source «Toplitzata)
pres dn village .\lussomischta (district de Ooze Delcev).
N. toplicrnsis n. sp. cst proche des N. aquile:r moldavicus Dohreanu, 1I1anolaehe und Puscariu, 195:l, N. smedere"uflus Karaman, 1950, N. arwtolicus
Karaman, 1950, N. pancici Karaman, 1929, N. pancici IJlkano{)i Karaman,
1959, mais en dilTere par quelques caracteres (un nombre plus grand des
soies sur Ie lobe interne de la I. maxille, les plaques cox ales encore plus
longues que larges; la forme et I'armement
difTerentes ell! telson et des
I. uropodes etc.).
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Description d'lIn piege

Avec Planche

a Nipharglls

55 (1)

La capture des Crus laces lroglobies <lu genre LViphargus peut etre
menee selon trois methodes:
Ia chasse a vue,
la balance,
Ie piege.
La chasse

it vue

Ce mode de capture ne peut etre envisage que dans les endroits
accessibles (flaques esscntiellement). Si l'emploi du filet racilite la
prehension des Niphargus, il est certain que les Crustaces ainsi recoltes
ant SOllivent les appendices brises. Pour obvier a eet inconvenient il
est preferable d'employer une cuillere a long m:mche et dont Ie fond
peut etre perce de quelques petits trOllS afin de faciliter l'evacuation
de Peau.
La balance
Constituee par une etamine de saie ou de nylon fixec sur une
armature metallique de forme variable, la balance permet Ia capture
des Crustaces troglobies dans les zones non accessibles (R. J eannel,
P. A. Chappuis). Un appat place au centre de ce dispositif attire en
premier lieu les Crust aces nageurs. ]] convient de relever ce filet apres
un temps optimal qui est fonction de I'efficacite de l'appat, de l'abondance et de la faim des animaux (une a plusieurs heures).
Les inconvenients de ce dispositif resident dans les faits suivants:
Les animaux attires pal' l'appat ne sont pas forcement retenus
prisonniers.
Les animaux demeurant sur Ie filet au moment du relevement de
Ia balance s'agrifTent sou vent nux mailles de l'etamine et de ce fait
leur recuperation est delicate.
1) Laboratoire de Biologic Animale et Generale de la Faculte des Sciences,
2 Bd. Gabriel, 21 - Dijon, France.
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Lo piege
II existe tres ceriaincment
des types de piegc a Nipharglls dont
nOliS n'avons pas connaissance. 1..e modele que nous decriyons (cf.
planche 55) nOllS a donne cntiere satisfaction.
Le piege proprement
<.lit est constitue fI'unc boiie en matiere
plastique dont les dimensions minimales doivent etre les suivantes:
longueur: 26 em,
largeur:
18 em,
hauteur:
9 em.
Les coLes II et C (fig. 1, 2) sont PCJ'ces ({'Ull orifice circulaire de
15 mIll de diametre el de deux fCHcires qui sont fermees par une
etumine de nylon a tres fines maiUes. Un tronc de cone en matiere
plastiquc (diametre grande hase: 15 mIll, t1iametre petite hase: 7 mill,
hauteur: 35 mill) est colle au niveau de Porifier eircuiai,"c it l'interieur
de la boite; l'ensemble correspond ainsi it l'entree d'une nasse. La
cote A prcsente trois orifices identiques (fig. 2, 3). Enfin Ie couvel'cle
esl muni d'une fenclre grillagee ct de trois entrees de nasse scmblables
a celles des elMs (fig. 1).
Lars de son ulilisation,lc piege est place sur uno plaque ({'aluminium
(29 X 22 cm), lestee de deux barrcs de plomb, et fixe a cet ensemble
par une sangle de caoutchouc (l'enscmhle plaque d'aluminium + deux
Larres de plomb doit peser environ 1 kg). La plaque d'aillminium est
suspendue obliquement pal' six ficelles de telle sorte que lol's de la
descente au de la rcmontce Ie remplissage au Ie vidage du piege sc
fasso par les fenctres latel'ales.
L'appal est constituc de pain rassis (5 g) et de viande de hreuf un
peu defraichie (10 g) (H. Ginet.) qui sont enfermcs dans un petit sac
en etamine de nylon. Quatre au cinq feuilles mortes d'Orme (R.
II usson), placees en dehors du sac, completent cet appal.
Fonctionnement:
Au COllI'S de la descento, Peall renetre dans Ie
piege paries fenel-res laterales ct les troncs de cone, Pail' s'evacue par
la feniH.re flu couvercle.
Lorsque Ie piege est pose (son emplacement peut etre repertS dans
de gran des profondeurs grace a la retlexion d'un faisceall lumineux
sur la plaque d'aluminium), un gros vouchon de liege maintient les
six ficelles tendues et de ce fait la reman tee du piege ne risque pas de
se faire dans une mauvaise position.
Les animaux penetrent dans Ie piege par les trones de cone et
l'expericncc a montre qu'ils n'en sortent qne tres rarement. Les
meilleurs resultats sont obtenus en laissuIIt Ie piege en place durant
quatre a huit jourf'.
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La remontee du piege doit ctre tres lenle au moment de la sortie de
1'ean de fulton que In moitie de Peau contenne dans Ia boite S'eVaClle
progressivement
par Ies fenetres laterales jusqu'a leur niveau inferieur. Pour recuperer les animaux captures il suffit, apres avoir retire
Ie sac contenant Pappilt ainsi que les feuilles, de vidor I'can du piege
ot les Nipharglls qu'eHe contient dans un recipient adequat.
Ce piege, COnl(ll pour la capture des Amphipodes hypoges, nous a
permis de fceoller diverses espeeos de Niphal'gus (de tontes tailles),
des Copepodes, des Caecosphacroma et meme des 1lsellus, mais il est
cvident qll'iI n'est pas conseill(~ pour la recherche de ces derniers
Isopode,.

nEsmIE
Description
d'un piege qui permet, sans surveillance,
la recoIte des
Niplwrgus dans les eaux profondes ct leur recuperation
sans avail' it les
manipuler.

The description of a trap permitting
the capture of Niphargus in deep
\'/aters. Ko handling or surveillance is necessary. The amphipods are caught
automatically.
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EXPLICATIONS

DE

LA PLANCHE

55(1)

Fig. I: Picgc en position de dcscentc (au de remontee) par rapport au
niveau de J'eau (.V.). - pl. : plaque d'aluminium, b. : barre de plomh,
s.: sangle de caoutchouc, bou.: bouchon de liege.
Fig. 2: Coupe du piege montrant les orifices d'entrec des cotes A, B ct C.
Fig. 3: Cote A vue de face.

Hurleya kalamundae n. g. n. sp. (Amphipoda, Gammaridae)
from subterranean waters of \Vestern Australia
By

),lILAr;'

STIIASKltABA1)

With plate 66 (1) - ,57 (2)

Among Amphipods I obtained from \Vestern Australian :Museum,
Perth, through the courtesy of Dr. H. \V. George, a few specimens from
a well at Kalamunda ,vere recognized as representatives
of a now
species, related to no known genera. It represents a ncw genus I am
naming in honour of the eminent specialist of Amphipods from Southern I1em.isphcrc, Dr. D. E. Hurley. This is in addition to Protocrangonyx fontinalis Nicholls, t926, and is the second subterranean Amphipod
known from \\'estern Australia. Some more subterranean Amphipoda
are known to occur in southeastern Australia. Although this region is
zoogeographically different from \\Testern Australia we may well expect to find additional new genera in this country.
IIurleya n. g.
Body compressed, segments of llI'osome free. lIead with lateral
lobes rounded, without eyes. Antenna 1 longer than antenna 2, accessory flagellum multiart.iculated.
Gnathopod 1 and 2, propodus suhchelate, similar in both gnathopoda, palma with simple stout spines.
Carpus short, triangular. Coxal plates lower than the corresponding
segments, 1-4 deeper than the following. Basal joints of peraeopod
7 moderately enlarged. Peraepod 7 the longest. ~landibular palp
differentiated. ?\laxilla t with inner plate bearing a few plumose setae,
outer plate armed with seven serrate spine teeth, pall' 2-jointed and
bearing different armature on the left and right side. ~raxilla 2, inner
plate bearing some plumose setae apically, inner margin fringed with
hairs. l\Iaxillipeds with the inner and outer plates well developped;
inner plate bearing 4. spine teeth, outer plate with marginal teeth,
palp 4-jointed. Lower lip without inner lobes, outer lobes narrow.
Dropod 3 biramous, exopod two-jointed, terminal joint rudimentary,
endopod scale-like. Telson small, deeply cleft, lobes large and rounded
apically.
1) Hydrobiological Laboratory, CzechoslovacAcademy of Sciences, Praha.
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llurleya kalamundae n. sp.
)lalerial:
From well, Kalamunda (lwch'c miles east of Perth),
\Vestem Austral. ::\lus. 1\'0. liOlijG-tH5!" 3 spm.
Type: Female \",ith Doslegites, 8 mIll.
D iugn osis : Antenna long, exceeding half hody length. Peduncular
joints 1 and 2 suhaequal. joint 3 nhout % of the 11I'eceding ones. FlagelllllIl about twice as long as peduncle. Accessory flagellum 5-jointed.
Antenna 2 longer than half the antenna t, peduncle longer than in antenna 1. ,Joints 1. and 5 slIhacqunl in lengih, very feehly armed. Flagellum ahout as long as joints Ii and 5 comhined, comprised of nine joints.
J\.landilHllar palp with the second joint long, armed proximally by
an irregular row of !J setae. Tel'minal joint about half as long as the
second one with a regular ro\v of equally shol't set.ae in the proximal
half and 3 long sct.ae terminally.
~raxilla 1, inner plate with two plumose setae distally and fine
setules on the outer margin. OuL.er plate with serrated spines, left
palp with 5 stout spines and 1 seta, right palp with setae.
~laxilla 2, inner plate narrO\v, slightly shorter than outer and hearing 12 setae distally, onc stout seta ncar the inner margin and a row
of fine setules along the inner mal'gin. J\.laxilliped, inner plate armed
distally with foul' spine teeth and several setae distally and 011 the
inner margin. Outer plate, inner margin \ViUl teeth, reaching about to
half t.he second joint of palp. Palp of maxilliped long. Lo\ver lip \vithont inner lobes, outer lobes narrow.
Coxal plat.es i-It longer than broad, lower margins with several
shmt and 1 longer seta. Lower hind corncr of coxa 1-2 wit.h two
spinelike selae, coxa It not excavated hehind. Gnathopod 2 larger than
gnaLhopod '1, propodus birn-shaped, hind marginal border short, with
3-/1 groups of setae. Palma rather oblique, with simple stout spines
and 2-3 subpalmar setae. Carpus triangular. Peraeopods 3-7 increasing
in length, 7th much longer than Gth, joints \viL.holit long setae, dactyli
\vith 3-5 spines, claw short. llasipodid of peracopods 5-6 moderately
enlarged, in pcraeopod 7 narrowing to the proximal end, lower hind
comcr indistinct. Oostegites hroad, large.
Epimcral plates rounded, armed with a continuous row of marginal
spines. Pleopods \vitlt hoth rami equally deYelopJlcd. Uro~om short,
not. coalesced. Dorsally one lateral spine on segments 2 and 3. Uropoda
1 and 2 with the inner ramus shorter than Lhe outCl'. Rami ahout
equally long as peduIlcle. Uropod 3, cIlllopod scale-like, exopod nearly
h\Tice as long as basis, armed hy several groups of short spines.
Terminal joint rudimentary. Telson small, eleft to %, lohes large and
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apically rounded. 1 strong terminal spine and 0-1 feeble subterminal
ones on each lobe.
Va riab iIi t y: Both other specimens available, of the LotallengLh of
5 and 4 mm., seem not to dilTer in any of the characters indicated
from the type, except the numher of setae on different parts is lower
in accordance with the juvenity of these specimens. Secondary sexual
characters are not distinguishable, structure of gnathopoda and uropoda is similar. Specimens have not been dissected as to distinguish
males and females. The number of joints in the accessory flagellum
of antenna 1, an important generic character, is in these specimens
4. in difference to 5 in the type specimen.
Taxonomic
relations:
1\lales of llurleya are not known, and this
may well cause some difficulties. 'Vith a great degree of probability,
however, we may expect they will not considerably differ from females
described herewilh. Schellenberg (1936) distinguished the slighl devel.
opment of secondary sexual characters as a regularity within the
(,~rangonyx-section of freshwater Gammaridae, and this is the group
to ,vhich our genus seems to be related. It is indicated mainly by the
reduced uropod 3 and also the general shape and similarity of gnathopoda 1 and 2. In respect to the shape of telson and uropoda, resem.
blances may be also found with two other genera of Australian
Gammalidae, lVeoniphargns sensus stricto (Straskraba, '1964) and a
part of Australian Gammarus comprised of the previously described
species mortoni (Thomson, 1893), antipodeus and ripen.siv Smit.h, t909,
and barringtonensis Chilton, t916. Other characters, however, indicate
the resemblance is not due to generic relations.
The almost exclusively subterranean freshwater Crangonyx-group
was defined by Schellenberg (1936). Shoemaker (19"2) elevaled the
generic group to a distinct section within the freshwater representatives of Gammaridae, opposing to the Cammarlls section. lIe attributed
this dichotomy to Schellenberg, although this is not justified. In his
diagnosis of the group, Schellenberg gives a character concerning
gnathopoda (metacarpus not quadratically enlarged) showing he distinguished at least another group for genera related to Nipharglls.
This is evident from his Pselldoniphargus paper (1939) where he discussed the attribution
of this genus to "Kreis von Nipharglls" 01'
"Kreis von Crangonyx." Shoemaker used also somewhat different
characters partly due to the restriction of his treatment to American
representatives. The greatest value was lerl on the accessory flagellum
of antenna 1, "rudimentary
01' consisting of one long and one short
joint" in his Crangonyx-section. The presence of numerous notched
spine t.eeth all gnathopad palms in all species was indicated. Huffo
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(1956) showed Shoemaker's division was partly incorrect also for the
American representatives as regarding the attribution of Jletaniphargus to the Crangonyx section and of the undoubtedly closely related
lVeekelia to the Gammarus section. This was based on the character of
accessory flagellum, due to neglect of the non-american genera. In the
\\-'estern Australian Protocrangonyx they are two sllbequal joints in
the flagellum, in North African Metacrangonyx 3 joints and this overarched the difTercnce from lVeekelia with four joints. As indicated already by Shoemaker the notched palmar spine teeth are lacking in
gnathopod 1 of J!!etaniphargus, this is true also for gnathopod 1 of
Weckelia. In Psammoniphargus, a recently described genus from l\Iad.
agascar by Hullo (1956) related to Metaniphargus and Wcckclia palmar spines are simple in both gnathopoda. In Protocrangonyx the row
of spine teeth is completely lacking.
Hurleya bears also simple palmar spines. The accessory flagellum is
in this genus 5 jointed which prevents the inclusion to the Crangonyx
group as characterized by previous authors. As indicated above, however, the absolute validity of the reduced accessory flagellum was
diminished hy recent findings and we may well enlarge the chal'acteristic of the group to include I1urleya. All other characters lie within
the range of the grauPl although these are mostly not strictly confined
to it (the armature of urus, shape of teI50n).
The new genus shows little resemblence with the geographically
nearest Protocrangonyx from the Darling Ranges. The antenna in this
genns has a two-jointed accessory appendage, coxal plates are very
low, propodlls of gnathopoda completely different, bases of peraeopoda
narrow, dactyli with single spines, pJeopoua with the inner ramus
reduced, ul'opoda -1-3 very short, telson entire. In Paracrangonyx, the
New Zealand representative of the group the secondary appendage is,
like Protocrangonyx biarticulate, eoxae low, basis of peraeopoda narrow, dactyli with single spines, lIropoda '1 and 2 short and teIson
entire. Propodus of gnathopoda 1 and 2 is much more similar to
Hurleya, carpus, however, is rather ditTerent. Uropod 3 is longer LIlaH
in IJurleya. Pleopoda are in this genus uniramons.
Summarizing the discussion on taxonomic relations of the new
genus, ,ve consider it to he an aberrant line of the Crangonyx group
of Gammaridae.
SU:-I~I'\HY
A new genus and species of freshwater
subterranean
waters of \Vestern Australia
n.g. n.sp. The genus apparently represents
group of Gamrnaridae.

Gammaridae
(Amphipoda) from
is described, Hurleya kalamundae
an aberrant line of the Crangon.yx
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ni,SUME
La description d'llllrleya Iwlamundae n.g. n.sp. des Gammaridae (Amphipoda) soulerrains de l'Australie Occidentale est don nee ci-dessous. I.e genre
nouveau montre quelques affinites avec Ie groupe de Crangonyx et il est
considere prCliminairement
cormne representatif
d'une hranche aberrante
de ce groupe.
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EXPLANATIONS

OF PLATES

5G (1) -57

(2)

Fig. I: Jlurleya kalamundae n.g. n.sp., halo type female 810m., total view.
Orig.
Fig. ~: Jlurleya kalamundae, holotype, mouth-parts. A maxilla 2, B maxilla I,
C maxilliped, D lower lip. Orig.
Fig. 3: Illlrleya kalamllndae, holotype,
trunk limbs. A gnathopod
I,
n gnathopod 2, C peraeopod 3, D peraeopod 5, E peraeopod i. Orig.
Fig. 4: llllrleya kalamundae, holotype. A anlenna 1, peduncle and accessory
flagellum, B coxal plates 2-/1 (from left to right), C uropod 3, D
telson. Orig.

lIydracariens

souterrains

de Bulgarie. I

~[itleOI)sis (Xlldomideo{)sis) IIwtnsi II. sp.
Par

A:-;ELYA

•.h'ec plunches

PETHO\'At)

,liS (1) - 59 (2)

Les Hydracariens des caux souterraines de BIlIgarie sant encore pen
connns. Dans une premiere publication sur ce groupe HOliS avions
sign aM 8 espcccs d'JIyurachnelles et deux especes de Limnohalacarides
(Petrova, 196;)), provenant surtout des caux intersliLielles hyporh6iques. Dans ce present article nons donnons 1a description tI'une
especc nouvelle appurtenant
au genre .Jfideopsis J'un puits de Ia
Bulgarie du Nord-Ouest.
La pluparl des representants
lin genre ..\fideopsis se rencontrent
dans les caux superficielles. I,a premiere espece souterraine- ,11ideopsis
longipalpis (Szalay, 1945) pl'ovient du milieu interstitiel hyporh6ique
de Houmanie. Szalay a cree a son intention Ie SOlls.genre Nudomideopsis auquel sont rattnchees .i present tantes les especes de J.lIideopsis
des eaux souterraines. Plus tard fut decrit Ie Jlideopsis (ATudornideopsis) fonticola (Tanasachi et Orghidan, 1955) des puits do Transylva~
niel Hournanio, ceLLe espece etant d'ailleurs assez proche de celie
deorite pal' Szalay. Une riche diversite de JI ideopsis de puits a etc
constatee au Japon par Imamura (1953, 1957, 1958, 1062).
Le J.l1ideopsis decouvert en Bulgario se distingue essentiellement
des especes deja connues. Elle est decrite ici comme nouvcllc pour la
science et dediec a I'eminent phrcatohiologiste et acarologiste C. .\Iotas
en temoignago de notre gratitude ot haute consideration. Cette gratitude est reservee au memc titre a .Madame 0,.. J. Tanasachi pour son
aide tres precieuse.
Jlideopsis

(Nudomideupsis)

molasi n.sp. (fig. I, 1-4)

~l &1e. I.e corps est court aux contoul's clliptiques, legerement clargi
dans sa partie postericurc et Iegerement com prime dorsoventralerncnt.
II est reconvcrt d'une carapacc chitineuse et poreuse, pas tres dure.
1) Institut
Boulevard

Zoologique et ~Iusee de l'Academie
Ruski, Sofia.

des Sciences de Bulgarie,
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La coloration en est jaunatre, tres pale, presque diaphane, laissant
Lien sou vent entrevoir les organes internes. La longueur dorsale est
de 419tJ. et Ia largeur de 360[.1..Compare aux exemplaires <In llIideopsis
fonticola, M. motasi n. sp., est plus petit et plus frele.
Sur Ia cuirasse dorsale manquent les traces sinueuses chitineuses
entre les pores qui sont caracteristiques chez 1a plurart des formes dn
J/ideopsis s. str. Le Lonelier dorsal peut eLt'c detache enlicrement de
la carapace "entralc. Les yeux font deraut. Le bouclier ventral em.
brasse lIne partie du dos. Sur Ie bard ventral Ie corps est orne avec
des pails situes it proximite etroite avec les glandules cuticulaires.
Dans Ia partie antcrieure de chaque cote se trouvent par deux soies
antenniformes.
La mandibule est relativement courte. L'onglet en cst finement denticule et sa base est pIns etroite en comparaison avec celie de J/.junticula.
La 10nbTtlCUl' totale de Ia mandibule est de 60 fl., sa largeur est de 31 fl..
L'organe maxillaire est petit, a rostre court. Le trait essen tiel et
frappant qui cloigne l'espece bulgare des deux autres especes souterraines d'Europe est Ia structure du palpe. La longueur dorsale des
teguments est: 1-15~, 1I-29~, 1I1-19~, IV - 57~, V - 20~. Si I'on
compare les dimensions respectives chez 11/.longipalpis: 1- 16 fl., II 40~, 111 - 24~, IV -105~, V - 16~, ainsi que chez M. fonticola: 117~, 11 - 43~, 111 - 28~, IV - 120~, V - 25 ~ on peut facilement
deceler Ia difference sensible qui existe entre les dimensions de l'article
IV du palpe de l'espece bulgarc en comparaison avec celles des deux
autres especes europeennes. P. IV chez 1lfideopsis motasi n.sp, est
presque deux fois plus court que chez M. longipalpis eL M. fonticola.
D'autre part la pro eminence sur P. IV qui porte les deux poils sensitifs
est ilii completement absente. Vne telle structure du palpe se rencontre chez taus Ies Alideopsis souterrains du Japan.
Le champ cpimoral couvre les deux premiers tiers du corps. Le
bard posterieur (la ligne de suture) de l'epimere IV est fusionne avec
la cuirasse ventrale et presqu'invisible.
Le sinus maxillaire a la forme d'un « V I) arrondi dans sa base et il
est aussi haut que large (environ 70 (.J.). Derriere Ep. IV sont situes les
pores postepimeraux.
Les pattes sont depourvues de caracteres sexuels secondaires (les
soies natatoires y manquent). Elles sont munies de fortes soies qui sur
Ie troisieme arLicle des paires de pattes I, 11 et III sont plus Iongues
que chez les autres. La longueur de ces cpines est presque double de
celle de l'artiele oil elles sont situees.
L'organe genital est long de 81 ~ et large de 36~. Sur Ie champ
labial sont situces trois paires de disques genitaux dont les paires I et
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II sont elliptiques et ont une longueur de 20!J. environ. La troisieme
paire est arrondie et longue de tG!J..Sous les pores postepimeraux sont
situes les pores nephridiaux. L'orifice excreteur est situe presque sur
Ie bard ventral du corps.
Femelle. A l'exception du corps qui cst plus gras, de l'article IV
du palpe qui cst plus court et de Ia structure de l'organc genital, il n'y
a pas d'autres differences exlerncs avec Ie male. La longueur dorsa Ie
du corps est de 492~, la largeur de 396~. Les articles du palpe ant les
dimensions suivantes: I -14~, II - 29~, III -19~, IV - 51~, V - 21~.
L'organe genital est piriforme a Lrois paires de disques genitaux
dont la paire I longue de 27~, la paire III de 22~.
Nymphe. Les pores du corps sont plus fins que ceux des adultes,
eL il n'y a pas de difference de couleur. La longueur dorsale est de
348~, la largeur de 282~.
La longueur dorsale des articles de la palpe est de : 1-13~, 11-29~,
III -19~, IV - 46~ et V - 20~.
Les pores postepimeraux sont situes dans une cavite Iegere du Ep.
IV. Sur l'organe genital provisoire se trouvent 4 disques genitaux
arrondis - deux de chaque cote.
Localite.
Puits, village Gorni-Ciflik, district de Belogradcik, Bulgarie du Nord-Ouest, 2 S, 2 'i', 3 Ny.
Les types (1 S holotype et 1 S et 2'i' paratypes) sout couserves Ii
I'lnstitut Zoologique et Musee Ii Sofia.
Les especes de Afideopsis souterrains conllUS sonL les suivantes:
1. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) longipalpis Szalay 1945 - Roumanie.
2. ilfideopsis (Nudomideopsis) jonticola Tanasachi et Orghidan 1955
- Roumanie.
3. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) ellipticus Imamura 1953 - Japan.
4. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) miurui Imamura 1957 - Japan.
5. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) morimotoi Imamura 1957 - Japan.
6. illideopsis (Nudomideopsis) papillosus Imamura 1957 - Japan.
7. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) rundijormis Imamura 1957 - Japan.
8. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) mitoensis Imamura 1958 - Japan.
9. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) kyotoensis Imamura 1958 - Japan.
10. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) uenoi Imamura 1958 - Japan.
11. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) azaiensis Imamura 1958 - Japan.
12. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) okayamaensis Imamura 1958 - Japan.
13. illideopsis (Nudomideopsis) takejuensis Imamura 1958 - Japan.
14. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) kanazawaensis Imamura 1958 - Japan.
15. Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) kotiensis Imamura 1962 - Japan.
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ada/ensis Imamura 1062 - Japan.
yokotai Imamura :HJ62- .Japan.
asagoensis Imamura 1962 - Japan.
molusi n. sp. - Bulgarie.

Les traits caracteristiques communs en sont : corps pale, depourvlI
de pigment; dCfaut d'yeux; carapace chitineuse porcuse eL absence
de traces sinueuses sur Ie hOllclier dorsal (a PcxccpLion des Jlfideopsis
marimoiui et ill. papilloslls) ; defaut de proeminence Oll tres pell devcloppee SUI' P. IV; puttos depoUl'vues de soies natataires (par exception
ill. IOllgipalpis ot ill. fonticola ont des soies natal-aires sur Ie dernier
article de Ia paire de patles IV), absence de caracteres sexuels secalldaires.
HESU:lIR
Une nouvelle cspeee de Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) motasi n.sp. esl decrile
provenanl
d'un puils du village Gorni-CiOik, dislricl de Bclogradcik, en
Bulgarie du I\'ord-Ouesl. Par la slruclme
du palpe elle se dislingUt~ des
deux autrcs espeees soulerraines d'Europe .Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) long ipalpis Szalay et Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) fontieola Tanasachi et Orghidan
ct se rapproche de quelques especes de .Mideopsis japonaises, provenant
de puils.
Z USA.lt:ll

E:-.I FASS U:-.iC

Es wird die neue Arl Midcopsis (Nudomideopsis)
molasi n.sp., die in
eillem Brunnen im Dade Gorni-Ciflik, Bezirk Belogradcik, XOI'dweslbulgal'ien, aufg-efunden wurdc, beschl'iehen. ~ach dem Bau del' Palpen un terscheidet sich diose Arl von den ancleren zwei Grundwasseral'len
aus Europa
- 111ideopsis (Nudomideopsis) IOllgipalpis Szalay und Micieopsis (Nu.domideopsis) fonticola Tanasaehi el Orghidan -, und sic nahcrl sich einigen dcl'
japanischen Arten )'Iidcopsis aus Brunnen.
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EXPLICATIONS

Planche 58 (1): Mideopsis

DES

PLANCHES

58 (1) - 59 (2)

(Nudomideopsis)
motasi n.sp. - Fig. 1: Male,
Fig. 2 : Nymphe.
Planche 59 (2): Mideopsis (Nudomideopsis) motasi n.sp. - Fig. 3: Palpe du
melle, Fig. 4 : Partie posterieure de la lemelle.

DiptEJres cavernicoles recneillis en Bnlgarie
Par ANCA lllJRGIlELE-BALACES(01)
Arec

planche

GO (1)

Grace a l'amabilite des colleglles speleologues roumains (L. Boto.
~illleanu, V. Decou) et hulgares (P. Deron, AI. Grozdanov) il nOllS a
ete confie pour elude une petite collection d'Insectes Dipteres recueillis dans les grottes de llulgarie, Ia plupart a l'occasion de Ia troisieme expedition internationale, dont les travallX d'exploration se
sont deroules entre Ie 13 et Ie 27 aout 19G3 dans les Balkans de l'Ouest.
NOllS presentons dans eet apperc;u la lisle des especes de Limnobiidae, 11lycetophilidae, Anthomyidae et lIelomyzidae suivie de quelques
observations d'ordre ecologique fournies par Ie collegue V. Decou.
Cet appcn;u contcnant 13 especes ciLees pour la premiere fois dans les
grottes de Bulgarie, completera Ie chapitre correspondant dn catalogue
de la faune cavernicole bulgarc, public par Glleorglliev et Beron en
1962. Les Lycoriides, les Cypselides et les Phorides ne sont pas encore
determines, vu l'absence de certains materiaux bibliographiques.
IAste des loealitcs
Javoreckata pestera, pres du v. Lakatnik, sur Ie flanc dn sammet
Javoree.17 II 1962. (leg. AI. Grozdanov) : Ilelomyza serrato L. [ 6.
Zidanka, grotte pres de la gare Lakatnik. 25 VIII 19G3. (leg. V.
Decou, P. Beron) : Lycoriidae; Phoridae; Cypselidae.
Temnata dupka, grotte pres de la gare Lakatnik. 25 VIII 19G3. (leg.
V. Decou, P. Beron): l'helida atricornis ~Ig. 266,3
Grotte Magura, 20 VIII 19G3. (leg. L. Iloto~:ineann, V. Decou):
/lhymosia lenestralis (Mg.) 45 66, 50 'i"i'; Ilelomyza serrato L. 1 1';
Eccoptomera emarginata Loew. 10,
lIeznjovete, goulTre pres de VraQa. 23 VIII 1963. (leg. L. Boto.
~aneanll, V. Decou) : Limnobia nilbeclllosa L. 3 co, 2 W; Trichoceridae;
Lycoriidae; Rhymosia lenestraliR (~Ig.) 1 0, 5 'i"i'; Exechia lurcata

'i"i'.

1)

Institut

Roumanie.

de Speologie

(I

E. Racovitza

I),

Str. Dr. Capsa 8, Bucarest 15,
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Lund. 1 6; E. indeeisa Walk. 266, 1 ~; E. vizzavonensis Edw. 3 66,
1 ~; Eeeoptomera emarginata Loew. 266,2 W; E. palleseens ~Ig. 266;
Ilelomyza serrata L. 366,2 W; Amoebaleria eaesia ~Ig. 266,3 W;
Phori(/ae; Cypselidae, des centaines d'exemplaircs.
Ledeniku, gl'otto pres de Vralia. 18 VIII 1963. (leg. V. Decou, P.
Beron, L. I3oto~aneanu) : Limnobia llubecu!o,m J~.700,3 W j Hhymosia
fenestralis (Mg.) 1 6, 2 W; Exeehia interseeta ~Ig. I 6; !,yeoriidae;
Eeeoptomera emarginata Loew. 11 66, 22 W; Cypselidae.
Golemata meen dupka, grotto pres de Vralia, sur Ie flanc du sammet,
Bahkite. if) VI I I 1963. (leg. V. Decou, L. Boto~fJ.neanu): Limnobia
nl/beel/losa L. 2 66, I ~; Hhymosia fenestralis (Mg.) 43 66, 44 W;
Fungivora ornata Steph. 1 0; Eccoptomera emargirwta
Loew. 1900,
11 W.
Ponora,

grotte

situee a trois km lin v. Circn, 14 krn nord de VruQa.

18 VIII 1963. (leg. L. Boto~aneanll, V. Deeoll, P. IJeron): Thelida
atrieornis ~Ig. 1 6, 1 ~.
Mladenovala peStera, pres dll v. Ciren. 17 VIII 1963. (leg. L. Bolo~fmeanll, V. Decou): Speo/epta leptogaster L. 1 0; Lycoriidae;
Cypselidae.
:Malkata meea dupka, grotte prcs dc Vra.;a, sur Ie flanc dn sommet
llabkile. 19 VIII 1963. (leg. L. Bolo~aneanll, V. Decou); L,:mnobia
nl/beelliosa L. 4 66, 2 W; Rhymosia fenestralis (~Ig.) 214 66,211 W;
Exechia

\Valk. 2 00;

indedsa

Eccoptomera

emarginala

50 W; Cypselidae.

Locw. 4600,

Tcmnata dupka (Suhata dupka), groLt.c prcs du v. Kal'lukovo. 22
VIII 1963. (leg. L. Dotol]aneanu,
V. Decou):
I/hymosia fenestralis

(Mg.) 266,4 W; fl. dziedziekii Edw. 16.
Zadanenka (Zadanka), grotte pres du v. Kadukovo. 22 VIII 1963.
(leg. V. Decou, 1'. IJeron): flhymosia fenestralis (~Ig.) 1566, 50 W;
fl. dziedzickii Edw. 1~.
Maaratn, grotte pres du v. ~Icdven. 19 VIII 1962. (leu P U
Cypselidae.
Kipilovskata peStera (Ccldka pcstera ou SapIaka), b
,'. Kipilovo. 18 VII[1962. (leg. P. IJeron); Thelida atrieon.
Niric, goulTre pres de KoLeI. 2 V[[[ HJ62. (leg. 1'. Beron); I"~
Orlovat<1 pestera, grotte pres de Kot.el, au liclHlit (, Zelenic(,
la "ive gauche lie Knt/enska reb. VIII 1962. (leg. P. Beron); Uflll.
llilbecillosa L. I 0-; Thelida atricornis ~lg. 1 ~; Fannia scnlaris F. 1,
Drjanovskala peMera, groLte a 13 km de KoLeI. 18 V[II 1962. (leg.
P. Bcron) : L. nubecnlosa 1..1 0; Cypselidae.
Subatta, grotte p,'es de KoieI. 21 V[ [[[962. (leg. P. !Jeron); Thelida
atricornis

.JIg. 3

00,

1 ~; Fannia

canicillaris

L. t

0-.
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Meea dupka, grotte pres de Kole!. 17 VIII 1962. (leg. 1'. !Je,'on):
Rhymosia leTlestralis (Mg.) 1 'i'; Lycoriidae.
SIarganakovolo,
goulT,'e pres de Kale!. 1r. VIII 1962. (leg. P.
Beron) : Jlessala saundersi Curtis 2 W.
Dimova dupka, grolle pres de Kate!' 17 VIll 1962. (leg. P. Beron):
Rhymosia lenestralis Pig.) 1 'i'.
I1ajduskata pestera (Posterata ou Skokovska pestcra), grotte prcs
du v. J)cvenci sur la rive droite du fIcuve Tskar au lieu-dit Skoka.
14 II 1963. (leg. 1'. !Jeron el S. Stoieev): !,ycoriidae; Cypselidae.
Orlova cuka, grotte pres dll v. Pcpelina, sur la I'ivc droite du fIeuve
I\usenski Lom. 21 VI 1962. (leg. 1'. !Jeran): The/ida atricornis ~Ig.
1 'i'; Lycoriidae.
Kulina dupka, grotte pres du v. Krivnja. 25 VIII 1961. (leg. 1'.
Beron, V. Beskov): llclomyza serrata L. 2 W; Cypselidae.
Kaunica, grotte pres du v. ZaJ"l,'do, !thodopes. 1 VII 1962. (leg.
P. Beron) : Eccoptomera emarginata Loew. 5 d'6-, Ii W.
Kaleto, grotte pres dll v. ~[Iadezko Strandza. 7 V 1063. (leg. P.
Beron) : Rhymosia dziedzickii Edw. 1 &-.
T.ish~des cspecl's
Fam.I.imnobiidae
r,imnobia nubeclllosa L. Sous-troglophile. Citee deja dans les grottes
de Bulgarie, sous ]e nom de Liancalus r;irens.
Fam. lUyct't()philida~
J/essala saundersi Curtis. Sous-troglophile. ElIe n'avait pas cnCOI'e
ete signalee des grottes de Uulgaric.
Speolepta leptogastcr \Vinn. Nous ignorons jusqu'a quel point elle
pellt etre consideree commune dans les groltes de nul~arie. Jeannel
(1930) rcleve Ie deplaccrnent de l'aire geogl'aphique de ceUe espece
vcrs Ie l\oni. C'est un element troglophile ayant pnHerenec POlll' les
zones a l'almosphere humidc et calme des gl'Ottes statiques. Nouvelle
espcce pour Ies grottes de Bulgaric.
Fllngirora ornata Steph. Espece lrogloxcnc, nouvelle pOllI' les grottes
de Bulgarie.
Hhymosia jenestralis (.\Ig.). Sous-ll'oglophile.
Trouvee en grand
nomlH'e d'exemplaires a ~falkala meea dnpka, Golemata meea dupka,
Zadflnenka et Magura. ~ralkata meca dupka, dans Iaquelle des cenlaines d'individus onl etc recueillis, est une grotte reduite a un seul
COllloir descendent, etroit, ayant 40 III de longueur, humide et chaud
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(DAOe) purcollruc de COllf'anl.s rl'air assez distincts sur louie sa Jongueur. Golemata meta dupka est une grotto de 80 m de longueur',
H~dnitc a un eOllloil' unique, PCll concnHionnc, chaml (9,5°C) et humidc,
fort descendant dans sa partie initialc, ayant IIno faunc rclat,ivement
pUllvrc, micux representee par )'association parietale. La grotto Zadanenka de 1.280 III de longucur, chall(!e (1a,a°C). hurnidc et statiqllc,
ahri'te lInc faune assez ~iche, surtout en elements de l'association
parietale. La grotte Magura de 2.500 III de longueur, ayant de grandes
salles, Pl'esenta un caraclere dynamique qui est ell! it cos deux points
d'acces. Ella uussi est ehuude (t2,2°C) at en grande partie hurnide.
La faune est liche en elements tl'Oglophiles et sous-troglophiles.
Hhymosia dziedzicll~ii Edw. Espece sous-troglophile, nouvelle pour
les groUes de Bulgarie comme n. fenestra/is. De memo que ectte
derniere, elle prefere, avant tout, Ie microcJimat des cuvitcs soutl'rraines, endroit 011elle retrou\re en ete l'hmoidite et la temperature
froide qui rnanquent a l'exterieur <:1cette epOqlle. Sa localisation dans
les graUl's depend de la "alelll' des conditions de preference: dans
l'entree des grot.tes statiques,la OilIe courant de I'air entrant (exogene)
rencontre Ie courant sortant (endogene), daTis les niches tres aLritees
de Ia Lase des parois, situees dans la sous-zone d'inf1llence du courant
endogene hllmide ct froid. On les trOll\'c aussi sur le plafond, dans les
couloirs has (eomme dans les grotlcs~Ialkata meea dupka et Zadanenka)
et, dans les goufTres 011 dans les grottes ayant une pareillc cntl'ce, les
~lycetophilidae sous-troglophiles sont groupes dUTISla par-tie sllpericure
de goufTre, dans la zone favorahle a In rcncontl'e des cOUl'ants; c'est
Ie cas de la grotte GoIemata meea dupka dont I'entree est un p"its.
Rhymosia gracilipes Dzied. Sous-trogIophile hivcrnante, nouvelle
pour les groUes de nulgal'ie. La presence lI'un excmpIaire femelle en
ete dans la grolle Tcmnata dupka (Karlukovo) cst due au hasan!.
Exechia intersecta l\lg. Espeee sons-troglophile hivel'nante; nouvelle
pour les groUes de Bulgarie.
Exechia furcata Lund. Espccc sous.troglophile,
nouvelle pour les
groUes de Rulgarie.
E.Techia vizzw'onensis Ed\\". Esp(l(~esous-l.roglophile connue jusqu':\
prCFent en Corse (VizziJ.vona For'est) et dans deux grottes de Houmanie. NOlls 3\"OnS identifie pour Ia premicre fois la femelle de ceU,e
cspcce, dans Ie gouffre Heznjovcte, corrcspondant exactement a la
description que Edwards a faile du JI1<:lle
en 1928. L1nhdomcn est brun,
les segments 2, ~3et '" prescntent une tache laterale apicale1 etroite,
jallne. Longueur G mm. Ovipositeur fig. L IIypopyge fig. 2.
Exechirt indecisa 'Valk. Espece sOlls-troglophile, nouvelle POUI' les
grottes de llulgarie.
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Fam.llelomyzidae
Parmi les especes de lIelomyzides que nous avons idenLifiees dans
les grottes de Uulgal'ie, Thelida alricornis ,Mg.) IIelomyza serrala L.,
Eceoplomera emarginala Loe\v., Amoebaleria eaesia ~lg. ant etc deja
signa lees par Czerny en 1930.
Eccoplomera palleseens !\lg. reeoltee dans Ie goufIre Heznjovete est
nouvelle pour les grottes de llulgarie. La majorite des individus de
cette famille que naus avons determines, apparLient a l'espece E.
emarginala (l\Ialkata meea dupka, Golemata meea dupka et Ledenika),
espetle sous-tl'oglophile, estivante. II. serrala L. se rencontre dans les
grottes aussi bien en ete qu'en hiveI'. Dans les grottes d'Oltenie (Bou.
manic) elle pullule en hiveI', dans d'autres en ete (ToIlet, 1959). Son
habitat prCfcrc est la zone d'entrcc, la surface des parois balayee par
les courants d'air. Nous la considerons parmi les sous-troglophiles aux
gen6rations estivantes et hihernantes.
Thelida alricornis Mg. est une espece troglophile guanaphile.
Fam. Anlhomyidae
Fannia eanielllaris L. et Fannia sealaris F. Ces deux especes ont
ete recueillis dans les grottes riches en guano de Chauves-souris, a
cote de Thelida atricornis i\Ig. Comme les larves de cette espece, celles
des Fannia se develop pent aussi dans Ie guano. De ces deux especes,
seu]ement Fannia sealaris F. est mentionnee dans cette note pour la
premiere fois des grottes bulgares.

Nous presentolis la liste des especes de Limnobiidae, Mycetophilidae,Anthomyidae ct IIelomyzidue recueillies dans les grottes de Bulgal'ic, la plupart
l'occasion de la troisieme expedition speleologique internationale
(13-27
VIII 1963).

a

SU1vDIARY
\Ve present the list of the Limnobiidae, Mycetophilidae, Anthomyidae and
llelomyzidae species collected in the caves of Bulgaria, most part on occasion
of the third international
speleological expedition.

n I n LI OG
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BOTO~.tN"EANU, L., DECU, V., et Rusu, T. (tIJ64.) - Cea de a tl'cia expeditie
speologicu interna\ionala
din n. P. Bulgaria (15-27 VIII 1963). Lucl'.
Inst. Speol.« E. Racovi\ill), T. III: '111-'130.
CZEI\NY, L. (1930) - Dipteren auf Schnee und in lIohlen. Bull. Inst. roy.
Hist. natllr. Sofia, T. III: 113-118.
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DECU~BUHGIfELE, A. (1962-1963) - Con tri1utii la studiul diplerelor cavern icole din pc!;;lerile R. P. Homlne. Lucr. lnst. Spool. /,(E. Racovita ll,
T. I-II : 475-494.
GUf:ORGUIEV, V., et BERON, P. (1962) - Essai sur la faune cavernicole
de
Bulgarie. Ann. Speleo!., T. XVI, rase. 1 et 2 : 285-4.41.
SI~GUY. E. (1963) - Dipteres hypogcs recueiIlis par M. Paul A. Remy en
Yougoslavie. Mem. ~lus. nat. d'Hist. Nat., nouv. serie, Ser. A, ZooL,
T. XVIII, lase. 3: 187-299.
TOLLET,
(1959) - Contribution
l'loitude des Dipleres cavernicoles des
grottes d'ltalie et de Suisse ot description de deux IHycelophilidae
nouveaux, Bull. et Ann. Soc. Roy. d'Ent. de Belg., T. XCV, Case.
VII-VIII: 205-231.

n.
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GO (I)

Fig. 1: Exechia pizzaponensis Edw., ovipositor;
Fig. 2: Exechia vizzavonensis Edw., hypopyge, face ventralc.
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ACADEMIE REPUBLIC II POPULARE ROMINE. Emil Racovita. Opere
alese. Editura Academiei Republicii Populare Romine, Bucarest,
812 p. 1964.
A comprehensive
chapters

volume of the life and works of Emil Racovila.

deal with the biography,

scientific

significance

pact of Racovi}a. Fifty of Racovi}a's discourses
ted, including some 40 of a speleological
generally

with his explorations

plete bibliography

studies.

and papers are reprin-

nature.

The remainder

and observations

pertaining

Val. Puscariu

to the importance of Racovi~a's zoological

comments on Racovi!a's

contributions

specifically.

C. Motas summarizes

peditions.

The chapters

concerning the life and significance

tions and maps supplement

ALEY, THOMAS. Corrosional
(1) : 2 - 4. 1965
Corrosion
caves.

to bio-

Racovi}a's Antarctic

and overlying

of the grea-

the text.

cave passage

Creek Cave, California.
schist,

cave are described.
ment has occurred
is concluded,

enlargement.

Cave Notes. 7

in the schist.
corrosion

ALLEN, GLOVER MORRIL.
368 p. 1962.

The general

two-thirds

A three-stage

features

of the passage

of the

enlarge-

development of the cave

has played a greater

Bats. Dover Publications,

A popular account of the life history,

of some

formed along the contact of marble

prodives an example.
Approximately

wherein

ex-

are written by Emil Pop. Numerous illustra-

is found to be an irrrportant agent in the enlargement

Frost

A com-

V. Gh. Radu has

speleology

test Roumanian speleologist

deals

in the Antarctic.

of Racovi}a's works is included.

written two chapters

Three

and social im-

role than solution.

New York.

behavior and evolution of bats,

first

published in 1939. Included in this highly readable

volume is an account

of an expedition to the caves of Yporanga,

Several chapters

with the role of bats in history

and legend,

Brazil.

deal

and explain many of the er-

2

News

raneous

notions prevelant

even today regarding

bats.

and

Reviews

The significance

of

guano produced by cave bats is considered

from an economic viewpoint.

although not specifically

viewpoint.

echolocation

from a biological

is a bit dated;

however,

it affords a complete

topic until 1939. An extensive

bibliography

interested

anyone

text.

in pursuing further

58 illustrations

ference

supplement

The discussion

review of this

will be of assistance

of the topics summarized

the text.

In the course

of

to those
in the

of the text,

re-

is made to bats (and caves) on all continents.

ALVAREZ. TICUL (Dept. Prehist..
lost. Antropol. Hist .• Mexico City,
Mexico) Restos de mamiferos encontrados en una cueva de Valle NacionaI, Oaxaca, Mexico. Rev. Bio. Trop.,
11 (1) : 57 - 61. 1963.
A list is given of the species

of mammals

mains found at the archeological
list comprises
lepturus,
latter

Pteronotus

Agouti paca,

represented

among the re-

site of Monte Flor Cave, Oaxaca.

rubiginosus,

Dasyprocta

Canis latrans,

mexicana

Heteromys

The
cf.

and D. cf. punctata.

The

four are range extensions.

ANDRIEUX. CLAUDE (5, impasse Lacueille, les Mondaux, Perigueux,
France), La science sptHl'fologique en France et les mesures de climatologie souterraine.
Spelunca, Mem. 3: 19 - 23. 1963.
Those studying caves do so under great difficulty
out experiments

which remain

dequate measuring

apparatus

effect of metero-climatic
stals are presented.
system

for remote

and atmospheric

incomplete

for subterranean

characteristics

transmitting

carry

studies.

Studies on the

of a cave on the growth of cry-

An outline is presented

pressure

but frequently

or of doubtful value due to ina-

for a radio controlled

and recording

of the microclimates

the temperature,
within caves.

humidity

News

and

Reviews
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AVIAS. J. and PAUL DUBOIS (La Chamberte, rue B, Montpellier. France). Sur la nappe aqui~re des karsts barr~s par failles du Bas Languedoc. Spelunca. Mem..
3: 68 - 72. 1963.
Description

of the conditions in which exists an aquiferous

longing to the phreatic
This particular
drainage

type in the limestone

stratum

is of interest

in the limestone

stratum

be-

hills near Longrain (Gard).

since it relates

to subterranean

hills of Lower Languedoc.

BARR. THOMAS C.• JR. (Department of Zoology. University of Kentucky,
Lexington). Non-troglobitic Carabidae (Coleoptera) from caves in the
United States. Coleopterists'
Bull., 18: 1 - 4. 1964.
A generic

list of troglophile

and trogloxene

les and of habitual trogloxenes

classification

of cavernico-

and troglophiles.

BARR. THOMAS C., JR. and HARRISON R. STEEVES, JR. (Department
of Zoology, University of Kentucky, Lexington), Texamaurops,
a new
genus of pselaphids from caves in central Texas (Coloeptera : Pselaphidae). Coleopterists'
Bull.,
17: 117 - 120. 1963.
A description

and illustration

sp. from Kretschmarr
County. Texas.
extremely

of Texamaurops

Cave.

The species

is eyeless,

elongate appendages.

females of this species

reddelli

15 miles northwest

n. gen. and n.

of Austin,

Travis

wingless and depigmented with

It is probably troglobitic.

Only two

known to date.

BARR. THOMAS C. (Dept. Zoology, University of Kentucky, Lexington).
The Pseudanophthalmus
of the Appalachian Valley (Coleoptera:
Carabidae). American Midland Nat..
73 (1) : 41 - 72. 1965.
Appalachian Pseudanophthalmus
endogenous ancestors
glacials.

Ancestral

acquisitionofan

represent

relict populations of epigean.

which colonized caves during Pleistocene
species

were probably preadapted to cave life through

endogenous habit and their requirement

microenvironment;

inter-

they may have undergone partial

of a cool, moist,

or total reduction

of

News

4

and

eyes and pigment before colonizing caves,

The imbricated

ting of the valley has produced numerous,

comparatively

continuous limestone
come extrinsically
recognized,

areas

thrust faulsmall,

in which cave beetle populations

isolated. Thirty species,

including thirteen

species

Reviews

dis-

have he.

in four species groups,

described

are

as new.

BARB.. THOMAS C. (Dept. Zoology, University of Kentucky, Lexington)
and STEWART B. PECK. Occurrence of a troglobitic Pseudanophthalmus outside a cave (Coleoptera:
Carabidae).
American Midland Nat.,
73 (1) : 73 - 74. 1965.
A specimen

of troglobitic

Pseudanophthalmus

time from an epigeansituationat
Co .• Alabama.
solutional

The beetle was apparently

networks by vernal flooding.

cause it suggests
beetles

a mechanism

between unconnected

is recorded

for the first

the mouth of Kyle Spring Cave, Jackson
washed out of subterranean

The discovery

of accidental

dispersal

is significant

be-

of troglobitic

cave systems.

BEDINGER, M. S. (D. S. Geological Survey, Little Rock, Arkansas) and
HOHTEN H. HOBBS, JR. Observations of a new troglobitic crayfish,
with notes on the distribution of troglobitic crayfishes in the Ozark region.Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc., 27 (3) : 93 - 96. 1965.
The recently

described

viously described
ber of albinistic
zophonastes

Cambarus

C. setosus
species

zophonastes,

and C. hubrichti,

of crayfish

recorded

to the known distribution

in the Ozark region. The individual species

species,
sins.

from the Ozark region.

is known from only one locality in Arkansas,

covery adds information

separated

together with the prebrings. to three the num-

areas.

f..:.

and its dis-

of albinistic

crayfishes

are confined to distinctly

Two are found only in the White River basin,

C. setosus, is found in both the White and Arkansas

River ba-

It seems likely that the parent stock of the three species

to the Ozark region by way of the White River basin.

and one

migrated

News

and
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BERNASCONI, R. (Jurastrasse
9, Berne, Switzerland). Sur la presence
de pterines danslesinsectes
cavernicoles.
Experientia, 19 (3) : 148.
1963.
A report

is given on the occurrence

cave insects.

From Antrocharis

was possible

to identify leukopterin

be demonstrated
Trechini

of pigments of the pterin group in
querilhaci

in further

(Catopidae-Bathyscini)

and xanthopterin,

it

which could also

Bathyscini (Speonomus and Boldoria) and

(Trechus and Aphaenops>'

BERNASCONI, R. Hecherches biochimiques sur les pigments des insectes
cavernicoles.
20 communication: les pigments melanoiques drAntrocharis guerilhaci. Ann. Speleologie, 20 (1) : 133 - 140. 1965.
The pigment responsible
querilhaci

for the cuticular

has been isolated.

metabolites

of tyrosine,

of Antrocharis

It is a proteino-benzoquinone

connected with the metabolism
noloxydase.

coloration

of tyrosine.

tyramine,

The presence

complex
of an o-diphe-

dopa. dopamine and of other phenolic

has been proven.

BERNASCONI, R. Hecherches biochimiques sur les pigments des insectes
cavernicoles.
30 communication: pigmentation melanoique et scl€-rificationcuticulaired'Antrocharis
guerilhaci. Caracterisation
des "melanines
jaunes et brunes". Ann. Speleologie, 20(1): 141 - 149. 1965.
The cuticular

pigment of Antrocharis

yellow and brown melanines,
monobenzoquinonic
ments partially

guerilhaci

is identical with the

of which the first are characterized

as

pigments and the second as polybezoquinonic pig-

bound to the cuticular

pigments (black melanines)

proteins.

The polyindoquinoic

are absent.

BERRY, L.G. and BRIAN MASON. Mineralogy, Concepts.
Determinations.
W. H. Freeman & Co., San Francisco.

Descriptions,
630 p. 1959.

The goal of this volume is two-fold: 1) to enable to develop a facility for
identifying minerals,

and 2) to provide one with an understanding

of the

6

News

physics,

chemistry

and genesis

beyond the identification
gical significance
earth history.
clarifying

of minerals

so that one is able to go

to a consideration

The book adequately achieves

of their geolo-

with inorganic

an inclusive

text,

chemistry,

of minerals

tion to the systematics

text,

chemistry

and determinative

of mineralogy.

but assumes

some

physics and trigonometry.

dealing with crystallography,

genesis

of

its aims by a lucid text and

This is not an elementary

conversance

X-ray diffraction

Reviews

and the evidence they bear for the interpretation

diagrams.

of minerals,

of minerals

and

An additional

is included as an appendix.

It is

and physics

mineralogy
chapter

in addi-

dealing with

The volume is particular-

ly well printed with rugged binding making it suitable for many years

of

frequent usage as a reference.

BESSON, JEAN-PIERRE. Deux cavith des Basses-Pyrenees:
Ie Gouffre
de la Coste ~ Issar; la Grotte de la Source de la Nive de Beherobie.
Spelunca, Mem.,
4: 104 - Ill.
1964
A description
Pyrenees).

of the cavern of the Nive spring at Beherobie

after the second exploration

beyond the lake.

(Basses-

A description

is given of the explored portion of the Gouffre de la Coste,
A coloration
crosses

130 m down in the cavern seems to establish

the valley in a sump and then rises

BESSON. JEAN-PIERRE.
Localites nouvelles
Spelunca, Mem.,
4: 174 - 176. 1964.
New colonies of cavernicolous
Pyr~'nf!es are described.
distribution

coleopterans

145 m deep.
that the water

on the opposite slope.

de Coleopteres

cavernicoles.

from the Basses

and Hautes

These fill the gap between the known zones of

of some species

or outlines of limits of such areas.

BLOCK. GUY DE. Campagnes sptHeologiques belges dans la Grotte de
Saint-Marcel (ArdecheL Spelunca. Mem..
4: 112 - 114. 1964
A report

on the Belgian campaigns

of 1960-63 in this cavern.

tion is given of the use of a boring machine.

A descrip-

These explorations

led to

News
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the discovery

of a lower system in this cavern.

BOOTH, ERNEST S. (Lorna Linda University. Lorna Linda. California.)
Abatlldieoff1inMexico.J.Mammal.,
46 (2): 333 - 334. 1965.
Hundreds of thousands of dead bats were found in a large limestone
cave about 10 miles south of Ciudad Mante. Tamaulipas.

Mexico. No

explanation is given, although most of the bats still alive seemed to be
sick.

BOU, C. (Laboratoire souter rain du C. N. R. S., MouUs, France). Sur
quelques caviti~s du massif de Sourrogue. Commune de St-Girons
(Ari~ge). Ann. Sp~l~ologilil,20 (1): 55 - 63. 1965
A description

and topography of the Gouffre du Sauvajou (-230 m.).

Aven

de Couret (-40 m.) and Aven du Tuc des Mandres (-20 m.) of urgonian
limestone

in the Sourrogue mountains at St-Girons

(Ariege).

cribed is the hydrogeology and biology of these shafts.
ted includes:

Oligocheta (Pelodrilus

Isopoda (Stenasellus

leruthO.

Also des-

The fauna collec-

Copepoda (Speocyclops),

vireO. Diplopoda (Typhloblaniulus) and Coleoptera

(Aphaenops pluto and A. cerberus).

BOU, C. (Laboratoire souterrain du C. N. R. S., MouUs. Ari~ge. France),
Niphargus gineti, nouvel amphipode Gammaridae des eaux souterraines
duSud-OuestdelaFrance.
Ann. Sp~l~ologie, 20 (2): 271 - 288. 1965.
Description

of Niphargus gineti,

populations

have been found in the pipes of water reservoirs

and subterranea

waters

du Go. This species

n. sp. Two particularly

of Albi, especially

has been collected

ments of southwestern

France.

wells and reservoirs.

Two intersexed

comparison

numerous
at Cordes

in the spring at La Mouline

from 19 stations

This species

in 6 depart-

lives in caves.

individuals

springs.

have been found. A

is made of this new species with N. gallicus and N. CorelL

8
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BOWEN, N. L. The evolution of the igneous rocks.
New York. 332 p. 1956.

Dover Publications,

This volume first appeared
given to advanced students
versity

Reviews

in 1928 and is based on a course of lectures

in the Department

of Geology at Priceton

Uni-

in 1927. Its purpose is to show a knowledge of the equilibrium

relations

in silicate

systems,

in conjunction with field observations

the rocks and studies of the rock-forming
the nature and mechanism
main topics discussed
fractional
rocks,

and

of the processes

alkaline rocks,
volatile

igneous rocks.

crystallization

lamprophyres

constituents,

on

helped to elucidate

involved in rock origins.

include liquid immiscibility

crystallization,

sorption,

minerals,

in silicate

in silicate

and related

petrogenesis

systems,

rocks,

The

magnes,
glassy

fractional

and the classification

reof

A knowledge of petrology is assumed by the author.

BOYER-LEFEVRE, Mme. (Laboratoire de Zoologie de la Faculte des
Sciences de Toulouse. France.) Recherches sur les Laboulb~niale8.JWs
Trechinae cavernicoles
pyn1n~ens. Ann. Sp~leologie,
(1) : 117 - 131.
1965.

20'

A study of the geographical
vernicolous

Trechinae

which are bearers
Consideration

distribution

(Aphaenops,

of Laboulbeniales

in the Pyrenees

of various ca-

Hydraphaenops and Geotrechus)
belonging to the genus Rhacomyces.

is given to the host-Rhacomyces

relationship.

BRITTON, E.G. New Carabidae (Coleoptera) from New Zealand caves.
Ann. Mag. Nat. Rist. , 6: 625 - 634. 1963
New carabids
districts

are described

from caves in the Nelson and West Coast

of the South Island of New Zealand.

In the subfamily Trechinae

the new montypic genus Erebotrechus

is erected.

This genus is related

to Duvaliomimus, but is distinguished

by extreme

reduction of the eyes.

E. infernus,
Charleston
River.

n. sp.,

has been collected

and from cave on Newton Flat,

Duvaliomimus pluto, n. sp.,

from the Fox River caves near
on the south side of the Buller

is described

from Fenian Creek

News

and
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north of Westport and from Oparata.

to the eight species
Stenolophini.

West Nelson.

Syllectus magnus,

Cave, near Inangahua on the Buller River;

from Nile H.iver Cave, Charleston.

Newton flat.
Tallmore,

Buller River.

tribe

n. sp.,

S. spelaeus,

a small unnamed cave at

little Cave, Paturau.

Nelson; and Pholeodytes

A key is given

In the subfamily Harpalinae,

the following are described:

from Profanity
n. sp.,

of Duvaliomimus.

cerberus,

Nelson and Huia Cave,
n. sp.,

from Oparata.

near Karamea and Fenian Creek Cave, Paturau.

BROD, LANGFORD G. (25 Wayside Drive. Ferguson 35, Missouri). Artesian Origin of fissure caves in Missouri. Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc.,
26 (3) : 83 - 114. 1964.
Many pits and small caves with similar
in four eastern

Missouri counties.

but unusual characteristics

ced joint control and have been termed fissure
narrow,

northwest-trending

caves.

They all lie in a

belt about five miles wide and forty miles

long, which is approximately
fold belt.

exist

These caves and pits exhibit pronoun-

coincident with the Hockwoods anticlinal

Most of the caves occur in the Plattin limestone

of Ordovician

age. They are solutional in origin and are thought to have developed under artesian

conditions.

altitude of river terraces
studied,

permitting

phy. The primary

In order to determine
and pre-Pleistocene

a partial

reconstruction

impetus in speleogenesis

tilting in the area of fissure

caves,

related

the depth of solution,
erosion surfaces

of pre-Pleistocene

the

were
topogra-

came from slight regional
to uplift of the Ozark dome.

Subsurface water drained off the dome through a dipping sandstone
aquifer which eventually carried

it deep underground.

The water was

again brought near the surface in the eroded Rockwoods anticlinal
belt. and emerged along its flanks in a series

of resurgences.

fold

The arte-

sian water ascended from the sandstone through the overlying limestone
along joints,

and solution of the walls of these joints produced the fis-

sure caves. With subsequent planation of the surface

circulation

virtually
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ceased and the caves filled with red clay. During the Pleistocene
the caveswere

drained and cleared

med when upper sections

of most of their fill.

of the chambers

Epoch

Entrances

were intersected

for-

by recent

erosion of the surface.

BRUN. R.

La Gratte

perdue

A small cave discovered
Ard~che river.

Spelunca Mem.,

1965

when building a new road in the canyon of the

This cave has a series

the proto-solutrean

4 : 206.

of paintings probably dating from

epoch.

CABIDOCHE. MICHEL (20, rue Cl'Ezanne. Tarbes. France) Observations
sur une population troglobie (Gouffre L~pineux, ou de la Pierre SaintMartin). Spelunca, Mem..
3: 165 - 169. 1963
Results are given of two years
habitat,oCa

Hydraphaenops.
occur.

of periodic observations.

population of troglobitic

Aphaenops and

that seasonal

cycles of activity

It is demonstrated

being influenced by physical changes within the cave habitat.

CABIDOCHE. M. and PH. RENAULT.
dans la GroUe Yves-Marie (Banios.
5 (1): 24 - 27. 1965.
The description
stream.

in the natural

coleopterans.

of mud stalagmites

Granulometric

percentage

D~couverte de stalagmites de limon
Hautes-Pyr~n~es).
Spelunca. Bull .•

found on the banks of an underground

composition:

of soluble elements

median.::: 0.54.

u. Only a small

are present.

CARD. PAUL (15. rue Ginoux. Paris l5e). Composition chimique des eaux
en terrain calcaire.
Spelunca. Mem .• 3: 39 - 47. 1963.
A comparison

is made between the theoretical

lity of calcium carbonate
the results

root of the partial

on the solubi-

under the influence of carbonic anhydride and

obtained from analysis

the carbonateis.

hyopthesis

according
pressure

of natural

to theory.

waters.

The solubility

roughly proportional

of carbonic anhydride.

of

to the cubic

The partial

pressures

News

and

calculated
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from the right content of calcium carbonate

in natural

flowing

waters are more elevated than the ordinary

anhydride in the air.

periments

of carbonic anhydride in na-

are described

on the elimination

tural waters by bubbling of argon.
is

slightly precipitated,

The theoretical

but remains

in water

to

Ex-

content of carbonate
a greater

degree.

It

is supposed that the influence of carbonic anhydride is not the sole factor
in the solubility deposition
unknown factors

system of calcium carbonate.

but that some

may influence this phenomenon.

CASSAGNAU, P. Faune francaise des Collemboles. XIV: Sur quelques
Entomobryomorphes
caver~icoles des Pyr~n~es. Ann. Speleologie.
19 (4) : 741 - 750. 1964
A description

of Tomocerus

tricuspidata.

problematic us, n. sp.,

and Oncopodura

n. sp .• collected from 9 caves in the Pyrenees.

rus falcifer

is recordetl

from Goueil di

Her,

Tritomu-

Arbas (Haute-Garonne);

a

new locality for this species.

CAUMARTIN, VICTOR. Pr~sence de d~riv~s de l'acide carbamique dans
les grottes. son importance dans la corrosion des roches et la d;duction des oxydes mt"italliques. Spelunca, Mem. , 4: 17 - 23. 1964.
The presence

of byproducts of carbamide

examination of the corrosion
with calcium bicarbonate
stalagmitic

deposition.

aspects

Such products

by

combined

solutions give stable compounds unfavorable
They do give to cave water a reducing power

which is a useful reference

for the study of their properties.

sence explains some of the crystalline
the twisted or figurative

acid has been demonstrated

of caves.

aspects

of moonmilk,

This preespecially

components of organic origin.

CAUMARTIN. VICTOR. Conservation des grottes .?lpeintures. Inventaire
des foyers de r~duction par une technique biologique. Spelunca, Bull.,
5 (2) : 9 - 15. 1965.

to
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A technique

is given for the preservation

fluid composed of yeast
drous ferric

This permits

which can progressively
Thus.

Reviews

A culture

(l part/1000)

oxide. enables one to cultivate microorganisms

destroy-the-m.
ings

of cave paintings.

extract. calcium sulphate

the iron of the cave walls.
corrosion

and

the localization

coat the prehistoric

and

anhy-

which utilize

of the sources

of

paintings and

the difficult problem of preservation

of cave paint-

can now be attempted.

CAUSEY, NELL B. (Dept. Zoology, Louisiana State University.
Baton Rouge) Two new troglobitic millipeds of the genus Glomeroides from Mexico
(Glomeridae: Glomerida).
Froe. Louisiana Acad. Sci.. 27 : 63 - 66. 1964,
Glomeroides

caecus,

n. sp •• reported

Luis Potosi and G. promiscus.

n. sp.,

from S6tano de Huitzmolot1tla,

San

from S6tano de G6mez Fari~s.

Tamaulipas.

CAVAILLE, ALBERT (chemin du Coteau. Montauban, France).
de sp~ll:ogen~se. Spelunca, Mem. 3: 24 - 38. 1963.
Conclusions

regarding

1 ) Wide passages

the development

of caves are presented

that fills the openings in the network of cracks.
is due solely to processes

mingles with the water

2) the opening of these

of corrosion.

3) The dissolution

nomena which occur in these channels that are perpetually
rise

to formations

las.

niches,

met with in air-filled

corrosion

holes.

passages:

formation
galleries.

5) The opening of galleries

of chambers

filled with deposits

phe-

immersed
scallops.

give
cupo-

shape of the galleries
become eventually

is often accompanied

cir-

by the

drawn off by the water in lower

6) The fill is composed of the insoluble

posited on the spot. or of deposits
particularly

cups.

etc. 4) The general

which at first take their form from the structure
cular tunnels.

as follows:

from under water on the top of the karst where water

flows slowly and where the water from the surface

passages

Observations

remains

of rock des-

brought in from the outside.

abundant in places where the saturated

underground

They are
water

News
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level receives

)
the muddy surface

waters.

CAVAILLE, A. and PH. RENAULT. Etude morphologique
Cabrerets.
Spelunca, Mem; , 4: 129 - 138. 1964.
The complete topography is given for this important
tourist

cave.

the Marcenac

The relationship
cave.

de la GroUe de

archeological

and

is given to the nearby gue Mathurin and

From examination

of fill and study of formations

is concluded that cave was open at the beginning of the Pleistocene,
has phases which can be correlated
cene.

Paleontological

with climatic

and archeological

variations

and

of the Pleisto-

studies assign dates for the last

period of cave development to the Wiirm interglacial
stage of which almost completely

it

obstructed

period,

the final

the cave. Since then the cave

has undergone little change.
CHODOROWSKI, ANDRE(Laboratoire
Souterrain,
MouEs, Ari~ge, France).
Probreme des niches~cologiques dans J.es eaux souterraines.
Spelunca,
Mem.,
3: 170 - 173. 1963.
The notion of the ecological niche and its application
communities
ecological

is discussed.

to underground

Examples are given of the components of

niches in cave aquatic populations.

CHOPARD, L. Descriptions d'Orthopt~res cavernicoles
Entomol. France,
690/2):
17 - 20. 1964.
Descriptions
D. graeca,

are given of Dolichopoda patrizii,
n. sp; and D. thasosensis,

ferent geological

stages.

of various

n. sp; D. unicolor,

types of cavities

Some caverns,

Bull. Soc.

n. sp.

n. sp.

CHOPPY, JACQUES. Les types de cavit~s du Vercors.
50 - 56. 1964.
A study of the existence

de Grece.

however,

common characteristics

Spelunca,

Mem., 4:

corresponding
created

to dif-

during the

first karstic

cycle,

present

independent of the

sedimentary

level.

In the same way the morphology of other cavities seems

14
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to be related

directly with hydraulic

made for the climatic
factors

function.

and

No distinction

Reviews

has been

conditions which are modified by geographical

such as the characteristic

meanders

found in the north and south

Prealps.

CIRY. RAYMOND (Fac. des Sciences. bd Gabriel, Dijon, France). Aperfu
des principaux types de cavit~s souterraines
de la Bourgogne COte-d'
Orienne. Spelunca, Mem..
3: 73 - 80. 1963.
The subterranean

cavities

rassic

which constitute

limestones

The distribution
geological,
mations.

of Burgundy are found exclusively

of the various

lithological

three main formations

types of cavities

and structural

characters

in the Ju-

in this region.

is determined
peculiar

by the

to these for-

Only cutaneous caves which developed during Pleistocene

riod under control of periglacial
three formations.

climatic

Mention is made of important

the large piles of scree

pe-

conditions are found in all

at the base of calcareous

non-karstic

cavities

in

cliffs.

CLERGUE-GAZEAU, M. Etude comparative de l'Euprocte des lacs et de
l' Euprocte cavernicole.
Ann. Sp~l~ologie, 20 (2) : 301 - 316. 1965.
A study of the Pyrenees
mily Salamandridae.
of its reactions

Euprocte,

Euproctus

in the epigean and cavernicolous

cond part is an abstract

of a histological

member

of the fa-

environments.

study
The se-

study of the modifications

duced on the thyroid gland and hypophysis,
life in caves.

asper,

The first part of the paper is a comparative

the eye and the integument by

Those living in caves are lightly pigmented in contrast

the heavy pigmentation

pro-

with

of individuals living in lakes.

COCKRUM, E. LENDELL (Dept. Zoology, University of Arizona, Tuscan,
Arizona) and Bill Musgrove. Cave myotis, Myotia velifer, from southern Nevada. J. Mammal., 45 (4) : 636 - 637. 1964.
Recorded from a mine 4 1/2 miles north of Davis Dam, southeastern
Clark County, Nevada. This isthe first record of the cavemyotis

da.

from Neva-
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COIFFAIT. HENRI (23. rue Bossuet, Toulouse,
vernicoles et Col~opt~res endog~s. Spelunca,
A comparison

is made of the various

tat. A comparative

components of the hypogean habi-

study is made of the coleoptera

habitat and those living in the cavernicolous
of the various adaptations
co1eopterans
lineages

France). Col~opt~res caMem., 3: 174 - 180. 1963

and regressions

which are relict

forms,

living in the endogean

habitat.

An analysis

is made

observed among the endogean

several

of which belong to extinct

of the epigean fauna.

COIF FAIT , H. (Laboratoire de Zoologie de la Facult~ des Sciences de
Toulouse, France.) Recherches sur les col~pt~res hypog~s. Octavius
nouveaux ou mal connus (Col, Staphylinidae>. 40 Note sur les Octavius.
Ann. Sp~l~ologie, 20 (1) : 95 - 103. 1965.
A study of six species of which three are new: Octavius sardous,
torderensis.
sensis

and.Q.. doderoi,

and O. v. abruzzensis.

and two new subspecies:

.2.=-.

O. vitalei

cosyn-

A taxonomic key is given for the species

studied.

COLEMAN, J. C. The Caves of Ireland.
88 p. 1965.

Anvil Books, Tralee,

The first book devoted entirely to the caves of Ireland.
summary

of all the available

phenomena in Ireland,
maps and pictures.
leontological

information

regarding

The caves are described

Any discoveries

significance

Ireland.

It contains a

caves and associated

by counties with many

of an historical,

biological or pa-

are recorded.

COMBES, C. and H. SALVAYRE. Sur la capture de Galemys pyrenaicus
Geoffr. dans une grotte de l'Aude. Ann. Sp~lrologie, 19 (4) : 799-801.
1964.
The first

record of the desman (Fam.

pYrenaicus
(Majestier)

was captured

Talpidae) from a cave. Galemys

in a passageway above an underground

in the Commune de Sainte"Colombe-sur-Givette,

river

Aude.
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COSYNS. M. Note sur Ie rfiseau de la cascade de Kakouetta (Basses-Pyr~
nfiea>' Spelunca, Mem.. 3: 81 - 83. 1963.
A brief

historical

account about research

ging from the Cascade
Upstream

penetration

Cave,

in Kakouetta

Canyon,

is stopped after 200 meters

ring of a pit 500 meters
cold air current

into the origin of water emer-

from the resurgence

above the siphons.

into the upper hydrological

near Ste-Engr:tce.
by siphons.

gives a connection with the

but does not yet permit

system.

Coordinates

of caves and pits explored and surveyed

The clea-

penetration

are given for a series

in this region.

COUDERC. MAX (77 bis, ave de Breteuil. Paris lSe). Le syst~me souterrain de Pene-Blanque (Haute-Garonne). Spelunca. Mem., 3: 84 - 86.1963.
An account is given of the explorations

carried

out by the Speleo-Club

de Paris in the extensive underground ramifications
Caves in the Pyrenees.
period of ten years.

of the P~ne-Blanque

At the end of some' ten expeditions,

the network of passages

in length and more than 400 meters

spread overa

has reached five kilometers

in depth. The P~ne-Blanque

network

is connected with the unexplored portion of the Felix Trombe network located between the chasms of the Coume Ouarn~de and the resurgence
the Goueil- di -Her,

which extends for 15 kilometers

of

and goes down to a

depth of 900 meters.

CROPLEY, J.B. (1204 Ridge Drive, Charleston, West Virginia, U.S.A.)
Influence of surface conditions on temperatures
in large cave systems.
Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc.,
27 (1) : 1 - 10. 1965.
Temperature
brier

data were recorded

from two large cave systems

County, West Virginia between February

is shown that the influence of outside weather
veral thousand feet into large cave systems
and air-now
temperatures

patterns.

Contrary

are not necessarily

and November.

in Green1963. It

conditions extends for se-

which have complex stream

to the popularly held viewpoint.
constant (or even approximately

cave
so) but

News
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may vary

widely.

Mathematical

predict temperatures

relationships

which may be used to

in caves are presented.

DALQUEST, WALTER W. (Dept. Biology, Midwestern University, Wichita
Falls, Texas) Mammals from the Save River, Mozambique, with descriptions of two new bats.
J. Mammal.,
46 (2) : 254 - 264. 1965.
325 specimens
Zinave.

of mammals

were collected,

mainly from the area near

The caves of Macovane were visited,

ted. Rhinolophus
commersoni,
southern

hildebrandtii,

Triaenops

Africa),

R. landeri,

persicus

afer

Hipposideros

(first record

and Miniopterus schreibersi

ed -from these caves.

In all,

and "millions"

commersoni

from mainland of

natalensis

53 species of mammals

of bats no-

were all obtain-

were obtained from

the Save River area.

DAVIS, WAYNE H. (Dept. Zoology, University of Kentucky. Lexington,
Kentucky) and HAROLD B. HITCHCOCK. Biology and migration of the
bat, Myotis lucifugus in New England. J. Mammal., 46 (2) : 296 - 313.
1965.
Female

bats typically end hibernation

Vermont from early April to mid-May
7 June.

They scatter

predominatly

to summer

to the southeast.

in Aeolus Cave in southwestern
and males between 7 May and

colonies as far distant as 172 miles.

The cave is frequented by bats from mid-

July through August. After a night's visit,
return

individual bats leave,

in September and October to hibernate.

In Vermont,

but

maternity

colonies of a dozen to 1,200 bats start forming in attic as early as 22
April.
earlier

Parturition

occurs between 7 June and 10 July. Old bats give birth

than yearlings.

be recognized

Most young can fly by mild-July.

doned mines appear to serve more localized
cave most intensively
estimated

Yearlings

through June by the shape of the finger joints.

studied.

to be about 300,000.

can

Two aban-

populations than does the

The population wintering in the cave is
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DAVIS, WILLIAM MORRIS. Geographical
York. 777 p. 1954.

Essays.

and

Reviews

Dover Publications,

New

This is a collection of 26 papers by W. M. Davis published between 1892
and 1906. Although his classic

paper on the origin of caves is not inclu-

ded since it was not published until 1930, there are papers
peneplaination,

rivers

and valleys of Pennsylvania,

Meuse and Moselle Rivers,

two papers

dealing with glacial erosion,

three papers pertaining to geographical
dealing with the teaching of geography
Davis' papers

dealing with

a study of the Seine,

cycles.

and

Twelve education essays

also are included.

Since many of

are widely quoted even today, this volume is a convenient

compendium for his works which have, for the most part,

been out of

print for over 40 years.

DECASTRO, ALCEY LEMOS (Museum Nacional, lEo de Janeiro, Brazill.
Trichorhina heterophthalma,
nueva especie de isopodo terrestre
cavernicola de Cuba. Poeyanasera,
2: 1-7. 1964.
A description

of Trichorhina

heterophthalma,

cave inhabiting representatives

of the genus.

ded as a member of the genus Trichorhina,

n. sp.,

with a summary

Porcellio

pearsei

of

is regar-

and T. yucatan ens is is

thought to be a synonym of T. pearsei.

DECOU, ANCA and V. DECOU (Institut de Sp~ologie "E. G. Racovitza",
Bucarest,
Roumanie). Recherches sur la synusie du guano des grottes
d'Olt~nie et du Banat (Roumanie). Ann. Sp€l~ologil:.> 19 (4) 781-797. 1964.
A study of the ecology and bioenergetics
In most caves,

rinids,

as high as 95'70 of the total population of the guano in some cases.

Collembolans,
found in lesser

the predominant

of bat guano from caves in Rou-

manie.

Dipterans,
abundance.

on the ammoniacal

population is composed of Aca-

Hymenopterans
An ecological

exists,

are also
dependent

of the guano. A discussion

of the toler-

ance of various species tothe guano and their biogeographical

distribution

is included.

fermentation

and Coleopterans
succession
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DEMANGE, J-M. Sur deux Diplopodes cavernicoles de France r~colt~s par
J. Magne dans Ie Gironde et Ie Lot-et-Garonne.
Descripition dlune sousesp~ce nouvelle. (Myriapodes DiplopodesL Ann. Spln~ologie. 20 (1) : 6568. 1965.
A description

of Brachychaeteuma

peniculatum and Galliobates

magnei. n. ssp., from southwestern

gracilis

France.

DORT, WAKEFIELD (Department of Geology, University of Kansas, Lawrence), E. J. ZELLER, M. D. TURNER and J. E. VAZ. Paleotemperatures and chronology at archeological cave site revealed by thermoluminescence. Science. 150 (3695): 480 - 481. 1965.
Contrasting

values of remnant thermoluminescence

from Jaguar Cave,
attributable
recorded

east central

to position

temperature

bris indicates

of limestone

Idaho, reveal temperature

within the cave microenvironment.
change during cave-filling

samples

differences
Absence of

by rock and human de-

brevity of human occupation which was near the end of

Wisconsin time.

DUBOIS. PAUL (Sp~leo-Club Alpin Languedocien. Montpellier, France) Sur
la r~partition des eaux souterraines
karstiques entre trois cours d'eau
du bas Languedoc: Le Vidourle, LIH~rault et Ie Lez. Ann. Sp~leologie,
20 (1) : 5 - 14. 1965.
A description
Jurassique-

is given of water tracing
Berriasiens

contains the perched

in the karsts

in Northern Montpellier,

syncline of Hortus karst.

of Valanginiens and

the center of which

The hydrological

inferen-

ces of this are discussed.

DUNFORD. J.A.

Picos de Europa.

Speleologist.

1 (2): 5 - 7.

The Picos de Europa are the highest part of the Cantabrian
which stretch

west from the Pyrenees

along the northern

Here is situated about 400 sq. miles of Carboniferous
a thickness
by several

of 8, 000 feet.
British

Expeditions

University

1965.
Mountains

coast of Spain.

limestone

having

in this area have been conducted

caving groups since 1961. The most recent

News
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was conducted in a 15 sq. mile area in the central
50 caves were entered;
feet.

their altitudes

The great majority

represented

exploration

the deepest

well decorated,

and

including several

200

but the majority

cavers

Cueva Dobras,

recently

unfortunately

After four successive

systems

Orandie and Paze Los Texas.
the longest,

reported

(High Picas).

varied between 1,500 and 3,000

Thirty or so shafts,

descended,

der chokes at their base.

massif

Reviews

of the caves were dry,

old systems.

feet deep, were

and

reported

summers

featured boulof British

in the Picas itself are Cueva

both 600 feet deep in the Enol area,

with 1 1/2 miles of passage

a 6 km. cave near Santander;

feet is claimed for one system,

to date.

and
Spanish

a depth of 1800

and a length of 11 km. for another.

DURAND, J. P., (98. chemin Payssat. Toulouse, France>. Dliveloppement
larvaire de l'oeil chez Ie Protlie. Spelunc.a, Mem., 3: 181 - 184. 1963A study of the anatomy of the orbit and lens of the eye reveals
constitution

of the eye in Proteus larvae

development

of the embryo.

to the interpretation
the retrogression

Traces

proceeds

condition and probably
This would disprove

preceeded

from a delay in the

of degeneration

given by Vandel and Bouillon.
of the Proteus

that the

are rare.

the author states

eye is linked to the animal's
the colonization

Referring
that

neotonic

of caves by Proteus.

the theory that the degeneration

of the eye of Proteus

was induced by darkness.

DWYER, P. D. (Zoology Department,
University of New England, Armidale,
N. S. W., Australia).
Bat erosion in Australian limestone caves.
J-Ielectite, 3 (4) : 85 - 90. 1965.
The clustering

areas

of bent-winged

quently stained and etched.
large areas

at breeding

caves

present

of limestone

is quite conspicuous

at breeding

caves

ical

and

in

mechanical

bats in limestone

caves are fre-

This staining is very intense,

Tertiary
erosion

in Paleozoic

in these caves.
limestones,

may,

in part.

and covers

limestones.

Erosion

Staining is not intense

but a combination

ofchem-

account for the depth of

News
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dome pits in which the bats cluster.
by extensive
limestone,
represent

Certain

guano deposits and by conspicuously
but which are currently

ancestral

unabridged

reprint

of the 1902 edition,
are listed,

logy, habits, courtship rituals,
tion of webs is illustrated.
Meta menardii,

may

breeding caves.

200 species of spiders

of the United States.

geographical

Dover

with a new synoptic key. Over

with descriptions
range,

of habitats,

morpho-

etc. The construc-

Two pages are devoted to a description

and passing references

ly found in caves.

eroded and! or stained

without large colonies of bats,

EMERTON. JAMES 1961. The common spiders
Publications,
New York. 227 p. 1961.
An

caves that are characterized

Fundamentally,

made to other spiders

the text is oriented

of

occasional-

to the non- scient-

ist.

FEREMBACH, D. (lnst. Paleontal. Humaine, Paris. France). La deuxieme
molaire dl!ciduale inUrieure de la grotte de Salemas (Portugal).
Communicacoes Servo Geol. Portugal, 46: 177 - 186. 1962
A second lower deciduous molar tooth was collected in Salemas Cavern.
Portugal.

It is probably of a child 2 to 6 years and belongs to the

Portuguese
teeth.

the occlusal
ed

Mousterian.

All the characters

Its large diameters
surface;

in present

and thickness;

observed

are found in modern

the rounding of the angles of

the convexity of the buccal face, though less mark-

day teeth,

are nevertheless

modern.

FINDLEY, JAMES S. (Dept. Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico). Shrews from Hermit Cave. Guadelupe Mountains,
New Mexico, J. Mammal., 4p (2) 206 - 210. 1965
Study of remains

of Sorex vagrans,

from pre-Basketmaker
that S. vagrans

deposits

was smaller

in nearby mountains.

S. nanus and Notiosorex

than animals

However,

crawfordi

in Hermit Cave. New Mexico, revealed
of this species

currently

living

the other two species were essentially

News
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like their extant relatives.

FORD. DEREK C. (Dept. of Geography, McMaster University,
Hamilton,
Ontario. Canada). Stream potholes as indicators of erosion phases in
limestone caves. Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc., 27 (l) : 27 - 32. 1965.
Large stream potholes studied in two sample caves in the southwest of
England are entrenched
lopment;

pothole by a stream
also preserved
tivity.

in a manner that suggests two phases of deve-

1) pothole drilling by a large stream,
of reduced volume.

2) elimination of the

Remnants of other potholes are

in the channel walls above the level of large stream ac-

Alignment of these remnants

implies an earlier

channel floor

that underwent the sequence of pothole drilling and elimination before
the latest potholes were formed.
cannot be attributed

These variations

to local geologic structure

of erosive activity

or to stream

are though to be the result of climatic fluctuations

piracy and

during the Pleistoce-

ne.

FORD, DEREK C. (McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada). A
method of contouring cave maps. Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc •• 27 (2) :
55 - 58. 1965.
Gradients

and topographic

relationships

in a cave may be displayed by

linking ceiling or floor points of equal elevation in different passages
rooms,

with contours.

Where drawn through the intervening

contours are inflected to show the passages
ever is appropriate.
not familiar

of

rock the

as valleys or spurs,

which-

The method is intended to give the viewer who is

with a particular

cave a better impression

of its topography

than is provided by the conventional cave map.

FORD, DEREK C. On the geomorphic history of G. B. Cave, Charterhouseon-Mendip, Somerset. Proc. Univ. Bristol Speleological Soc.,
10 (2)
: 149 .. 188. 1964.
G. B. cave is developed in the basal member.of

the Avonian (Lower Car-
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boniferous)

limestones,

the Black Rock Limestone.

B. cave have an aggregate
ground stream

length of approximately

TlJ,epassages
4, 600 feet.

of G.

An under-

can be traced to 430 feet below the elevation of the entrar,-

ceo The complete topography,

chronology,

structural

geology and se-

quence of development within the cave is given. A comparison

is made

with four other major swallet caves in the area.

GAJAC, JEAN (Mende, Loz~re,
tectonique. Spelunca. Mem .•

France). Sur un type de cavit~ d'origine
3: 92 - 94. 1963

Among some 400 caves explored along the northern

border

the author found in ten of them evidence demonstrating
weight as the exclusive
near the border

the factor of

Such caves are located

of dolomitic cliffs and their depth or length extends from

40 to 80 meters.
the border

cause of speleogenesis.

of the

They have narrow.
cliff; frequently

vertical

shafts which are parallel

are obstructed

no evidence of erosion by water or stalagmitisation
sides. These caves are all recent,

by recent blocks;

Carbondale.

bones of Canis (Aenocyon) dirus

give an age of 13. 170~ 600 years

B.C.

A description

tests

Trans. Illinois

from Pow-

of the bones

of Powder Mill

is presented.

GALLOCHER. P. Contribution a l'~tude hydro-sp~l~ologique
Devoluy. Ann. Sp~l~ologie, 19 (4) : 639 - 685. 1964.
Seventy two caves haven been reported
d'Arouze

Illinois.

were discovered

der Mill Creek Cave in Shannon County. Radiocarbon

Plateau

and

is found on their

A dire wolf skeleton and Powder Mill Creek Cave, Missouri.
State Acad. Sci.. 57 (4) : 224 - 242. 1964.

Cave and the site of discovery

to

probably Pliocene in age.

GALBREATH. EDWIN (Univ. Southern Illinois.
U.S.A.)

Associated

of Causses,

du massif du

and 55 have been explored in the

in the course of five expeditions

since 1955. A depth of

24
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360 meters has been attained
deepest

in the whole massif

leological

problems

of Devoluy.

Reviews

making this the

An account of the hydrospe-

by the calcareous

presented

given. plus a summary
description

in the Chourum La Fille,

and

of speleological

massif of Devoluy is

expeditions

to the area.

and location is given for each of the 72 caves;

A short

maps are in-

cluded for almost all of these.

GALLOCHER, PIERRE.
4 : 74 - 78. 1964.

Le Karst d'Aurouze

The location is given of the vauclusian
River.

An historical

and underground.

ground ice formations
to the collapses

feeding into the Souloise
research

and showing may karstic

In the" chourums"

is evident.

of the unstable

The Vercors

deep,

situated

underground

in the drainage

on

the influence of under-

mountain.

Trois
1963.

The southern

gouff-

region has

club of Valence who have investigated

5 1/3 miles of the Cave of the Luire,

chasms

aspects

limestone.

is a compact limestone

opening to an important

under-

The morphology of the area is related

GARNIER. J. J. (74, rue Jules Massenet. Valence. France).
res du Vercors (Dr8me). Spelunca, Mem. , 3: 95 - 102.

been explored by the pot-holing

Mem .•

An outline is made of the Aurouze

made of senonian limestone

the surface

springs

account is given of speleological

taken in the Devoluy mountains.
plateau,

(D~voluy). Spelunca.

area.

a temporary
river.

resurgence

The article

and the

pertains

The Vincens chasm,

to three

405 meters

is the major chasm in this region.

GEZE, Bernard (lnst. Nat. Agronom .• 16 rue Cl. Bernard,
Paris 5e). Observations speleologiques dans Ie Pacifique. Spelunca, Mem .• 3: 103 114. 1963.
The author describes
ring his volcanological

the caves he had the opportunity

of exploring du-

expedition to the Pacific in ,1962. These included

News
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and tunnels formed of lava in Japan.

Hebrides.

the variety of which is greater

Hawaii, Tahiti and the New

than suspected.

the flow of lava beneath a solidified crust,

In addition to

tectonic effects and the de-

nuding by underground water must be taken into consideration.

Also vi-

sited were coral reefs in the New Hebrides which form a humid tropical
karst different

from normal "spiky" karst and influenced by the nature

of the limestone,

a soft and somewhat porous stone.

made to caves in compact limestone.
the author shows that several
be distinguished.

Finally,

visits were

From a New Caledonian example

phases of concretioning

and corrosion

He ends his report with a description

can

of the famous

Glowworm Grotto at Waitomo. New Zealand.

GEZE. Bernard. Sur les profils normaux des entrees de grottes
galeries simples. Spelunca, Mem. , 4: 24 - 26. 1964
In clearly

stratified

or jointed limestone,

pends on the arrangement
In massive
vault.

limestone

The distribution

the profile of the cavities

or joints,

the profile approaches
of stresses

leads to curved fractures
locking vault.

of the strata

de-

but is usually angular.

that of a semi-circular

in the compact rock around any void

causing an annular separation

The void thrust,

et des

often facilitated

or square inter-

by crystalline

strcture.

works to erase all roughness and there are often smooth round shapes
not related

in any way with an underpressure

erosion.

Such separations

located around cave entrances

and passages

tification arranged

but one must be cautious as such an arran-

anticlinally

appear similar

to false stra-

gement is not due to true tectonic conditions.

GIGNOUX. MAURICE. Stratigraphic Geology. W. H. Freeman
Francisco.
California.
682 p. 1955.
This is an English translation

of the Fourth French edition.

& Co. San

published in

1950. Although covering an almost encyclopedic range of stratigraphic
locations,

this volume was originally

intended for students at the univer-
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sHy level,

and integrates

lack of relatively

by European stratigraphers.

rences of South America.

Frequent

Five chapters

cussion.

among

There are no photographs but 155charts
the individual topics under dis-

are located at the end of each chapter and the total

number must exceed 2,000.

The translator

has produced an extremely

Apparently the whole production was closely supervised

during printing since typographical
remarkable

of

of each era or period is begun.

charts are given. enabling the relationship

are utilized to illustrate

readable text.

with the exception of refe-

definitions and methods, nomen-

before the treatment

References

that used

are devoted to an analysis

syntheses.

diverse sites to be appreciated.
and diagrams

is, naturally,

However, world-wide coverage is given to

stratigraphic

correlation

The

is an indication of the originalpubli-

the sites utilized as examples of each period.

clature and dating,

Reviews

other areas of geology with stratigraphy.

recent references

cation date fifteen years ago. The nomenclature

sedimentation,

and

accomplishment

geographic localities

errors

considering

are practically

nonexistent,

a

the many technical names,

and inclusive maps in the body of the text.

GINET, R. (Facult(; des Sciences, Lyon,
France.) Dne "R(;serve Biologique Souterraine";
la Grotte de Hautecourt (Ain, France). Spelunca
Bull. , 5 (1) : 6 - 16 1965.
A short monograph of a cave-laboratory

in the French-Jura,

A description

is given; a list of 24 species

known from the cave and a short account of

research

being carried

of environmental

situated in

a natural biological reserve.

conditions

on at the resent time.

GLOVER, P. E. (Department of Veterinary Services, Kabete, Kenya); E. C.
GLOVER, E.C. TRUMP and L. E. D. WATERIDGE. The lava caves of
Mount Suswa, Kenya, with particular reference to their ecological role.
Studies in Speleology, 1 (1) : 51 - 66. 1964.
The geographical
briefly described.

position,

climate and geology of Mount Suswa are

The collapse holes and caves are formed in lava.
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The distinctive

vegetation

distinguishable

on aer1al photographs.

the caves and baboons,
tures

of the collapse

leopards,

holes makes them readily

Two types of bats are common in

birds,

lizards,

are also found. There are indications

modern man. The presence
prehistoric

of stone artifacts

man used these caves.

from the floor of one cave reveals
toxic to plant life,
Vast quantities

insects

although the soil outside the caldera

hypothesize

etc.)

in accordance

fragments

cave pearls

of stone,

with the stone fragment

cover all the uneven surface
of cylindrical

secretions

circumstances
permanent

Cave and
The

(presence

of

of intermittent

wa-

In the cave of

developing within the past 50
Their

size is

forming the core of the pearl.
On a stone fragment

The

with its largest
so as to

of the core and to make the pearl round.

shape are formed only in cases where the pebble is
as well as in cases where the cal-

of plants,..!.:G.:.2 alg3.e. was not added to the chemical

of carbonate.

Nearly all the examined pearls

and Krizna Jama are pisolites
were without any mechanical
is considered

in Postojna

of calcite are precipitated

highly uneven and flatted in its core,

deposition

nekaterih jams: 30 - 34. 1964.

as young have been found in Lipska Pecina.

side flat on the bottom the layers

careous

0

are formed very quickly.

form is also conditioned by the core.

Pearls

were collected

there is evidence of cave pearls

pearls

is highly alkaline.

and in Lipska Pecina in Montenegro.

that under favorable

small water hollows,

years;

that

high acidity along with other properties

In May and June of 1963 cave pearls

Postojna

indicates

of a soil profile

of bat guano occur within the caves.

KriZ'na Jama in Slovenia,

ter stream,

occupation by

and pottery

Chemical analyses

GOSPODARIC, RADO and ZBIGNIEW WOJIK. Pripombe
kih biserih iz Jugoslavanskih jam. Nase Jame. 60/2)

authors

and other crea-

of temporary

insignificant

and oncolites.
abrasions.

of Postojna

Cave

The examined specimens

The movement of pearls

in pools

and to have no influence on their formation.
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GOUNOT, ANNE-MONIQUE. Recherches
par Ia microfiore d'urn limon argileux
180. 1964.
The microbiological
presence
earth.

analysis

comparable

clay silt revealed

synthesis

The study of nutritional

power of the microfiora

production.

Bacterial

filtrates

carbon and

groups showed the important

in relation

to vitamins

contain several

GRABAU. AMADEUS Principles
of Stratigraphy.
tions, New York.
1185 p. 1960,
This is an unabridged and unaltered

vitamins

2 vols.

republication

and amino-acid
of the B group.

Dover Publica-

of the last revised

edition published in 1924. These volumes are a summary
ge of the whole field of geology (not just stratigraphy)
tieth century.

The emphasis is on the production

sits and the factors

involved in altering

metamorphosis

to rock.

are necessarily

dated,

development
convenient

of the knowled-

in the early twen-

of sedimentary

these sediments

Although some of the diagrams

and terminology

these volumes are a comprehensive

survey of the

They are a

to those interested

in the history of sedimentary

water movement.

Karst topography is not co-

rocks and underground
vered specifically,

depo-

after their

of many of the modern concepts of geology.
reference

the

to that in an epigeous

It includes the same functional groups of nitrogen.

sulphur cycles.

Reviews

sur Ia production de vitamines
souterrain.
Spelunca. 4 : 178 -

of an underground

of an active microflora

and

but

many references

are made to it.

GRIFFIN, DONALD R. (Dept. Biology, HarvardUniversity,
Boston,
Massachusetts)
and HAROLD B. HITCHCOCK. Probable 24-year
longevity records for Myotis lucifugus. J. Mammal., 46 (2) : 332. 1965
Female little brown bat found in a cave on Mt. Aeolus,
Vermont,

had been banded 24 years

previously.

East Dorset.

Another 24-year

old

band was found on the body of a dead bat lying on the damp floor of the
same cave. This bat had been dead nQ more than a few months at most.
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HANSHAW, BRUCE B., WILLIAM BACK and MEYER RUBIN (U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., 20242.) Radiocarbon determinations
for estimating groundwater flow velocities in Central Florida. Science,
148 (3669) : 494 - 495. 1965.
Carbon-14 activity was determined
water obtained from the principal

from HC03 in samples
artesian

these data the "agel! oiwaterobtained
gressively

farther

established.

aquifer in Florida.

froma

series

of wells,

down the gradient on the piezometric

Relative carbon-14

movement of 7 meters

of groundFrom

each pro-

surface,

was

ages indicated a velocity of groundwater

per y~ar for about 137 kilometers

of travel.

HANSHAW, BRUCE B., WILLIAM BACK, MEYER RUBIN and ROBERT L.
WAIT. Relation of Carbon-14 concentrations to saline water contamination of coastal aquifers. Water Resources Research,
1 (1) : 109 - 114.
1965.
Naturally

occurring

stable or radioactive

isotopes may be used in some

places to identify the origin of saline water that contaminates
al aquifers.

In a recent study to determine

the Ocala limestone aquifer near Brunswick,
sources

Georgia,

were analyzed for C 14 and deuterium

water from the Ocala limestone,
limestone.

some coast-

the origin of saline water in

contaminated

the following

concentrations:

potable

water from the Ocala

saline water from the underlying Claiborne Group, and near-

by ocean water.

The chloride

concentration

of the groundwater

ranges

from about 25 ppm in the potable water to more than 2000 ppm in the
deeper part of the Claiborne
and deuterium
rather

analyses

group.

Carbon-14 activity of groundwater

indicate that water from the Claiborne group,

than recent ocean water.

is the source of contaminating

water in

the Ocala limestone.

HARRISSON. TOM (Curator, Sarawak Museum, Borneo). Borneo Caves.
with special reference to Niah Great Cave. Studies in Speleology, 1 (1) :
26 - 32. 1964.
With recent advances in studies at the Niah Caves and elsewhere

in Sara-

News
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wak (Borneo).

there is a base line for further

in the sornerwhat

indiscriminate

which has damaged,
elsewhere

floor area of 27 acres
have revealed

exploration,

destroyed,

Asia recently.

approach

so many cave sites

The N1ah Great Cave has a

(110,000 sq. meters).

material

Reviews

but little point

and always single-angled

or ecologically

in southeastern

and

Excavations

in the cave

dated at 100,000 B. C.

HART, D. H. and H. C. NEWCOMB. Geology and ground water of the Tualatin.!':Valley, Oregon. U. S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Pap. 1697: 1
- 171. 1965.
The Tualatin
altitude

Valley proper

from

age basin of the Tualatin
northwestern

consists

100 to 300 feat,

Oregon.

River.

a tributary

Structurally,

shaped syncline almost bisected
has been partly

of broad valley plains,

lengthwise

filled by alluvium.

of the Willamette

River in

the bedrock of the basin is a saucerby a ridge.

which underlies

in the Columbia River basalt.

forms the top several

hundred feet of the bedrock.

of fine sand in the upper part of the alluvial

fill.

The bedrock plain

the valley plains.

Ground water occurs

fined,

ranging in

and the lower mountain slopes of the drain-

a lava unit that
and also in the zones

It occurs

under uncon-

confined and perched conditions.

HAWKSLEY. OSCAR (Biology Dept., Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg,
Missouri). Short-faced bears (Arctodus) fossils from Ozark
caves. Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc .• 27 (3) : 77 - 92. 1965.
Specimens

representing

no less than four individuals

stinus

Leidy are reported

souri.

These specimens

tary with all significant

from three

teeth.

ments for study. Comparisons

fornia.

in the Ozarks

provide one nearly complete

mens from other localities
abundandt material

cave sites

of Arctodus

pri-

of Mis-

set of teeth,

a den-

limb bones and fore and hind foot eleare made with short-faced

in North America.

from Potter

bear speci-

but especially

with the

Creek Cave and Rancho La Brea in Cali-
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HELWIG. JAMES A. (Dept. of Geology, Columbia University. New York
10027 ). Geology of Carroll Cave. Camden County, Missouri. Bull. Nat.
Speleological Soc., 27 (1) : 11 - 26. 1965.
Carroll

Cave isa large

and complex cave system in the northern

of the Ozark Dome in central

Missouri.

the Gasconade dolomite of Ordovician
east.

The cave consists

nean stream
sage,

piracy.

which carries

an average

to spring to the northeast.
apparently

the primary

playing a secondary

of 1.000.000

Cave sediments

in cave fills.

It is postulated

gallons daily feeds Toron-

Both Pleistocene

Graval

to correlate

with joint systems

are chiefly silt and gravel;
and Recent animal

fills in the upstream

with a downstream

that the cave originated

hydrostatic

portion of

facies of fine

during the late-Pliocene

uplift of the Ozarks and underwent major enlargements
shallow phreatic,

due to subterra-

of the Thunder River pas-

control of passage orientation,

role.

the cave are interpreted
silts.

systems

terminus

The local dip of 50 fee:t/mile to the east is

minor amounfs of clay are present.
bones are present

age which locally dips gently to the

of two major drainage

The submerged

slope

The cave is in the upper part of

under dominantly

conditions.

HITCHCOCK, HAROLD B. (Dept. Biology. Middlebury College, Middelbury,
Vermont). Twenty-three years of bat banding on Ontario and Quebec.
Canadian Field Nat., 79 (1) : 4 - 14, 1965
A summary

of the history.

methods.

personnel

and observations

the author on bats in the caves of Ontario and Quebec.
intensively

studied: Eptesieus

Myotis lucifugus.
Statistics
tions,

fuseus,

Myotis subulatus

bats reported

Five species

were

Myotis keanii septentrionalis.

leibii and Pipistrellus

are given for banding in summer

winter-banded

made by

colonies,

subflavus.

hibernating

during the summer,

popula-

and Longevity.

HOBBS. HORTON H. JR., (Smithsonian Institution, Washington 25, D. C.)
A new cave dwelling caryfishfrom
the Greenbrier" drainage system. West
Virginia (Deeapoda. AstacidaeL Proe. BioI. Soc. Washington,
77: 189
- 194. 1964.
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Cambarus nerterius,

n. sp .• is described

and

Reviews

Crom caves of Greenbrier

County. It is most closely r~lated to C. sciotensis

and C. robustus.

HOBBS, HORTON H., JR. (Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.) and
ALEJANDOR VILLALOBOS. Los Cambarinos
de Cuba. An. Inst. BioI,
Mex .• 34 (1/2) : 307 - 366.
1963,
Includes the description

of troglobitic

Cuevas de Santo Thoma's,

Proeambarus

niveus,

n. sp.,

from

Pinar del Rio. Cuba.

HOLLAND. HEINRICH D., THEODORE V. KlRSIPU. J. STEPHEN HUEBENER. and URSLA M. OXBURGH. On some aspects of the chemical evolution of Cave waters,
Jour", Geology, 72 (1): 36 - 67. 1964.
The unchanging

magnesium

content of cave water

nate despositiondemonstrates
carbon dioride

rather

carbonate

supersaturation

content of the water.

and calcite have different

the content in aragonite

of strontium

nitude higher than in calcite.
investigations

Aragonite
occurs

The strontium

is dependent on the strontium

but aragonite

calcium

carbo-

that the deposition takes place by loss of

than by evaporation.

is formed where excessive
the magnesium

during

rather

than calcite

other that because of
content of calcium

content of the depositing waters
distribution

coefficients.

is approximately

Data included in this study resulted

of the strontium/

calcium relationship

Thus,

an order of magfrom

between cave waters

and speleothems.

HOLSINGER, JOHN R. (University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, U. S.
A. ) Free living mites (Acarina) in caves of the Eastern United States.
Bull. Nat Speleological Soc .• 27 (2) : 47 - 54. 1965.
The free living,

cave-associated

known, and the literature
date,

representatives

caves in the eastern
termined.

Acarina of North America are poorly

regarding

of 13 families

these forms is fragmentary.

To

of mites have been collected

from

United States but only a few species

Two families,

Rhagidiidae and Parasitidae,

have been de-

are relatively
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abundant ina number of caves.
appear to have evolved.
North American
of cave

Within these groups several

Taxonomically

and ecologically

acarology

of certain
1964.

the thysanuran

insects.

Bull. Nat. Speleolo-

Machilis variabilis

ration into Delaps Cave. Hamblen County, Tennessee.
quito Anopheles punctipennis
months in October.

The camel cricket

Ceuthophilus gracilipes
The insects

began its

did not penetrate

the

of the cave. Migration to the cave occured when the

between 80 percent and 90 percent.
and 200 foot candles.

humidity was

The light intensity was between 150

When the cave and outside temperatures

were practically

infiuenced the entrance
the increasing

The female mos-

was between 400F and 500F and the relative

tive humidities

began its mig-

began entering the cave for the winter

into the cave in November.

deep dark interior

The study

in the United States is in its early stages.

As early as September

temperature

European and

cave mite faunas appear to be closely related.

IVES, JUDSON D. Cave migration
gical Soc., 26 (3): 115 - 118.

entrance

troglobites

the same,

of insects

and rela-

light might have materially

into the cave. When they left the cave

outside temperatures

may have played in major role in

their outward migration.

JANOSSY, D. (PaHiontoi. Abt. Ungarischen Naturwiss. Mus., Budapest..
Hungary.) Letztinterglazial€
Vertebraten-fauna
aus der K:Hm<rnLambrechth6hle (Bukkgebirge, Nord-Ost-Ungarn) I. Acta Zool. Acad. Sci.
Hung. 9 (3/4) : 293 - 331. 1963.
A table is given showing the occurrence,

in several

of individual pieces representing

species.

material

were found altogether.

knowledge of the vertebrate
interglacial

period.

various

layers,

of numbers

About 16,000 pieces of

This find contributes

greatly

to the

fauna of the second half of the Riss-Wiirm

Many of the species

are described.
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JANOSSY. D. (PaHiontol. Abt. Ungarischen Naturwiss.
Mus .• Budapest,
Hungary.) Letztinterglaziale
Vertebraten-fauna
aus der Ka:lm<!n Lambrecht-Bohle
Wukkgebirge,
NO-Ungaro).
II Acta Zoo1. Acad. Sci. Hung.
10 (1/2) : 139 - 197. 1964.
Descriptive
terial

notes,

representing

Allactaga

jaculus,

with some measurements,
about 35 species,
and Spalax.

Faunistic

de upon the age, and Lambrecht

divisions

in Eastern

Europe.

are made to deci-

is placed in a pre-Wiirm

Interglacial.

While there are sharp

between the faunas of the interglacial,
in Western and Central

maps for Hystrix.

comparisons

cave material

cold period during the Rigs-Wurm

periods

are given for fossil ma-

with distribution

Wiirm,

this separation

and post-glacial
is not so clear

Europe (Crimea) and in the Caucasus there is hardly a diffe-

rence between the old and youngWiirm

faunas.

JEANN'EL. RENE. Un Catopide cavernicole
Speleologie, 19 (4) : 773 - 780. 1964.
Description

of Adelopsis bordini,

de la Costa,

Caracas,

leogeography

n.

Vehezuela.

nouveau du Venezuela.

sp.,

Ann.
--

from the caves of Cordill ere

A discussion

is included of the pa-

of the genus Adelopsis.

JENNINGS, J. N. Some geomorphological problems of the NullarbQr Plain.
Trans. Roy . .:ioc. South Australia,
87: 41 - 62. 1963.
A rediscussion

of geomorphological

problems

presented

of Jennings on the basis of data provided by recent
caves under the Nullarbor
65, 000 square

Plain.

immature

karst.

arid condition.
cave formation.

known in this karst

region.

morphology is indicative

to depart radically

Apparently,

from its present

cave destruction

The extremely

flat surface

an almost unmodified emerged sedimentary

The under-

of a retarded,

This is thought to indicate that pleistocene

not cause the climate

papers

in the

Known caves do not exceed 100 of the

miles of limestone

ground as well as the surface

in earlier

explorations

is in progress

pluvials did

semi-arid
rather

of the Plain is regarded
surface

to
than
as

of Miocene age. The
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shallow caves are considered

to be primarily

of vadose origin,

while the

few deep caves are believed to have developed along the lines of 11master
cavesll

with distribution

primarily

in the coastal areas.

JEZEQUEL. FRANCOIS (11, quai de la Senechaussee.
Villefranche-deRouergue, France) and R. CUNHAC. Etude hydrogeologique du Bassin
de Lantouy (Lot-Aveyron).
Spelunca, Mem. , 3: 115 - 126. 1963.
The Gourg of Lantouy resurges
Its catchment

in the department

of Lot near Cajare.

covers an area of 142 km2• two thirds

Lot; the remainder
Middle Jurassic

are in the department

strata.

tian and Toarcian

consisting

members.

of which are in

of Aveyron.

of the Bathonian,

Nine streams

of Lan-

The water from

some small dry valleys which are tributaries

great valley from which issues
rainfall

Charmou-

feed the resurgence

touy, plus all the water seeping into 336 natural wells.
these wells reaches

It is located in

Bajocian.

is about 15 m3/sec.

exists a subterranean

the Lantouy.

It is thought

of the

Its flow at times of heavy

that below the great valley there

river which it might be possible to explore.

JOHNSON, DOUGLAS WILSON. 1965. Shore processes and shoreline
lopment. Hafner Publishing Co .• New York. 584 p. 1965.
A facsimile
Emphasis

of the 1919 edition,

which has long been considered

is on the action of waves and subsidense.

Rather

of shores.

than make a series

with a succinct

of dogmatic statements

Considering

concerning

of each. Resumes

benefit students and might even be read first.

good.

and

the various

the author quotes divergent views and

critique

well serve as introductions
vely used.

the terminology

shore ridges and the development of shoreline.

phases of shore development.
theories

a classic.

Other topics covered in

some detail include the development of shore profile.
classification

deve-

fol,lowing each chapter

since they could just as

to specific chapters.

the age of the photographs,

Diagrams

are extensi-

reproduction

is quite
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JUBERTHIE. C. and M. MESTRQV (Laboratoire
sauterrain
du C. N. R. S.,
Moulis, Ari~ge. France). Sur les Oligoch'etes terrestres
des s~diments
argileux des grottes.
Ann. Speleologie, 20 (2) : 209 - 236. 1965.
Data are given on terrestrial
lous sediments

of a cave.

Oligochetes

(Lumbricidae)

Morphological

characteristics

of a population

of Eophila pyrenaica are given, along with reproductive
Included is an ecological
of organic

study of the argillous

matter on population density,

the activity of Eophila pyrenaica.
study of quiescence,

diapause

are also given for Pelodrilus
Nitos,

in the French

inhabiting

Lumbricidae

leruthi

systems

rision

of twenty species

Chapters
stages

sur la biologie des Opilions.

of opilionids,

of the cavernicolous

and post-embryonic

of pigmentation

mental factors
physiology

two of which are troglo-

to be cavernicolous.

are also devoted to the life cycles,

and non-caver-

methods of reproduction,

development,

and reproduction,

nervous

A compa-

on these species.

and the ocular apparatus,

on development

of the central

Ann.

life cycles and neuro-

and the effects of the environment

of embryonic

regression

in the caves of Basare given on cave

of their biotope.

study of the ecology,

is made of the environment
species

on

of E. pyren~ir:a. Data

conclusions

philic and seven of which are considered

nicolous

and of water percentages

(Haplotaxidae)

General

JUBERTHIE, CHRISTIAN. Recherches
Sp~l~ologie, 19 (1) : 5 - 238. 1964.

secretory

cycles.

the influence

Data are given on an experimental

and peculiarities

This is a comprehensive

and life

sediments,

and regeneration

Pyrenees.

living in argil-

morphology,
effects of environ-

and the anatomy and

system.

JUBEHTHIE, CHRISTIAN. Morphologie et biologie comparpe des Opilions
du genre lschyropsalis
C. L. K. Spelunca, Mem. , 4 : 181 - 184. 1964.
A study of six species
mountains,
nodifera,

of this European

type living in the Pyrenees

the Italian Alps and Slovenia.
I. superba,

1. pYrenaea,

Ischyropsalis

I. helwigii mullneri

luteipes,

I.

and 1. strandi
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are analyzed for degree of pigmentation,

development of eyes. and

length of appendages.

JUBERTHIE. C. and L. JUBERTHIE-JUPEAU.
(Laboratoire Souterrain.
Moulis, Ariege. France). Sur Ie neurosecretion
et la reproduction dlun
Palpigrade souterrain.
Spelunca, Mem .• 3: 185 - 189. 1963.
A histological

study of Eukoenenia austriaca

cave; the presence

of neurosecretory

brain and the subesophageal

ganglia.

ally two) have been observed
is large in comparison

gathered in the Postojna

cells has been revealed

in the

In females a single ovule (occasion-

near the end of vitellogenesis.

This ovule

to the size of the abdomen.

KITCHING. JAMES W. Bone. Tool and Horn Tools of Palaeolithic Man.
Manchester University Press. Manchester.
England. 54 p. 1963.
Pin Hole Cave, Creswell

Grags.

Derbyshire.

1933. and 11.594 osteodontokeratic
nately these fragments

were removed.

Unfortu-

were not excavated in too professional

a manner

and little regard was paid to stratification.
as the industrial

was excavated in 1928-

fragments

Six human fragments

as well

evidence of man confirm that the cave was occupied by

man. with occupation ceasing at least 25,000 years ago. Fetal bones and
eroded and gnawed bones demonstrated
carnivores,
strates

that Mousterian

man systematically

for the making of tools and utensils.
the Pin Hole Cave deposits
moderately

ber of animals

represent

represented

time.

used bone as well as stone
indicated that

only a single transition

therein

shows that it could never have accobut only a small family group at

The author concludes that there is a similarity

between Mousterian

from a

Whatever the length of time

the depth of the deposit and the small num-

modated a large number of animals,

Africa.

of whole bodies of

The faunal remains

warm to a glacial climate.

which the cave was occupied,

anyone

the transport

especially hyenas, into cave by human agency. The author demon-

man in England and Australopithecus

in culture

from South
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LANCE, ARTHUR A. Solution bevels in limestone
34 - 38. 1964.
The author analyzes
different

the shapes of limestone

solubilities,

soluble bed retreats

caves.

creating

Reviews

Cave Notes,

6 (5);

walls composed of strata

subjected to uniform submerged
faster,

and

of

solution. The more

thereby a transitional

bevel from

the contact into less soluble bed. The bevel is planar and its slope can
be calculated

from the relative

possible to reconstruct

solution rates

of the two strata.

It is

the shape of the former cave wall from the di-

mensions of a present bevel structure.

LEAKEY. L. S. B. <Coryndon Museum of Prehistory,
Nairobi, Kenya).
Gamblers Cave, Kenya. Studies in Speleology, 1 (1) : 22 - 25. 1964.
Two rock shelters,

situated on the escarpment

in Kenya's Rift Valley. were discovered
cavated.

overlooking Lake Nakuru

in 1926 and subsequently

ex-

They were named Gamble1s Caves I and II. The first yielded

only a little archeological

material

of Mesolithic and Neolithic age.

The second was found to be so rich in cultural
long period of time.
was preserved

that whole series

in section,

material.

representing

a

of deposits to a depth of 30 feet

demonstrating

occupation levels from Upper

Kenya Capsian to the Iron Age. A museum of the site now exists where
visitors

can see the results

the various

of the excavations and the interpretations

occupation levels.

LOHMAN. S. W. Geology and artesian water supply,
Colorado. U. S. Geological Survey. Professional
1965.
The Grand Junction

area comprises

part of Mesa County. Colorado.
flank of the Uncompahgre Plateau
side
lands.

of

Grand Junction area,
Pap. 451 : 1 - 149.

332 square miles in the westcentral

It includes the part of the northeastern
known as Pinon Mesa and southwestern

of the Grand Valley including parts of Orchard
The highest part of the area.

altitude of about 8.200 feet.

Mesa and the Red-

on the flank of Pinon Mesa,

From the mesa the surface

has an

slopes gently
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northeastward

to the Colorado River,

which leaves the northwest

corner

of the area at an altidude of about 4,430 feet. The area as a whole has a
relief of more than 3,700 feet.
interrupted
canyons,

by a series

The northeastward-sloping

of faults and monoclines

surface

and is cut by many deep

some of which are 500 to I, 000 feet deep.

Many of the canyon

walls are sheer cliffs of the Wingate sandstone and, locally,
cliffs are formed by the Wingate and overlying formations.
artesian

water is obtained from four artesian

ction area which are,
Entrade

Sandstone,

in order

of importance

2) the Wingate Sandstone,

the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison
Sandstone and sandstones

is

aquifers

even higher
Confined,

and productivity;
3) lenticular

formation,

or

in the Grand Jun1) the

sandstones

in

and 4) the Dakota

in the Burro Canyon formation.

LOWRY, D. C. (Geological Survey of Western Australia,
Perth, Australia).
The development of Cocklebiddy Cave, Euda Basin, Western Australia.
Helectite, 3 (1) : 15 - 19. 1964.
Cocklebiddy cave is the westermost

deep cave in the Eucla Basin.

present,

a collapsed

the entrance

is essentially

lake 300 feet bene<ith the surface.
connecting to the surface
nooris

Presently

doline,

At

leading into a

the walls of the passages

are being scalloped by weathering

and the lake

being coated with mud.

MAGNE, JEAN (36, rue du Pare, Cauderan, Gironde. France). Presence
d'un Psocoptere troglophile dans la region de Villandraut (Gironde>'
Spelunca, Mem .• 3: 193 - 194. 1963
Biological

research

(Gironde) resulted
This capture

in the caves of the Villandraut
in the collection of Psyllipsocus

indicates

form in southwest

area,

Bazadais

ramburi

troglodytes.

a great extension of the known distribution

of this

France.

MAGNE, JEAN. Nouvellesdcmnees sur la faune cavernicole
Spelunca, Mem .• 3: 195 - 197. 1963.

de l1Agenais.
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(southwestern

captured

France)

fauna in several

plus further

mit the addition of several

Reviews

caves of the Agenais

investigations

of the literature

species and their localites.

tions are listed from which 47 different

and

species

per-

Twenty one sta-

have been collected.

MAGNE, JEAN. Faune pl~istod:ne des grottes du versant septentrional
la Montagne Noire. Spelunca Mem..
4: 202 - 205, 1964.
A Pleistocene

fa...mahas been collected from four caves on the north slope

of the Montagne Noire. Fossil

localities

fauna for each locality described.
nine Ungulata,
species,

de

eight Carnivora,

probably birds,

are indicated on a map and the

Species determined

include eight or

five Rodentia andone Insectivora.

Other

are under study.

MAGNIEZ. G. (Laboratoire de Biologie Animale et G(in~rale. Facult~ des
Sciences, Dijon, France). Un Aselle phreatique du Bassin Aquitain:
Asellus (Proasellus) albigensis n. sp. Ann. Sp~l~ologie. 20 (1) : 69 - 76.
1965.
Description

of a new member of the phreatic

ment; Asellus

(Proasellus)

albigensis.

blind Asellus withQut pig-

This species of the

coxalis

group has been found in La Mouline du Go spring at Albi, France.

MANIER. JEHANNE-FRAN~OISE (Laboratoire Souterrain du C. N. R. S.•
Moulis, Ari~ge, France). Endophytes parasites dlArthropodes cavernicoles recoltcs dans des grottes de l'Ari~ge et de la Haute-Caronne.
Ann.
Speleologie. 19 (4) : 803 - 812. 1964.
-Perapolydesmus

progressus

(Polydesmidae)

thallophytes:

Mononema perapolydesmi

Enterobryus

gracilis

in the rectum.

is infected with Parataeniella
(Diplopods,
specimens
Caronne.

Isopods.
observed

Scotoniscus

scotonisci

Amphipods.

is parasitized

by two

n. sp. in the esophagus and
macromelos

n. sp. Many Mandibulates

Coleopera) are not infested.

have been collected

(Oniscoidea)

in the caves of \ri~ge

All the
and Haute-
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MARCHAND, G. and PH. RENAULT. La Grotte et Ie Tunnel de Pouzergues
Le Montat, Lot). Spelunca, Mem.,
4: 153 - 160. 1964
The cave of Pouzergues

is situated above a railway tunnel and causes

flooding inside the tunnel, frequently with catastrophic
torical

account of the studies and exploration

railways

engineers

areas

An his-

by the French

to improve the conditions in the tunnel is given. Also

included is a study of hydrology,
ural

results.

undertaken

geology, and sedimentation

of the nat-

in the cave.

MAURIES, J-P. (Faculte des Sciences de Toulouse, France). Une nouvelle
espece franfaise
cavernicole du genre Cranogona Hibaut (Diplopoda,
Craspedosomoidea)
Aan. Sp61~ologie, 20 (2) : 237 - 242. 1965
Cranogona (Escualdosoma)

gourbaultae,

subgen. nov.,

n. sp.,

is des-

cribed from the Lamani Chiloua Chaachi Chilouaka Cave, Assurucq,
Basses-Pyrenees.
sesses

This new species

is -eyeless,

depigmented and pos-

elongate antennae.

MEDWAY, LORD (Department of Zoology, University of Malaya, Kuala
Lumpur). Post-Pleistocene
changes in the mammalian fauna of Borneo.
Studies in Speleology, 1 (1) : 33 - 37. 1964.
In the archeological

deposits at Niah Cave, Sarawak,

dated by C 14 techniques.
periods

earlier

Upper Pleistocene
been recognized,
tified,

now havea'restricted

another,

the Malay tapir,

the Sumatran

distribution

gymnure and the ferretbadger

50C

a sample of the later

At least fifty species

are still extant in 13orneoalthoughone.

and two more,

suggests

from levels representing

although not all can be finally identified.

golin. is totally extinct,;

bution.

remains

t 190 provide

fauna of lowland Borneo.

the majority

the island;

mammalian

than B. C. 17,61:"

which have been

rhinoceros

in Borneo.

have

Of those idena giant pan-

no longer occurs

on

and the orang-utan,

The presence

of the lesser

which today have a limited montane distri-

a lowering of the mean ambient temperature

during tbe end of the Pleistocene.

by about
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MEINZER, OSCAR,
712 p. 1942.

ed.Hydrology_

Dover

Publications.

and

New York.

This is a reprint

of the volume first published in 1942. Papers

different

are included.

authors

stone terranes"

A. C. Swinnerton's

deals with karst hydrology.

the United States,

Bermuda

and Yugoslavia.

movement in igneous extrusive
Harold T. Stearns
vered in separate
water of the earth,
transpiration,

fifteen separate

utilizing data from caves of
A similar

study of water

rocks is contained in the chapter by
Other topics co-

include physical changes produced by the

droughts,

infiltration,

and precipitation.

by 25

"Hydrology of lime-

"Hydrology of Volcanic Terranes".
chapters

Reviews

runoff, ground water,

lakes.

A comprehensive

glaciers,

soil moisture,

snow and ice.

index facilitates

evaporation

reference

to the

chapters.

MITCHELL, HENRY A. (Dept. Biology, University of Missouri at Kansas
City. Missouri). Investigations of the cave atmosphere of a Mexican bat
colony. J. Mammal. , 45 (4) : 568 - 577. 1964.
The following data were collected at Cueva del Tigre.
Carbo,

Sonora,

perature.

Mexico at one month intervals

relative

humidity,

14.9 miles SSE

for one year: cave tem-

total population of animals and concentra-

tion of ammonia in the cave. Ammonia gas levels did not reach lethal
limits

for humans although concentrations

treme

respiratory

pigments of bats.
early fall.
atmosphere

distress

and caustic

Bleaching conditions

were sufficient to produce ex-

effects in man and to bleach hair
existed from early summer

During this period there was little or no ventilation

to

of cave

due to animal flight or other cause.

MITCHELL, ROBEHT W. (Dept. of Zoology. University of Texas. Austin)
and JAMES R. REDDELL. EUrycea tridentifera,
a new speCies of troglobitic salamander from Texas and a reclassification
of Typhlomolge
rathbunL Texas. J. ScL.
17 (1): 12-27. 1965.
A new species

of troglobitic

salamander,

Eurycea

tridentifera,

from the

News
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of Honey Creek Cave, Comal County, Texas,

intermediate
catethatall

characteristics

the neotenic salamanders

and Typhlomolge rathbuni,
Differences

The

of the Edwards Plateau.

indi-

Eurycea spP.

constitute a closely related group of species.

between these species appear to be a function of adaptation

to epigeal environments.
reflect

is described.

of this species and of E. troglodytes

Removal of T. rathbuni

better the systematic

relationships

to Eurycea

seems to

of these salamanders.

MOORE, BARRY p. (Division of Entomology. C. S. 1. R. 0., Canberra.
Australia). Present-day
cave beetle fauna in Australia, a pointer to past
climatic change. Helectite, 3 (1) : 3 - 9. 1964.
Beetles form an impoMant element in caves,
the most spectacular
troglobitic

examples of adaptation to the environment.

froms are of greatest

of view. Their present
the glaciations
les.

distributions

glaciations.
formerly
appears

recently

By contrast,

glaciated portion.

stocene aridity
troglobitic

Troglophi-

Distribution

of troglobitic

suggests a linkage with the main

caves of mainland Australia,
are sparsely

to be limited to troglophiles

by

show little adaptation and are

evolved cavernicoles.

in New Zealand and Tasmania

point

appear to have been determined

and later climatic changes of the Pleistocene.

almost certainly

The

interest forms the zoogeographical

which are much more widespread,

beetles

where they provide some of

including the

populated and the beetle fauna

and trogloxenes.

may have been responsible

Here.

post-Plei-

for the extinction of earlier

forms.

MOORE, BARRY P. New cavernicolous Carabidae (Coleptera) from mainland Australia.
Jour. Entomological Soc. Queensland, 3: 69 - 74. 1964.
The following new cavernicolous
Speotarus

Carabidae

are described:

Moore, with the species S. lucifugus

South Australia,

and S. princeps from Ashford,

Notospeophonus jasperensis

from Wee Jasper,

the new genus

(type) from Naracoorte,
New South Wales;
New South Wales and the

44
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subspecies

N. jasperensis

from Buchan,

and the subspecies

Victoria.

provice the first recorded occurrence
ves. All the new forms

Reviews

from Bungonia. New South Walesj....!:!.:-

vicious

pallidus from Myponga, South Australia;
nellS consohrinus

and

The species

N. casta-

of Speotarus

of the subfamily Lebiinae in ca-

appear to be recently

evolved cavernicoles.

MOORE. IAN (San Diego Natural History Museum. San Diego, California).
Notes on Lobrathium subseriaturn Le Cone with a descrition of the larva
(Coleoptera: Staphylinidae). Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc.• 26 (3) : 119120. 1964.
Lobrathium

subseriatum

for the first

time.

in three

is reported

from cave of northern

California

Adults were found in six caves and the presumed

larva

of them.

MUCHMORE. WILLIAM B. (Dept. of Biology, University of Rochester.
New York). Redescription
of some cavernicolous
pseudoscorpions
(Arachnida, Chelonethida) in the collection of the museum of Comparative Zoology. Breviora,
No. 188: I - 16. 1963.
Includes

descriptions

of Kleptochthonius

di (Hagen) new combination

nius (ChamberlinochthoniUl") hageni,
tucky;

Apochthonius

Caverns,
probably

Virginia;

(Chamberlinochthonius)

from Wyandotte Cave,

coecus (Packard)
and Chitrella

n. sp.,

Indiana;

from Mammoth Cave,

new combination,

cavicola

packar-

K1eptochtho-

(Packard)

Ken-

from Grand

new combination,

from New Market Cave. Virginia.

MUCHMORE, WILLIAM B. (Dept. of Biology, University of Rochester.
New York). New terrestrial
isopods of the genus Miktoniscus from
eastern United States (Crustacea: Isopoda: Oniscoidea). Ohio J. Sci.,
64 (1) : 51 - 57. 1964.
Miktoniscus

marnmothensis,

and M.alabamensis,

n. sp.,

included in the descriptions.
racovitzai

Vandel,

n. sp.,

from Mammoth Cave,

from Shelta Cave,
A clarification

from Luray Caverns.

Huntsville.

Kentucky
Alabama are

of the appendages

Virginia,

of~.

is also figured.
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MUGNIER, CLAUDE. SplH~ologie du synclinal perch~ de Chamechaude
(Isere). Ann. Sp~Ieologie. 19 (4) : 689 - 693. 1964.
The location and description
cline of Chamechaude

of three caves situated in the elevated syn-

(Isere) is given. An comparison

development during the Pleistocene
northern

Chartreuse

is made of their

with caves situated in the massifs

of

and Bauges.

MUGNIER, CLAUDE. Observations sur Ie karst ~ocene de la Malossane
(Commune de Voreppe. Isere). Ann. Spel~ologie. 19 (4) : 695 - 704. 1964
A study of the Eocene karst of Malossane
regarding

paleotectonic

graphy of the Eocene.

(Isere) including observations

movements and conclusions
Particular

regarding

the paleo-

attention is given to evidence for Eo-

cene karstification.

MUGNIER. CLAUDE and PIERRE ARBEZ. Travaux du Sp~l~o-club Salinois
(Jura-Doubs) 1962-1963. Ann. Sp~l~ologie,. 19 (4) : 750 - 716. 1964.
The location.

description

the departments

and hydrology is given for 64 caves situated in

of Jura and Doubs.

MUGNIER. CLAUDE. Les karstifications
ant~pliocenes et plioquaternaire
dans les Bauges. la Chartreuse septentrionale et 1es chafhons Jurassiens
voisins. (Savoie. Haute-Savoie. !sere) I. Premiere Partie. Ann. Spel~ologie. 20 (1) : 15 - 46. 1965.
A speleological

inventory of Bauges,

northern

neighbouring chains in the Jura (departments
!sere).

The location,

description,

Chartreuse

and of the

of Savoie. Haute-Savoie.

hydrology and bibliography

is given for

260 caves.
MUGNIER, CLAUDE (Facult~ des Sciences de Grenoble. France). Les
karstifications
ant{i:pliocenes et plioquaternaire
dans les Bauges, la
Chartreuse septentrionale
et les chafhons Jurassiens voisins. Savoie,
Haute-Savoie, !sere) I. Deuxieme partie. Ann. Sp~l~ologie. 20 (2) :
167 - 208. 1965.
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A study of the hydrogeology of karstic
of caves (petrography
geology,

conduits>'
cavities

and topography);

and the influence of glaciation

of normal erosion

galleries.

and karstic

the karstic

cycle,

different

Chartreuse

erosion;

on karstification

(filling of

karstifications,

eocene

stages of karstification;
on plioquaternary

karstifications

karstifications

and, finally,

(hydro(surface

Other topics include a comparison

influence of antepliocene karstifications

fluence of antepliocene

karstification

evolution of karsts

Included is a study of antepliocene

and antepliocene

Reviews

This includes the fill

and dating); plioquaternary

geomorphology

and conduits);

massifs.

and

antepliocene

and karstic

the

karstificatioos:

periods;

the in-

on the tectonic configuration
and plioquaternary

of

karstifications

and paleogeography.

NICHOLAS, BROTHER G. (Biology Dept., La Salle College, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania) and ROGER W. BRUCKER. Establishment of a system for
quantitative ecological studies in Cathedral Cave, Kentucky. Bull. Nat.
~peleological Soc., 27 (3) : 97 - 103. 1965.
Cathedral
central

Cave and its relations

Kentucky are described.

ecological

studies was established

to the Flint Ridge Cave System of
A quadrat system

in the cave. The quadrats

form of bands extending around the entire
passage.

The technique for measuring

also described

and illustrated

An account of the discovery,
3650 meters

69 cubic meters

circumference

the surface

are in the

of the cave

area of the cave is

with three figures and a table.

NUFFER, R. La rivi~re souterraine
Spelunca, Bull., 5 (2) : 17 - 22.

ground river

for quantitative

du Cul-de-Vaux
1965.

(Vuillafans,

in the French Jura mountains,

long. The discovery

Doubs).

of a under-

was made after

excavating

of fill at the resurgence.

OLLIER, C.D. (Dept. of Geology, University of Melbourne. Australia).
Skipton lava caves. Victoria Naturalist,
80: 181 - 183. 1963.

The
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A description
Ballarat,

and the first published diagram of Skiton lava cave, near

Victoria.

The cave was formed inside a lava flow erupted from

the now-extinct volcano,
extensive

collapse,

Mt. Widderin.

Although the cave has suffered

it contains the two largest

caves of Victoria.

The .lresence

chambers

of undisturbed

basalt has led to the development of several

in the volcanic

gu'.lno in association

unusual minerals

with

in the main

chamber.

ORGHIDAN, TRAlAN and MARGARETA DUMITESCO. Donnees pr~liminaires concernant la faune des espaces lithoclasiques des schistes verts de
Dobrogea. Spelunca, Mem. , 4: 188 - 196. 1964.
A study of the material

collected

from the fissures

in the green schists

of Dobrogea (Roumania) as well as the metamorphic
Carpathian

regions.

A rich Arthropod

rate colonies of several

species.

The authors

as the "lithoclastic

domain".

ween subterranean

and epigean domains.

limited to the superficial

rocks of different

fauna has been found, with sepa-

It represents

refer

to this environment

the intermediate

stage bet-

Until now, research

zone of the lithoclastic

has been

domain.

ORPURT, PHILIP A. (Manchester College, North Manchester, Indiana).
The microfungal flora of bat cave soils from Eleuthera Island, the Bahamas. Canadian Jour. Bot., 42 (2) : 1629 - 1633. 1964
A total of 55 species
perfecti,

of microfungi,

representing

30genera,

(Fungi Im-

Myxomycetes and Phycomycetes)

were isolated f~om 19 sampI
les of soil and 1 sample of dung obtained from a bat cave located on
Eleuthera
species

Island,

the Bahamas.

Frequencies

of occurrence

and major groups of fungi plus a brief comparison

logical studies of soil fungi are presented.
rous bats represent
position of the cave.

of individual
with other eco-

Guano deposits of insectivo-

the dominant factor in determining

the fungal com-
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ORR, PHIL C. (Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara,
California) and RAINER BERGER. Radiocarbon age of a Nevada mummy.
Science,
148 (3676) : 1466 - 1467. 1965.
Skin tissue,

bone collagen,

and vegetal clothing from a well-preserved

mummy from Chimney Cave,
lysed radiochemically.

Lake Winniemucca.

Nevada, has been ana-

The age is about 2500 years;

the ages obtained

for the various samples were in close agreement.

PERKINS, DEXTEH.. Prehistoric
(3626) : 1566. 1964.
A comparative

analysis

of the faunal material

the nearby proto-Neolithic
sheep were domesticated
9 th millennium

B. C.,

fauna from Shanidar,

Iraq.

Science,

144

from Shanidar Cave and

site of Zawi Chemi Shanidar indicates

that

at Zawi Chemi Shanidar at the beginning of the
more than 1000 years

earlier

than the earliest

known evidence of animal husbandry.

PIERHET. BERNARD Esquisse spel~ologique
Spelunca, Bull., 5 (2) : 23 - 29. 1965.
A general

sketch of the Causse de Martel,

Vezere and Dordogne rivers
brief description
and the present

du Causse dE::Martel

an area bordered

north of Perigord

and Quercy,

is given of the main underground

by the
France.

A

network and cavities,

state of knowledge, plus a bibliography

of references

to

this area.

REICHLE. DAVID E. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee), JOHN D. PALMER and ORLANDO PARK. Persistent
rhythmic
locomotor activity in the cave cricket Hadenoecus subterraneus.
and its
ecological significance.
American Midl. Nat.. 74 (1) : 57 - 66. 1965.
The spontaneous
subterraneus
laboratory

locomotor

behavior

of the cave cricket,

Scudder, was investigated
conditions.

two persistent

solar-jay

The analysis
rhythms:

continuously

Hadenoecus

for 23 days under

of over 2,200 hours of data revealed
(1) a nocturnal

rhythm in mean

News
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bihourly activity,
deviations.

and (2) a nocturnal

At night approximately

rhythm

one-third

in mean bihourly standard
of the population migrates

out of the cave to feed. The rhythm in mean standard
tes that only a portion of the population
nature of this biological

deviations

indica-

is active on any given night. The

timing mechanism

and daylight are suggested as modulators

is unknown, although hunger
for this basic rhythmic

pattern.

RENAULT, PHILIPPE (Laboratoire
souterrain,
Moulis, Ariege. France).
Quelques r~alisations de sp~l~ologie experimentale:
Vermiculations
argileuses,
corrosion sous remplissage.
Spelunca, l\lem. , 3: 48 - 54.
1963.
A report

on the deposit of vermicular

clay on the sides of a jar when the

load in suspension

is over-concentrated.

logy of sediments.

Studies were also made on the corrosion

and coarse

sediments

soluble rock.

and the application

and analytic

site and in the laboratory

fluctuating

of granulometric

methods
The

methods used include sampling on the

sediments

of Siech cave (\riege)

outflow of the Peyraou

Spelunca,

range and grading.

with a following statistical

to speleological

allurium

a mass of

for fine sand and

des depOts de caverne.

These methods include dimensional

equipment necessary

coarse

in a honeycomb pattern

Granulometrie
1963.

A study of sedimentology

Applications

under fine

sand.

RENAULT, PHILIPPE.
Mem. , 3 : 55 - 66.

to this.

to the morpho-

by seepage of acidulous water attacking

This resulted

flutes for coarse

This is related

analysis

of results.

are given, with emphasis
and granular

de Chadouiller

classification

on the
of the

(Ardeche).

RENAULT, PHILIPPE and P. SAUMANDE. Etude de la radioactivite des
sediments souterrains
de la grotte-Iaboratoire
de Moulis (Ariege).
;:ipelunca. Mem. , 3: 127 - 129. 1963.
The measured
strata

values of radioactivity

above the cave effectively

are negligible

screens

since the rock

most of the cosmic radiation.
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RENAULT, PHILIPPE.
(Rieussec-Herault).
A short description
crystallizations
pools,

and

Review!:

Les concretions de la Gratte des Cristaux
Spelunca, Mem .• 4: 161'- 166. 1964.
is given of the cave,

observed

Among the various

are calcite prisms

and calcite and aragonite

helietites

unusual

and deep triangles

in the

on the walls.

RICHARDS, AOLA M. (Dept. of Zoology, University
of New South Wales,
Sydney, Australia). The Rhaphidophoridae (Orthoptera) of Australia.
1
Tasmania.
Pacific Insects, 6 (1): 217 - 223. 1964.
A new genus Microphathus is erected and two new species,
and M. cavernicola
caves,

are described.

and comprise

M. tasmaniensis

These two species occur abundantly in

the total known rhaphidophorid

fauna of Tasmania.

RICHARDS, AOLA M. (Department of Zoology, University of New South
Wales, Sydney, Australia) The New Zealand glow worm. Studies in
Speleology, 1 (1) : 38 - 41. 1964.
The glow worms of the celebrated
North Island,
larvae

New Zealand,

from the roof of the cave.

as a lure of the prey.

worms in the cave results
tions,

of a mycetophilid

ny.

The

prey upon midges which they capture by means of sticky fishing

lines suspended
serves

Glow-worm Grotto of Waitomo Caves,

are the larvae

notably the existence

The light emitted by the larva

The unique density of the population of glow

from the existence

of ideal ecological

condi-

of an abundant food supply in the shape of

gnats which breed in the mud banks of the subterranean

river,

and per-

manent darkness.

RICHARDS. AOLA M. (Dept. Biology, University New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia).
First record of crickets (Orthoptera: Grylloidea) from Australian caves. Helectite, 3 (3) : 44. 1965.
Endacusta

australis

Mount Kenneth,
lous Endacusta

is reported

near Geraldton
is reported

New South Wales.

from a number of breakaway
in Western

Australia.

from Walli cave,

14 miles

caves on

Another cavernicoeast of Canowindra,
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RICHARDS. AOLA M. (Dep~. Biology, University New South Wales, Sydney. Australial.
Movements of Rhaphidophoridae (Orthoptera) in caves
at Waitoma. New Zealand. Helectite. 3 (4) : 65 - 78. 1965.
Cavernicolous

Rhaphidophoridae

their immobile appearance
nuous to a greater

are very active insects.

on the walls of caves.

or lesser

degree throughtout the 24 hour period of

each day. Through marking a representative
population of two species
Zealand.

in spite of

Movement is conti-

of Rhaphidiphoridae

it was shown that several

sample of the total adult
in limestone

cave in New

different types of movement occur-

red; that home ranges had no well-defined limits; and that there was no evidence of territorial
dae is discussed

behavior.

The technique of marking Rhaphidophori-

in some detail.

RICHARDS. AOLA M. (Dept. Biology, University of New South Wales. Sydney, Australia).
Revision of the Rhaphidophoridae (Oi-thoptera) of New
Zealand. Part XII. A new species of Pallidoplectron Richards.
Trans.
Royal Soc. New Zealand. 7 (8) : 135 - 139. 1965.
Pallidoplectron
Matria,

subterraneum,

n. sp. is described

near Huntley, New Zealand.

from Pine Bluff Cave,

A key is given to the species of the

genus Pallidoplectron.

ROQUES. H. Sur la genese des formations
Spln~ologie.
20 (1) : 47 - 54. 1965.
Three conditions are necessary
1) presence

naturelles.

for the deposition of aragonite

of some cations in solution; 2)the presence

water vapor in the atmosphere
lution.

aragonitiques

Ann.

in caves:

of unsaturated

of the cave; and 3) small volumes of so-

The last conditions are essential

to permit a sufficient

concen-

tration of cations.

ROUCH, R. Sur Ie peuplement des grottes par certaines
podes. Spelunca. Mem. 4 : 200 - 201. 1964.
The studyofthehydraulic

variations

of some rimstone

especes

de Cop~-

pools with caver-
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nicolous Copepods facilitates
such animals
carried

the understanding

and explains the scarcity

tensively

coiffaiti and Antrocamptus

Reviews

of cave settlement

of some species.

out in the cave of Saint Catherine,

Elaphoidella

and

Balagueres,

catherinae

by

The study was
Ariege.

were the forms

in-

studied.

ROUIRE. JACQUES (7 bis, rue de Strasbourg.
IvIillau, France). Quelques
id~es g~nerales sur la geospeologie des Grands Causses. Spelunca.
Mem. , 3: 130 - 143. 1963.
After having recalled
the Causses

for the understanding
karstic

some notions on the stratigraphy

(Aveyron, Loz~re.

of the article,

types in this district.

(pre-Causse

the author endeavors

He distinguis'hes

or little Causses)

erosion and the general

2) The periphery
the valleys

substratum

3) The central

structure

are not

part ruled by the laws
formations;

in which in most cases

cut into the marl: the karst is limited at this lower level by

this impermeable
base;

Causses

the

plateaus

influences

hydrogeology of permeable

of the great Jurassic

of

necessary

to classify

: 1) The liasic

in which the karstic

3.1wayspredominant and which are for the greater
of normal

and structure

Gard and H~rault Departments)

part of the great Causses

(the upper Jurassic

the plateaus)

and hangs above the level of the regional

generally

in which as a result

the canyons no longer reach the level of the marl;

is no longer limited downwards by the level of the regional
three normal

zones of temporary

of the

beaks throught to the surface

percolation,

permanent

of

the karst

base and the
flow and

ground water are observed.

SALVAYRE, HENRI. Les lacs temporaires
Causse. Spelunca. Mem .• 4 : 79 - 103.
The temporary
appear
region.

lakes of the Larzac

to be exceptional

du Larzac
1964.

and its region (Aveyron and H~rault)

phenomena correlated

The heavy precipitations

et de son Avant-

of October,

with the rainfall
1963 and February,

in this
1964
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caused their formation.

The observations

cate that the temporary

lakes of the Larzac

in special
factors.

geological

made during this period indiand surrounding

conditions are related

Such lakes may be divided into two categories;

type which are the most commonly observed
are the exceptions.
possess

original

In relation

acquiferous

dolomite appears

to

characteristics.

Since the beginning of time,

lors de sejours

man has been frightened by caves and

It is only recently that e::..plorers began to explore the inner areas

of these cavities.

At the beginning of these explorations

how the human organism
author,

the accumulation

and the flooding type which

to such problems.

SAUMANDE, P. Comment l'homme se comporte-t-il
souterrains?
Spelunca. 5 (1) : 32 - 35. 1965.

abysses.

region formed

to definite climatological

would react to the unusual environment.

who has undertaken

given a provisional

it was wondered

answer:

adapts to the cavernicolous

several

scientific

experiments

it seems that the human organism
environment

by a lessening

SCHICK. RODERT X. (University of California.
spiders of California (Araneida., Thomisidae).
Hist. , 129 (1) : 1 - 180. 1965.
The crab spiders comprise

the

moderately

which is world wide in distribution.
but some occur on dead bark,

The

in this field,
quickly

of activity.

Los Angeles>' The crab
Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat.

large family Thomisidae.

Most species

are found on vegetation,

on the ground. or in leaf detritus.

Capture

of prey is effected without the means of a web but by means of ambush or.
less frequently.
criptions

by active pursuit.. Most of this paper is devoted to des-

of the California

revisionary.

species

and groups., but some of the work is

Of the 210 known species

95 are found in California.
logy. as it pertains

of Thomisidaein

Also discussed

are analyses

to the taxonomic treatment.

from the standpoint of biotic provinces

North America,
of the morpho-

and of the distribution

and of faunal elements.
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SEXTON. R. T. Caves of the coastal areas
3 (3) : 45 - 59. 1965.
The majority
limestones

of South Australian

of the coastal areas.

geological

and

of South Australia.

caves in the Tertiary
Their distribution

Reviews

Helectite .•

and Quaternary

is discussed

rather

a geographical

basis.

briefly described

and illustrated

to indicate different types and related

developments
limestones
Australia

The most significant

on a

in the coastal limestones.

The most notable feature of the

is their soft, porous nature.
in hard. massively

caves are

Caves also occur in South

bedded Cambrian and Pre-Cambrian

lime-

stones and dolomites.

SILAR. JAN (University Karlovy. Praha, Czechoslovakia).
Development of
Tower karst of China and North Vietnam Bull. Nat, Speleological Soc"
27 (2) : 35 - 46. 1965.
Deals with the origin of the tower or cone karst
in southern
Tertiary

China and North Vietnam,

times under tropical

changed and some areas
occurs

other areas

conditions.

Later the climate
the tower karst

but also outside that climatic

tower karst of southeastern

zone. The

Asia is analogous to that of

in Asia and Europe where tower karst is preserved

later Tertiary
periglacial

Kegelkarstl

Proof is given of its origin in early

were uplifted so that at present

not only in the tropics

early Tertiary

climatic

(Turmkarst.

deposits

below

or where it has been modified by the Pleistocene

climate.

SMITHERS, C. N. New records of cave and mine-dwelling Psocoptera in
Australia.
Jour, Entomological Soc. Queensland, 3: 85 - 88. 1964.
Includes the first record

of Psocoptera

reticulatus

and Psyllipsocus

ronments.

P. ramburi

caves;

South Australia;

Wombeyand and Charbon,

Lepinotus

Both are common in epigean envi-

is known from caves in other areas.

obtained from Naracoorte,
Japser,

ramburi.

from Australian

Material

Buchan, Victoria;

New South Wales.

Wee

was
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STEEVES, HARRISON R. (Dept. Anatomy, University of Alabama Medical
Center, Birmingham). Two new species of troglobitic AseUids from the
United States. American Midland Nat. , 71 (3) : 81 - 84. 1965.
Two new species
~and

of troglobitic

asellids

A. sinuncus are described

are presented

where possible.

viously described

evolutionary

and figured.

Relationship

forms is discussed.

three closely related

species

from the United States,
Variations

and habits

of these species

The Cannulus group,

Asellus

to precontaining

from West Virginia is formed,

and an

sequence within this group is proposed.

STONE, L. S. (School of Medicine, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,
U. S. A.) Return of vision in transplanted larval eyes of cave
salamanders. Jour. Exp. Zoology, 156 (2) : 219 - 227. 1964.
The right eyesof 10 T...YE:hlotriton
spelaeus
were excised and reimplanted
were revascularized

and one T. nereus

with normal orientation.

and appeared

normal.

AU specimens were sacrificed

while still larvae and all but one were observed
after operation.

Vision was demonstrated

larvae

They healed well,

for at least 4 months

in the unoperated

eyes in all

cases but was poor in some of them. There was little or no reduction
size of the reimplanted
grafts

eyes.

survived and appeared

the experiments.

The retina and other structures
histologically

Vision failed to return

117 days after operation,

possessed

other case only a very slender

in the

normal at the termination

in 3 grafts.

in

One of 2,

of

sacrificed

on optic nerve connection with the

optic nerve reached the brain.

All other

grafted eyes were connected with the brain by well defined regenerated
optic nerves.

Normal vision was demonstrated

that by some selective
reach the proper

mechanism

centers

in all of them,

the optic nerve fibers of the retina

in the optic tectum.

TWENHOFEL, WILLIAM H. 1961. Treatise on Sedimentation.
Publications,
New York. 926. p. i 5.00.
A reprint

indicating

of the second edition,

originally

2 vols. Dover

published in 1932. The first

News
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volume covers the sources
portation,
tation.

deposition,

and production of sediments;

diagenesis,

This includes minerals

grained clastic
tary deposits

sediments,

phosphatic sediments,

their trans-

and products of sedimen-

coarse-grained

clastic

dolomites.

rocks,

corals

finer-

and sedimen-

The second volume deals with other pro-

manganese,

barium,

of structures.

cross-lamination,

origins, contemporaneous
the environmental

Reviews

including gypsum and saline residues,

included is a discussion
stratification,

lithification

limestones.

of iron minerals.

ducts of sedimentation,

and

strontium

textures

of color.

concretions

Portions

and their
textures

and

of one chapter are

devoted to cave sediments

and data on rate of growth of stalactites.

and laboratory

are given for studying sediments.

techniques

Also

and colors of sediments;

ripple marks,

-:ieformation, oolitic and pisolitic

significance

silica,

and feldspar.

Field

VANDEL, A. (Laboratoire souterrain'
du C. N. R. S.• Moulis. Ariege,
France). Les Isopodes terrestres
et cavernicoies de Ia I3uIgarie. Ann.
Sp~Il!oIogie. 20 (2) : 243 - 270. 1965.
-New species

reported

include Hyloniscus flam mula.

TrichoniSCllS anophthalmus,
niscus (n. gen.) gueorguievi.
which 9 are trogloxenes.
the 26 species.

T. rhodopiensc,

Balkoniscus

T. bononiensis,

A. total of 26 species are discussed,

7 are troglophiles

beroni,

Bulgaroof

and 10 are trogiobites.

Of

17 are endemic.

VANDEL. A. (Laboratoire Souterrain du C. N. R. S., Moulis, Ariege,
France). Les Isopodes cavernicoies dkoltes en Grece par Ie Docteur
H. Henrot. Ann. SpeIeoiogie, 19 (4) : 729 - 740. 1964.
Species collected

include Alpioniscus
T. euboensis,

epigani,

Trichoniscus

lindbergi,

dryopeorurn,

n. sp. A list of all the terrestrial

A.. henroti,

n. sp .•

n. sp .• and Cretoniscellus

known from caves in Greece is also given.

isopods (Oniscoidea)
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WALLACE, ALFRED RUSSEL.
Press, New York. 515 p.
A reprint

of Wallace's

1962. The Malay Archipelago.

classic

observations

natural history of the Malay Archipelago.
collected over 125,000 specimens,

separating

the archipelago

fauna and

In eight years of travel Wallace

including many new species.

the volume whose publication has resulted
Wallace Line,

on the peoples,

Dover

the Indian Faunal types on the western

from the Australian

This is

in the application of the term

types on the eastern

half of

half.

WALSH, W. P. (Dept. of Anthropology, Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia) Unexplained markings in Kintore and Cutta Cutta
caves, Northern Territory,
Australia. Helectite, 2 (3) : 83 - 91. 1964
A series

of incised lines were found in the light zone of Kintore Cave and

in the dark zone of Cutta Cutta Cave, near Katherine.

Although aborigi-

nes are known to have inhabited the area,

there is no positive evidence

that these markings

Solutional etching or any

similar

are of human origin.

geological process

to no known or suspected
marks

may be discounted since the lines correspond
structural

features.

The arrangement

in sets of four or five and the arrangeT:lent of the sets

of two strongly

suggests

an animal origin.

without any major obstacles

of the
in groups

Since the caves are level and

almost any animal could obtain access

to

the marked sections.

WATSON, RICHARD A. (Dept. Philosophy, Washington University, St.
Louis, Missouri). Similitude in direct and thought experiments in cave
geology. Bull. Nat. Speleological Soc., 27 (3) : 65 - 76. 1965.
Methodological analysis
geological

experiments

and illustrations

are given of two kinds of

conducted in speleology.

different way with problems

Each kind deals in a

posed by the great masses

of time involved in the evolution of natural features.
mathematical
experiments

techniques

of rock and spans

It is hoped that with

of analyzing and comparing materials,

with scale models will provide important

direct

corroborations
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for thought experiments
established
reaction

in cave geology. However.

that the assumptions

and

it remains

involved in substituting

in a model for a different

chemical

reaction

Reviews

to be

one chemical

in nature are valide.

WECHMANN. ARTHUR. Hydrologie.
Uberirdisches
Wasser - Unterirdiaches Wasser-Hydrometeorologie
- Wasserhaushalt.
Veb Verlag fOr
Bauwesen, Berlin. 536 p. 1963. 64 D. M.
A general

review of hydrological

specifically
water.

treated,

its movements.

methods of analysis
charts

principles.

Although caves are not

100 pages are devoted to the study of underground
methods of tracing,

are stressed.

and maps supplement

etc.

Physical

and chemical

as well as mapping techniques.

104

the text,

WEYDERT, P. (Facult~ des Sciences de Marseille,
France). Etude de
ll~coulement karstique du Grand Lac (Hautes-Alpes).
Ann. Sp~l~ologie.
20 (2) : 159 - 166. 1965.
Following a geological and tectonic study of Grand Lac (Hautes-Alpes),
studies were made of the karstic

system which permits

function.

This karstic

circulation

structure

of this area:

an extremely

the west and composed of Triassic
the hydrogeologic

the outlet to

is in close keeping with the tectonic
acute synclinal fold sloping towards
limestone.

evolution which permits

An explanation is given of

this outflow.

WILLIAMS, W. D. Subterranean freshwater prawns (Crustacea: Decapoda:
Atyidae) in Australia.
Australian Jour. Mar. Freshwater Res. , 15: 93
- 106. 1964.
Parisia

gracilis,

limestone

these freshwater
species

n. sp. and P. unguis,

cave near Katherine,

prawns are discussed

of the genus Parisia.

side Madagascar

n. sp .• are described

Northern Territory.

along with previously

This is the first record

from a

The relations

of

described

for this genus out-

and brings to four the number of atyids known only

from the subterranean

water of Australia.

The specimens

describedwere

News
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collected

about

from entrance
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300 feet

beneath the surface and about

1,400 feet

to the cave system.

WILLIAMS, HOWEL, A. MCBIRNEY and GABRIEL DENGO. Geologic
reconnaissance
of southeastern Guatemala. Univ. California Pub!. Geol.
Sci.,
50: 1 - 57. 1964.
The oldest rocks in southeastern
rocks,

Guatemala are low-grade

probably of Middle or late Paleozoic age.

mentary

rocks are sandy shales,

with them are hitherto
and keratophytes,
limestones

unrecognized

are exceptional,

uniform,
to the

were laid down on an irregular

and syenites are lacking.

of "Laramide"

north

siltstones,

marine

floor.

and quartz mon-

are subordinate,
These plutons,

plutons present

of the Motagua Valley.

gabbros

which are

in the Guatemalan Cordillera

A long period of erosion ensued;

and the area was carved into rugged relief.

mainly brownish and reddish volcanic sandstones

then accumulated

in intermontane

probably during Middle or Late Tertiary
are interbedded

The

age, definitely much younger than the more

many plutons were deroofed,
sediments,

granophyres

quartz diorites

dominantly granitic

Clastic

chiefly spilites
time,

an extensive group of composite plutons was intruded.

quartz monzonites;

presumably

rocks,

at least partly equivalent to the

dominant types by far consist of granites,
zonites;

and quartzites;

During Cretaceous

clastic deposits,

Metapan beds .of El Salvador,

Most of the metasedi-

mica schists

metavolcanic

and metadiabases.

and coarse

Subsequently,

phyllites.

metamorphoic

basis and on floodplains,

times.

with these volcanic sediments,

and

A few lavas and tuffs
but most of them are

younger.

WOLFE, DOUGLAS A. (Dept. of Physiological Chemistry, Ohio State
University, Columbus 10) and DAVID G. CORNWELL. Carotenoides
cavernicolous crayfish. Science, 144 (3625) : 1467 - 1469. 1964.
Small amounts of beta-carotene

of

and lutein were found in Orconectes

pellucidus pellucidus, a white eyeless cavernicolous

crayfish.

Cambarus

News
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bartonii

tenebrOSllS, a crayfish

Astaxanthin.

mentation

still had less carotenoides

the principal

absent from O. pellucidus.
of C. b. tenebrosus.

carotenoid

than surface

of most Crustacea.

was

but accounted for 83 percent of the carotenoid

These findings support other observations

is dependent on the amount of carotenoid

the presence

Reviews

from the same cave but not as well

adapted to the cave environment.
crayfish.

and

of light. They further

that

in the rather

suggest that O. p. pellucidus

pig-

than on
has lost

or has never developed the ability to oxidize dietary caroteno~ds.

WOLOSZYN. BRONISLAW W. (Katerlra Zoologii, Wyzszej Szkoly Rolniczej.
we Wroclawiu, Poland). Nowe obserwacje nad nietoperzarni z jaskin G6r
Swietokrzyskich.
Przeglad Zool.. 8 (3) : 286 - 289. 1964.
A series

of observations

zyskie mountains.

on the bats in the caves of the G6ry Swietokr-

Two species noted for the first time were Myotis

mystacius

and Plecotus

of Poland.

This was recovered

austriacus.

Kielce and is the northernmost
(Jaskinia
bechsteini

the latter

a new record for the fauna

in the East Cave (Jaskinia Wschodnia) in
record of this species.

In Hobbers Cave

Zbojecka) the third specimen of the rare species
was caught and a summer

of over 100 individuals

Myotis

colony of Myotis Myotis.

consisting

was noted in the vicinity of these caves.

YEATMAN, HARRY C. (Dept. Biology, University of the South Sewanee,
Tennessee),
A new cavernicolous Cyclopoid copepod from Tennessee and
Illinois. J. Tennessee Acad. Sci., 39 (3) : 95 - 98. 1965.
Cyclops clandestinus
County. Tennessee.

n. sp.,

is described

Troglophilic,

nage tile near Fairmont.

from Bigmouth Cave. Grundy

it has also been collected from drai-

Vermillion

County. Illinois.
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